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Quins Down Under
Introduction

Looking at rugby union today in the 21st century with Super 14, Tri and Six Nations
competitions and total professionalism at the highest levels it is difficult to imagine founding a
Rugby Club in Melbourne towards the end of the so-called "roaring twenties". Rugby was
named after the Rugby School in England where, according to the famous plaque, "William
Webb Ellis with a fine disregard for the rules of football as played in his time first took the ball
in his arms and ran with it thus originating the distinctive feature of the rugby game AD 1823".
Whilst rugby historians argue as to whether William Webb Ellis did in fact, at that particular
moment in time, run with the ball for the first time and define the new game, it is certainly
true Old Robians have had a huge impact on the development and propagation of the game of
rugby. Indeed England still plays in the colours of Rugby School and formally requests the
School's approval to do so every season. After the schism in 1895 in the north of England over
payment for lost time, professional Rugby League and amateur Rugby Union established two
distinct codes in England, France and Australia. By 1928 Rugby Union was well established in
Australia. In Queens land and New South Wales it was played at the highest level.
In Victoria, however, then as now, rugby was a minor football code hardly known in that State,
famous for its own Australian Rules Football game. Rugby in Victoria has in fact had rather a
chequered history. The Melbourne Rugby Union was founded in 1888 with early matches being
played between teams from North of the Yarra and South of the Yarra. In 1894 a New South
Wales team came to Melbourne to play Victoria and was beaten 3-0, while the first Victorian
team travelled to Sydney to play New South Wales in 1899, truly colonial matches as the
Commonwealth of Australia was not yet in existence. The Melbourne Rugby Union folded in
1890, and rugby was not played in an organised way again until the formation of the Victorian
Rugby Union in 1909 with the founding clubs: Melbourne, South Melbourne, East Melbourne, St
Kilda and University. Despite the enthusiasm for the game it was a difficult time for rugby and
many employers sacked rugby players for not playing Australian Rules Football. The rugby
competition was suspended during the First World War and, due to the difficulties, did not
resume until 1923 and then in fewer numbers.
The Melbourne Rugby Union competition in 1928 was devoutly amateur and played according
to the purest "corinthian" ideals. Even today true believers consider rugby to be "the game
they play in heaven", and there are almost religious aspects to the devotion of some people to
rugby. In England it was always thought to be the game for hooligans played by gentlemen,
while soccer was the game for gentlemen played by hooligans. Australia, however, has
fortunately never "enjoyed" the class distinction between players of rugby union and other
football codes as there was in England. In fact, in England it was not until the professional era
in the nineteen nineties that the middle class ethos, which sought to exclude the working class
from the control of the game was finally changed. It is, however, true to say that the majority
of rugby players in Melbourne in 1928 were professional men. The "corinthian" ideals have
been an enduring basis for the playing and enjoyment of rugby union since its earliest
beginnings. Even now, with an elite level of highly paid professional players, all parties to the
game (players, clubs, associations, officials and sponsors) at all levels recognise the
importance of that special rugby heritage and are trying to combine the tradition of the old
with the excitement of the new.
For those players in Melbourne in the late twenties rugby was a great way to meet like-minded
people with a common interest. For newly arrived migrants it was an immediate entry to a
sporting and social community, where they felt comfortable. Despite its minority sporting
status in Melbourne rugby did attract "converts" from other football codes-particularly
Australian Rules where skills in marking and kicking transferred easily to rugby. Many were
attracted by the fierceness of the contest on the field, which was immediately forgotten with
the final whistle and followed by sharing drinks and the singing of ribald rugby songs. Even
that strange rugby habit of calling the referee "sir", and accepting the decision without dissent
(which still occurs today at international level), was found attractive by the converts. It is
interesting that such behaviour has been maintained to the present day in rugby- a violent
sport -whilst in cricket, once the most gentlemanly of sports, player behaviour at the highest
level has deteriorated so badly. Perhaps scrums should be introduced to cricket!
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During its 75 years of existence The Melbourne Harlequin Club has changed, as has rugby, as
has society and as has Melbourne, but throughout those years certain values and ideals have
stayed constant. The seven (or were there thirteen!) men who founded The Harlequin Club in
Melbourne in 1928 could not have foreseen what the club has become now and how it became
so, but they would probably be satisfied and - in a most understated way - proud. Rather
special bonds and relationships have held the club together. Despite very little success on the
field for the first ten years and only intermittent glory thereafter Harlequins have managed to
become and remain a marvellous sporting club. Opinionated members and officials have
argued, sulked, resigned but have never weakened the basic strength of the club.
In the following chapters we shall look at the development of The Harlequin Club from its 1928
start to the present. We shall see how it has changed to meet: the demographic and societal
developments in Melbourne, the globalisation and professionalisation of the game and, above
all, the impact a rich selection of characters and oddballs have had on The Harlequin Club and
how that impact was reciprocated.
We are fortunate to have the comprehensive album compiled by the late Ron Bolton, which
records the first 50 years of the club. It contains a wealth of photographs, newspaper cuttings,
fixture lists, correspondence and statistics, without which the writing of this story would have
been almost impossible. The chapters of the book have been written by a group of Harlequin
club members and reflect their take on the club’s history during those periods. As a
consequence of this we see the various club eras through different eyes.

The Early Years (1928 to 1940)

There are some inconsistencies about the true origins of the club. In the first history of The
Harlequin Football Club of London, published in 1954, the author H.B.T. Wakelam wrote that
our Harlequin Club was founded in August 1928 by seven men: C.J.A. Moses, D.Baker,
G.A.Thomas, C.A.Davis, J.Stewart-Malir, D.J.S.Brewin and W.Taverner in the bar of the now
defunct London Tavern. According to our research the first meeting of the proposed Overseas
Rugby Club was held on the 7th September 1928 at the Amateur Sports Club, Elizabeth Street,
Melbourne. An extract of the Minutes of that meeting records.
Present:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D.J.S.Brewin
S.S.Brown
J.Christopher
C.A.Davis
W.Marwood
W.Matthew
C.J.A.Moses
W.B.H.Rae
D.C.Sparks
J.J.Stewart-Malir
W.Taverner
J.Taylor(snr)
S.Weeks
Members of the Victorian Rugby Union who attended the meeting were
M.G. (Bert) Penwill
◦
R.Lane (Vice President)
◦

The Meeting discussed the name of the new Club. Mr Stewart-Malir proposed the name
"HARLEQUINS", a membership fee of one guinea and the players supplying their own jerseys.
The Harlequins name was selected because of its essentially “Britishness” or perhaps more
accurately “Englishness”. The parent club of this now global family of clubs, which can be found
on almost every continent, was formed in 1867 as the Hampstead Club and changed its name
to the Harlequins in 1870. The change of name hints at the club’s early nomadic history where
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they found themselves playing home matches throughout London, even venturing as far to the
east as Catford. Legend has it that the Harlequin name was decided under a Hampstead street
light in the early hours of the morning after an evening of carousing. However, as
H.B.T.Wakelam wrote in his 1953 history of the London Harlequins: “Real fact”-forever the
bugbear of “romance”- must overtake that nice little story, and the unfortunate “real fact” was
that the Hampstead Club had decided to change its name because of the change in the
previous purely local membership rules. Not wanting to dispense with the H.F.C. monogram
and the latin motto “Nunquam Dormio” - I never sleep -, the club made a master-stoke of a
name change. But what is a Harlequin? It was originally derived from the French word
“Hellequin” a devil in medieval legend. Shakespeare referred to a “Harlekin” as a mountebank
or zany person. Perhaps, however, the Encyclopaedia Britannica best sums up a Harlequin as a
person, who makes funny moves! This suited the London Club, which has prided itself on
playing attractive, attacking rugby throughout its history. For us perhaps we just attracted
funny guys!
There was no doubt that the Harlequin name suited us and we have benefited from it.
Melbourne Harlequins have played for Harlequin clubs in London, Pretoria, Hobart, Hamilton
NZ, and they have played for us. We have met Harlequin clubs from around the world in
veterans’ tournaments. In July 2001 the Harlequin Gentlemen from London won our “Lions
Tour” rugby tournament, and in October, 2003 Harlequin teams from Melbourne, Sydney and
Hamilton NZ played in our World Cup Harlequin Challenge. But the original founder members
were not to know that!
An extract of the first Minutes of The Harlequin Club, held at the Coffee Pot, Bank Place,
Melbourne on 2nd November 1928 records.
The name HARLEQUIN CLUB was adopted.
The Harlequin Club shall have two sections, RUGBY and CRICKET
An extract of the First Annual Meeting of The Harlequin Club, held at the Hotel Windsor on the
13th February 1929 records,
Twenty three rules and regulations were drawn up and passed
1.

The name of this club is THE HARLEQUIN CLUB

2.

The objects for which this club is established are:
◦

To establish, maintain and conduct a Club of a non-political and non-sectarian
character

◦

to facilitate sport and social intercourse amongst overseas Britishers resident in
Victoria

3.

Persons eligible to become Club members shall be persons born or domiciled in Great
Britain or Ireland

4.

The Club Colours shall be black, maroon, sage green and pale blue, quartered

There may be some uncertainty as to who the actual founders were, but there is no doubt they
were men with drive, vision and the skills to achieve their objectives for the club. From the
beginning it was well organised with the following structure,
•

Harlequin Club
President
◦
Vice-President
◦
Hon. General Secretary
◦
Hon. Treasurer
◦
Committee
◦
■
■

Dr. R.H.Morrison
C.E.Davies
J.J.Stewart-Malir
C.E.Rowe
D.J.Baker
A.D.Gale
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•

•
•

■
Cricket
Captain
◦
Vice Captain
◦
Hon. Secretary
◦
Golf
Hon.Secretary
◦
Rugby Union
Captain
◦
Hon. Secretary
◦

S.Grist
D.J.Baker
G.A.Thomas
D.Shubert
S.Grist
C.J.A.Moses
J.J.Stewart-Malir

Charles Moses, who was certainly one of the founders, was the first club captain and
represented Victoria on the rugby field for many years. He was also famous in the wider world
when he became General Manager of the Australian Broadcasting Commission. At the 50th
anniversary celebrations, which were interestingly held in 1979 rather than 1978, he (by then
Sir Charles Moses) recounted how he and John Stewart-Malir, while playing for the St Kilda
Club, thought that the United Kingdom community should have its own rugby club. The
precedent for this was set in Victorian rugby by the Kiwi Club, which catered exclusively for the
New Zealanders resident in the State. David Baker, who was another of the men behind the
founding of the club, managed a back room at the famous Windsor Hotel, and his room
became a regular meeting place for the club. Harlequins and hotels have had a great attraction
for each other throughout the history of the club not just as customers but also as licencees.
Today Rick Gilbert and Graeme Rennie run very successful hotels in the City. Both were very
well patronised by Lions supporters during the 2001 Lions tour and Rugby World Cup fanatics
in 2003.

Another foundation member Darrel Brewin was not only very effective on the rugby pitch
representing Victoria from 1929-1933 and administratively within the club, but was also a
great leader in the cricket section of the club. Indeed, the club's first success took place on the
cricket field rather than the rugby pitch. On the 7th March 1929 the Melbourne Harlequins
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played the Sydney Bohemians at cricket at the St. Kilda Ground. We must have had some clout
because the Melbourne Harlequins comprised five club members plus six members of the MCC
party in Australia for the Ashes (including Jack Hobbs, Patsy Hendren and Maurice Laylands)
and the Sydney Bohemians comprised seven Harlequins and five members of the Australian
team (including; Arthur Mailey, C. Park and J.L.Ellis). The match was played to raise funds for
the Legacy Club’s “Distress Fund for Workless Returned Soldiers”. It was all in a good cause,
and everyone enjoyed the occasion. Cricket was initially stronger in the club than rugby,
probably because cricket was a better-organised and more popular sport in Melbourne then.
The cricket section of the club even had a larger committee than rugby and a fixtures book.
They played 20 matches and practised at the Old Scotch Ground in Batman Avenue, now the
Melbourne Tennis Centre.
This hosting of an international team less than six months after the club's founding was to
start a tradition of entertaining touring teams from all parts of the world, which has
contributed to the club ethos and continues to this day.
With the excitement of the cricket behind it, it was time for the rugby season to begin, and in
1929 with our first rugby season to start, a new member joined the club who was to make a
huge impression on and off the field and whose contribution and input has perhaps been the
most important in the club's history. R.S. (Ron) Bolton came from Ireland where he was a first
class oarsman,representing Ireland against the Australian Olympic Team in 1924. His son
Peter, born in 1945, went on to be an outstanding player (Wallaby trialist, and 99 game
Victoria representative) and President of The Harlequin Club. Family dynasties have been a
feature and strength of the club, and H.G. (Bert) Penwill, the VRU Vice-President and observer
at that famous first meeting on 7th September 1928 joined the club, and his son Max,
grandson John and great-grandsons Tony (who played for Australia Colts) and Nigel also
played for the club and Victoria with great distinction. H.G. (Bert) Penwill was initially a
member of the Melbourne Rugby Union Club and joined Harlequins to spread the game of
rugby in Victoria. He later returned to the Melbourne Club and went on to serve as President
for many years. His grandson, John, claims Bert left us because he did not appreciate the
behaviour of certain Harlequins. Our research has been unable to discover either the nature of
this behaviour or the names of the miscreants, but we assume it was not too terrible since
subsequent generations of Penwills have embraced the club.

The first rugby season in 1929 must be considered a success, despite losing the first match
against Navy and most others of that first season. Three Harlequins, Charles Moses, Ron
Bolton and Darrel Brewin were selected to represent Victoria.
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The club records do not provide any results for the 1929 season except for the loss in the
opening match against Navy and the sole photographs show a match against the Geelong Club
played in Geelong with the team travelling in a furniture van. We are not aware of the
significance of the van, but the journey in 1929 must have been quite an undertaking.
Research into the post-war period has found that a Harlequin ran a laundry business and often
ferried players to matches in his van amongst the weekend's washing! Presumably one of the
players in 1929 owned a removal company and he would have been a very popular member of
the club.
The social side of the club was progressing very well, so well in fact that an Extraordinary
General Meeting was held at the Coffee Pot, Bank Place on the 18th November 1929 at which
the following amendment was made to the constitution of the club:
Rule 2) The Club be primarily a Sporting Club and that the social activities be subsidiary to the
sporting activities
Fortunately the club has not taken that amendment too seriously and the social side has
remained a very important aspect of the club. Nevertheless it took a further 26 years for us to
win a First Grade Premiership, so the members did not take that far-sighted change too much
to heart!
By 1930 the club had grown enough to run a second team. More importantly, on 10th
September 1930 it opened the first official Harlequin club rooms in Renmartin House, St.
James Place, Melbourne. The rooms were on the third floor of a wool warehouse and the rent
was 15 shillings ($1.50) per week. This was excellent timing, for the club was the official host
to the touring British Lions Team at the clubrooms on 16th September. The Lions played one
Test in Australia, which they won 6 points to 5, as part of their major tour to New Zealand.
Lions’ tours in those days were much more sociable than now and the Wallabies and the Lions
were in Melbourne as visitors, not playing opponents. The Test Match was played in Sydney.
The few facts recorded for posterity about hospitality show that our captain, Charles Moses,
won the beer drinking competition, beating the then undefeated champion of the last Wallaby
Tour to Great Britain and France, and our President, Dr. R. Morrison gave a most spirited
rendition of “She Was Poor, But She Was Honest”. As a social event we can be proud that we
won the most important contest and continued the tradition of entertaining visiting overseas
teams. For the clubrooms the timing was later not so fortunate. The depression of the early
thirties was so pervasive, that many Harlequins were without jobs, and the premises had to be
given up. This is the official reason, but correspondence from David Sparkes, one of the
original members, let the cat out of the bag. Evidently many firkins of ale were bought for the
reception and they had to be hoisted from outside the rooms to the third floor. During the
reception and subsequent turns the fine merino bales stored on the second floor were stained
by Carlton beer or similar, and the club was promptly evicted! It was only some 30 years later
that the question of clubrooms was finally and satisfactorily settled.
That second year in the competition saw the members continue to enjoy their rugby in the
English tradition, that is all matches were friendlies, and there was no formal competition with
finals. This was almost certainly due to the fact that there were few teams with varying states
of organisation and playing memberships. We were mildly optimistic for the 1931 season, but
this optimism proved to be entirely misplaced. The first team managed to win four of its eight
games, but the second team had to forfeit more than half its games due to a shortage of
numbers. This was not the full extent of the misery, as the Annual Report of the club for 1931
recorded;
Owing to the Secretary’s apparent lack of interest in the progress and activities of the club, the
committee was compelled to ask for his resignation, which after a considerable delay was
accepted. The first team, which averaged 12 stone and 26 years, did not do itself justice.
Players were slack in attending training nights, and the appearance of a Harlequin at the
changing rooms on Tuesday or Thursday evenings was generally greeted with loud applause
from members of other clubs.
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Perhaps the greatest indictment of the year was the absence of social activities due to the
Harlequins failure to pay subs.
Tragedy also struck when one of its most popular players, Ewan Lloyd, was killed when a
seaplane propeller hit him at the St. Kilda Marina in November 1931. If things looked dismal in
general in 1931 then the date 22nd August, 1931 must have a specific relevance, because on
that date we beat Air Force and we did not have another victory for almost three years.
In 1932 the Victorian Rugby Union had created a newly structured competition with First and
Second Grades and points and a finals series of matches in which the top four teams
competed. The First Grade clubs were: Eastern Suburbs, Geelong, Footscray, Harlequins,
Melbourne, Navy, St.Kilda, and University.
Second Grade clubs were: Eastern Suburbs, Geelong, Harlequins, Melbourne, St.Kilda and
University.
Geelong, Footscray and Navy had their own grounds, but the remaining Melbourne clubs
played on several pitches in Middle Park, which have now been turned into a golf range and
children's playground.
Eastern Suburbs were to metamorphosise into Kiwis then Kiwi-Hawthorne and finally
Boorandara, while Navy disappeared with the relocation of Navy Squadrons interstate, and St.
Kilda drifted into oblivion.
By this time we were using the facilities of The Mercantile Rowing Club for training and social
activities. For training this meant a warm-up run along the towpath before formal rugby
training on the lawns behind the clubhouse. As the bye-laws forbade the kicking of balls, the
use of studded boots, and there were no pitch markings the training sessions were at best
rudimentary and unfortunately poorly attended. Despite the famous motion passed at the
1930 Annual General Meeting the emphasis of the players was more social than athletic. The
connection with Mercantile came through Ron Bolton an excellent oarsman and Secretary of
that club.
1933 was another significant year for the club. At the fifth Annual General Meeting on the 17th
March the constitution was amended to allow members from outside Great Britain and Ireland
to join the club as full members. As an issue it had already appeared on the table at the end of
the first season in 1929 when Ramsay Brewin, Australian born son of Darrel Brewin, wanted to
play for the club. We had got around this issue for a few years by giving him (and others) nonvoting rights while allowing him to play. It was an important change that made us more
inclusive and gave us the potential of many more eligible players. Our miserable results on the
playing field were certainly a cause of this change. Nevertheless, the British/Irish orientation of
the Harlequins remained very influential particularly in the administration of the club. Not
surprisingly this change was not overwhelmingly accepted, and it led to the resignation of an
important Harlequin figure, John Stewart-Malir. It was he, who, with Charles Moses had come
up with the idea of our club, who had suggested the name Harlequins and who was our first
Hon. Secretary. He had also persuaded Dr. R.H.Morrison to be our first President. Dr. Morrison
was a former Scottish international, which gave our newly formed club credibility. John
Stewart-Malir was probably our first (but not last) oddball/character. A Scotsman, he had
served as a British Cavalry Officer in India before arriving in Melbourne via Western Australia
with his Australian wife. He is remembered fondly and sadly as a man rather susceptible to the
attractions of alcohol, but proud and passionate in the development of the Harlequins as a
completely British outfit. He was an enthusiastic and tireless player of moderate ability, who
left a strong impression on the club despite his relatively short-term membership. At the
outbreak of the Second World War he quickly enlisted, served with courage and distinction in
the Middle East until his death during the campaigns against Rommel’s armies.
Another change, though less significant, was the election of the first President of the Rugby
Section of the club. The first incumbent was an interesting man, Eustace (Beau) Havre who
entered one of his jumpers in the steeplechase at Flemington for Gentlemen Riders. It was
recorded in the club's Annual Report, that;
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Your President Beau Havre riding "Harlequin", although winning easily, fell in the straight
twenty yards from the finish. In true Harlequin spirit he declared, "it is not the winning that
counts but the taking part".
Such events as this contributed to the feeling amongst some other the clubs that the
Harlequins were stuck-up, elitist and considered themselves generally superior. Even today
that feeling of superiority, particularly amongst the older members, still exists. As a club, we
would argue we try to maintain the positive traditions of rugby such as good fellowship, good
sportsmanship, respect of the referee with the need to run a professional and successful
organisation where members can enjoy each other’s company.

Fortunately the above took everyone’s mind away from the major activity of the club, namely
playing rugby. As referred to earlier in 1932 and 1933 the first team lost all its matches,
despite having 6 Victorian representatives, while the second team lost 12 of 15 in 1933. In
1934 the first team at least managed 4 wins and 12 losses. In 1935 it was back to just 2 wins
from 14 games. In 1936 the appointment of Wallaby David Cowper (Father of the great Test
cricketer Bob Cowper) as player coach improved our win/loss ratio to 6/11. A highlight of the
season was our first ever win against traditional rivals Melbourne. We were struggling in 1936
to remain in the First Division, and a miserable 1937 season with just 2 wins (with our second
win against Melbourne one of them) and 16 losses, led to relegation to the Second Division for
1938. The V.R.U. competition was rather confusing then (just as it is now) because our second
team continued to play in the Reserve Grade of First Division, despite winning the Reserve
Grade minor and major Premierships! Meanwhile our first team played in the First Grade of
Second Division. The captain of the second team, Bill Jordan was a strong personality and had
not allowed any of his players to be promoted to the senior side during the season. There is
no doubt the relegation would have been avoided if the younger second team players had been
promoted. This situation was to repeat itself in the late 60’s early 70’s where ex-first team
players in Mike Plumbridge’s fourth team, where ex-first team players refused to play for the
second or third teams.
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For 1939 the club set itself the target of gaining promotion back into First Division/First Grade.
The season was a very successful one for the club as this extract from the 1939 Annual Report
attests;
1939 proved to be a most successful year for the club, in that the First XV succeeded in
accomplishing that which it had set out to do, namely winning the Premiership of the 2nd
Division; so convincingly that the Rugby Union will have no hesitation in restoring us to the 1st
Division in 1940. The First XV's tally for the season was as follows:Played 18, Won 16, Lost 1, Tied 1, Points For 334, Points Against 49

After a weak start, which was entirely due to the fact that we had great difficulty in fielding a
complete team, the Second XV finished strongly, notching 5 wins and keeping clear of the
bottom of the list. It is to be hoped that the occasions last year in which discreditably small
XV's turned out will not be repeated. Not only is this exceedingly disappointing to new and
regular players, but nothing more detracts from the club's prestige.
It is to be regretted that the last two or three rounds were played under the direct shadow of
war, when many players were perhaps thinking more of Danzig than Rugby. No doubt this
season we shall have difficulties in raising sufficient playing members as more and more of
them will be playing their part in a sterner struggle than that of the rugger ground. We hope
that the team spirit they have learnt in the latter sphere will not prove valueless to them in the
new task they set themselves."
The 1939 team contained some new faces who might have formed the base for a stronger club
football regime. Hayden James, our Captain, was a former Welsh representative, who joined
during the 1938 season. Donald Strang, who was to have a major impact on the club after the
Second World War, also first put on his boots in 1939 Those well known stalwarts, Ron Bolton
and T.McNiff , however, had retired at the end of the 1938 season.
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Those words in the 1939 Annual Report about possible difficulties in putting teams on the pitch
turned out to be very accurate. In the V.R.U. Competition the First and Second Divisions were
merged, but the competition was abandoned after 9 rounds. Harlequins won 5, lost 2, and 2
were walk-overs. There were just not enough players, because so many enlisted. The following
Harlequins enlisted during 1940.
•

Royal Australian Navy
◦
C.Baldwin
◦
H.Baldwin
◦
V.Halstead
◦
F.Hillier
◦
C.Johnson
•
Australian Infantry Forces
◦
J.Baldwin
◦
D.Brewin
◦
F.Bird
◦
C.Greenhill
◦
W.Rule
◦
D.Taylor
◦
E.Vance
•
Royal Australian Airforce
◦
P.Brewin
◦
R.(Ramsay) Brewin
◦
J.Couzans
◦
J.Hyam
◦
F.Keck
◦
F.Mitchell
◦
H.Scott
◦
G.Vance
Of those 21 Harlequins, 10 made the ultimate sacrifice.
With so many members enlisting and the abandonment of the competition the club went into
virtual hibernation until 1947. In 12 years since its founding The Harlequin Club had developed
a strong administration, established its basic ethos and had attracted a membership of
talented and resourceful men. Playing conditions were very basic and, as mentioned earlier,
most games were played at Elsternwick Park and Middle Park. The changing rooms had at best
cold-water taps and players often did not change after playing. The after match socialising
took place in pubs and the players were desperate to get to the bar as soon as possible after
the match to get in some "serious drinking" before the six o'clock closing.
The playing record was very disappointing considering the number of representative players
but it would prove to be the spur to greater achievements after the War.
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The Club Rebuilds (1947 to 1959)

Rugby was slow to resume in Melbourne after the war as returning servicemen and women
tried to rebuild their lives and come to terms with a world that had changed forever.
Relationships had to be reactivated, jobs found, and some normality regained. Fortunately a
core of pre-war members was keen to restart the club and in 1947 the first season of a
completely new era was to begin. The key men were: Ron Bolton, Vice-President; Harry
Baldwin, Hon. Secretary, Treasurer and First Grade Captain; Donald Strang (later to be a great
benefactor to the Club); D.B.Taylor and Harry Nelson. The first season was once again
disappointing from a playing perspective as we were able to beat only Footscray and Power
House draw with Footscray and finish last in the competition.
With Ron Bolton elected President, the 1948 season saw many improvements in the club's
fortunes. Firstly, we acquired our home ground in 1949 when we agreed to share Fawkner Park
with a soccer club. This unfortunately did not result in any improvement in facilities. The
changing shed comprised two separate rooms, one for Harlequins and the other for the
opposition. Each room had one cold shower for the entire team. Just as before the war
Harlequins favourite matches were against Navy at Flinders, RAAF at Point Cook and the Army
Officers Training College at Portsea, because they had hot showers and provided an afternoon
tea in the mess. Ex-pat Britons, who joined the club after the war and who were used to hot
plunge baths and showers at their clubs in the UK, found the Melbourne facilities bracing! But
at least it was "our ground". Secondly, our playing results improved greatly with our first and
second teams sides each finishing fifth, just outside the four, and Faram, Calwall and Naylor
selected in the first post-war Victorian side. Brian Faram was a notable acquisition for the club,
as he went on to be a Wallaby trialist, and many believed (although they were mainly
Harlequins!) that he was unlucky not to be selected for Australia. Though intergenerational
comparisons are very difficult, most experienced Harlequins agree he was one of the most
talented backs ever to pull on the Harlequin jersey. This improvement was reported in an
article in the Argus in September 1948;
Surprises: Close of the Rugby Union competition (the finals start on Saturday) has brought
two surprises for those happy-go-lucky fellows of The Harlequin Club. First was when. having
taken the game seriously for the first time in their history, and having cut out their social life
to do a little training, their first and second teams ran fifth. Second surprise was in a letter
from the Harlequin Club of England according the local club affiliation.. The locals thought they
had been affiliated for years!
Thirdly and most importantly a famous match was played which later became an important
tradition in the club the Jersey Match.
The Hobart Harlequins were founded in 1934 when rugby was first introduced to Tasmania,
with only two teams playing, University and Harlequins. Fortunately the game prospered with
more teams joining the competition, and the Hobart Harlequins had more competition success
in Tasmania than we did in Victoria, which led to some good-natured rivalry between the two
clubs. In 1948 a match was played to test this rivalry on the playing field. Hobart had won the
Tasmanian Premiership, while Melbourne had finished in 5th place just outside the finals, and
to finish the season the Melbourne Harlequins flew to Hobart to play their first ever interstate
match. The match against the Hobart Harlequins was played on 2nd October at the Clare
Street Oval. Much to our relief we won as reported in the local Hobart press.
VICTORIAN TEAM WINS RUGBY GAME
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Adapting itself better to the greasy conditions the Victorian Harlequins Team defeated the
Hobart Team of the same name at Clare Street on Saturday by 12 points to 3. A dominating
forward pack proved too versatile for the local team, and moves originating from it were
turning points of the game. The local side battled hard against a heavier team and was by no
means disgraced.
The match was celebrated in some style at the Imperial Hotel, Collins Street, Hobart, where
the Melbourne Harlequins stayed for the weekend. By some strange quirk of fate a few London
Harlequins were visiting Melbourne at the same time, but were unable to fly to Hobart for the
match. To demonstrate their solidarity with the spirit of the match they sent the following
telegram to the Melbourne Harlequins at their Hotel.
On on you noblest English whose blood is fet from Fathers of Warproof.
See Henry Fifth Act three Scene One Line seventeen
The Lords Tritton Taylor Edser.
Now 56 years later it is hard to know whether those Shakespearian lines would have spurred
the players on, but our players of today would probably not understand a word! Nevertheless,
it seemed appropriate for the birth of a great club tradition. The match, the associated
socialising and the generally good feeling about the occasion gave Ron Bolton, the club
President the inspiration to turn a once-off match into an institution. After the 1948 Annual
General Meeting (and recovering from the news that the club was now affiliated to the London
Harlequins after believing it had been since the early thirties!) it was agreed that Ron Bolton
write the following letter on 16th December, 1948 to his counterpart at the Hobart Harlequins.
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M.Masland, Esq.,
The President'
Harlequin Club,
Hobart, Tas.
Dear Max,
By special courier from Melbourne, you will be handed a tankard, the inscription of which will
be self-explanatory. This club has considered at great length your ability to "souvenir" our ties,
but feel, as a habit it is greatly overrated. After all the value of a souvenir is the difficulty in
gaining it.
Just to whet your appetite, my club has my old battered Harlequin jersey, worn since the
formation of the club to the present season, and after some 20 years' service, this relic is our
most treasured possession. Whilst having no doubt about your ability to obtain it by other
means, we do doubt your ability to win it. However if you and your members feel stung by this
slight to your ability (which we assure you is intended), this battered relic will fly at our
goalposts on the occasion of our next meeting and we will ask no quarter, nor give any. But
would be happy to part with our trophy only to a better Harlequin side.
Wishing you and your club the compliments of the season.
Yours sincerely
R.S.Bolton
President
The promise of the 1948 season was followed by an altogether more successful 1949 with the
club entering its first golden playing period. Active recruitment from the many Britons
migrating after the war improved the overall playing strength, an excellent coach, Dud Soane
raised fitness and tactical skills leading to that that magic ingredient confidence, which is so
important to being successful. Arthur Marsh, a big (by 1949 standards) 16 stone, 6ft 4ins
forward who had played for Metropolitan Police, Middlesex and London Counties joined the club
after being recruited by the Victoria Police. Big, skilled and aggressive he went on to represent
Victoria and captain the Harlequins and was a Wallaby trialist. He also introduced another four
policemen to the club. Nevertheless, the club members were still enjoying themselves, and the
following article appeared in the Argus newspaper in June 1949.
Rugby Quins: A 50-50 correspondent who saw a game of rugby at Fawkner Park last week
and was surprised at its thrills, although he did not know who the players or teams were, saw
a match between the Harlequins, one of the most happy-go-lucky sporting clubs in existence
and the Kiwis, which was (of course) founded here by former New Zealanders. The Harlequins
have never had a ground before. This is their first season at Fawkner Park. They include
Melburnians, New Zealanders, Britons and Irishmen. They have never had a credit balance
either, and when they showed one at the last annual meeting there were cries of disbelief. The
Harlequins disapprove of hoarding money and spend it on entertainment and social activities.
The Harlequins also have a cricket team so that they have a full year of sport (and
entertainment).
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This year our first team finished in the four for the first time and played in the finals for the
first time. The second team finished fifth, while the third team finished fourth, putting the
Harlequins into third in the Club Championship. This represented a huge improvement as, for
most of the previous 14 years of competition, we had been occupying the bottom (or very
close by) rungs of the ladders. Another innovation was the establishment of “The Harlequin Old
Boys", a team, which comprised older former players, who no longer wanted to play seriously
and who played ad-hoc matches during the season. This predated the Victorian Veterans
Competition by some 30 years and indicates the far-sightedness, that has been a feature of
the club throughout its history. Interestingly Max Penwill, the son of founder member Bert
Penwill, played for the "Old Boys" in 1949 while his son John began his Harlequins playing
career with the second team.
The first team’s results were excellent, playing 18 for 12 wins, 5 losses and 1 draw. Our first
ever finals match was against Kiwis who had finished third to our fourth. In an exciting game
we won 15 points to 13, which put us in the elimination final against Melbourne who had won
the Minor Premiership. In a hard fought game we were beaten 19 points to 6, and Melbourne
went on to beat Navy in the Grand Final 29 points to 12.
With the V.R.U. Competition over there was only one game left for us, and that was the Jersey
Match. Hobart Harlequins had accepted our challenge to come to Melbourne to try to win the
Jersey legitimately. The game was played on Saturday 24th September 1949 at the Scotch
College ground in Hawthorn on the kind invitation of the Headmaster, Colin Gilray, an Oxford
Blue and Scottish International, who had been well known to the London Harlequins in the
Stoop era. The match was preceded by a curtain raiser between the Melbourne Harlequins
second team and the Harlequins Old Boys. Ron Bolton played his last game in that match for
the "Old Boys" wearing his 20-year-old jersey, which was then nailed to the cross-bar for the
first Jersey Match between the two clubs. The Jersey was thus beginning its transformation
into an almost religious relic, for Harlequins at least!
The match was refereed by John Grant, London Harlequins and was won comfortably by
Melbourne 20 points to 0.
The 1949 Annual General Meeting held at Mercantile Rowing Club (as usual) expressed great
satisfaction after the most successful season in the club's history. Four life memberships were
awarded to Charles Moses, W.J.Christie, Darrel Brewin and D.G.Vance. Life membership is the
highest honour the club can bestow and should reward contribution on or off the field of play,
far above normal expectations of membership. The honour has to be proposed and seconded
by two financial club members, approved by the club committee and then approved at an
Annual General Meeting by 75% of financial members in attendance. These first four Life
Members were worthy recipients of the honour and subsequent "lifers" have contributed to the
development of the club and its unique culture.
Clubs depend on the recruitment of members who not only play well on the pitch but, in the
case of Harlequins, must also be good value off the pitch. Bill "Cody" Parker joined the club in
1949 and was one of those particular characters for whom the Harlequins are so attractive and
vice-versa. Bill was a South African and a real clubman. He was a self-confessed conman but
no party was complete without Cody. When the South African soccer team was in Melbourne to
play Victoria Cody managed to get 8 of them to the Harlequins for a drink. The brother of one
of the soccer players had played for the Springboks in that famous match against London
Counties at Twickenham in 1952 and our Reg Wilkinson had been there. By some strange
coincidence Reg had also seen that South African soccer player at Stamford Bridge playing for
Chelsea. The world of rugby is very small! Reg Wilkinson was himself a great character and
one of the policemen who joined the club after the War and would continue to feature in the
club’s activities until his death in 2005.
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The huge improvement in on-field performance in 1949 was maintained in 1950. We again ran
three sides, with only University and Melbourne also to do so, and started the season brilliantly
with the first team winning its first 8 matches and losing just 2 out of the 16 home and away
games. Both losses were to Melbourne. We won the First Grade Minor Premiership for the first
time which represented a major milestone and achievement in the club's history. B.J.Faram,
A.J.Marsh, R.Robinson and D.Wombell were selected to represent Victoria. The second team
did not have much success, winning 6 and losing 8 matches, while the third team won 5 and
lost 5. This enabled us to come second in the Club Championship, one place better than in
1949.
For the first team the finals were rather disappointing, losing 6 points to 11 in the semi-final
against Melbourne then beating Footscray 6 points to 5 in the elimination final to set up yet
another game against Melbourne. In the Grand Final Melbourne beat us 19 points to 11.
Melbourne were certainly our nemesis as they were the only side to beat us, and they
unfortunately did it four times!
The second Jersey Match was played in Hobart and we duly achieved our objective of
maintaining our possession of the Jersey beating Hobart 28 points to 11. Another Harlequin
character, Tony Slocock joined the club in 1950 and went on to play many games for the club
in all grades, including veterans. He was made our inaugural Club Captain in 1980. Tony was
also unofficial club dentist-he is qualified-although some members have doubted it and have
never forgotten their consultations with Tony! He later retired from dentistry to own and run a
winery on the Mornington Peninsula. Wine and Harlequins have been good bedfellows both
from a consumption as well as a production viewpoint. Thanks to Ron Bolton's influence (as an
outstanding oarsman and member of The Mercantile Rowing club) Harlequins had maintained
influence and relationships outside rugby and cricket. Indeed the club donated trophies for
many years to Mercantile for the Harlequin Time Trial rowed from the Henley Marker to the
Spencer Street Bridge and back. Thus the strong relations between the two clubs were
maintained, and training continued to be held at the rowing club, as did Annual General
Meetings. One Harlequin tradition, the swim from the Mercantile club house on the south side
of the Yarra to the north side and back was started at the 1950 AGMand lasated to the late
1960’s. Considering the substantial quantities of alcohol consumed we have been very lucky
not to have lost any members in almost 20 years of Yarra crossings.
After the disappointment for the first team in 1950 the club was keen to improve on its near
miss. Dud Soane was reappointed coach and key players from the previous year such as
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Marsh, Faram, Parker and Wombell formed the core of the 1950 side. We started well winning
7 of the first 10 matches of the season, while the second team could only win 3 of their first
10. The third team played in a smaller competition with a 7 wins, 6 losses, 1 draw result for
the season. This enabled us to come second again to Melbourne in the Club Championship but
left us rather brittle when it came to the first team finals. We maintained our high level of
State representation with B.Faram, J.Lewis and J.Starling being selected during the season.
Our Captain and former Victorian representative A. Marsh asked not to be considered for State
selection because of work commitments.
The first team was able to win a further 4 out of 8 matches to finish in fourth place in the First
Grade Competition and meet the Army Apprentices in the semi-final. We were well-beaten 24
points to 5 and exited the finals at the first hurdle because a weak second team was unable to
provide sufficient replacements for injured first team players. The services sides were now
becoming quite dominant in the Victorian rugby competition winning in 1951 the First, Second
and Third Grade Premierships.They were fitter, had better facilities and were allowed more
time for training. The players in the other clubs, however, always enjoyed playing away
matches against the services because they too could enjoy those superior facilities.
For the 1952 season some important changes were made. Brian Faram replaced Arthur Marsh
as first team Captain and Dud Soane, the first team Coach was appointed to the General
Committee. In quite an unusual event for the club a general committee member, Malcolm
McDonald was appointed Coach of the third team. Malcolm, who became a stalwart of the club
and was made a Life Member, was a legendary coach. Whilst Ron Bolton once made Harlequin
history in his role of President, by ordering a Harlequin player from the field for foul play that
the referee had missed, Malcolm sent off a third team player for being drunk. This was not
appreciated by the player concerned but it did have the desired effect, because the third team
played good rugby and finished third in the competition, playing 15 matches for a 9, 5, 1, win,
loss, draw record for the home and away season. The second team, obviously motivated by
the huge improvement of the thirds, came third in their competition playing 17 matches
winning 12 and losing 5 behind R.A.A.F. College (Point Cook) and R.A.A.F. Frognall. Not to be
outdone the first team had its most successful season since the founding of the Club. It
recruited well. D.Shawcross, an outstanding wing three-quarter for the Club, who was to go on
to tour Ceylon with the Australian team in 1953, joined us, as did Ken Austin. Ken Austin later
played for Victoria and was a champion of junior rugby at Harlequins. Both his sons played for
the club and he and his family were great contributors for many years. Ken was tragically killed
in a car accident in 1972 when he typically went to the assistance of a motorist, who’s car had
broken down. 1952 was a good year for the club but we still lacked that all-important First
Grade Premiership. Was 1953 finally going to be year?
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The club made a great start to the new season by winning the VRU seven-a-side pre-season
competition at Olympic Park. Harlequins A, B and C sides participated and by the semi-finals
Harlequins A and C were still in the competition. The final was played between Harlequins A
and Power House with us winning 10 points to nil to take the D.J.Strang trophy (donated by
Harlequin D.J.Strang). This victory started a long and successful sevens tradition for the club.
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Our team was a very powerful one with exceptional backs; Ken Austin a fast and elusive halfback, Brian Faram the State full-back and Derick Shawcross, the prominent amateur sprinter.
The absence of Derick Shawcross for the last three matches of the home and away season
brought our first team coach, Dud Soane out of retirement to play at inside centre. The
feelings of the second team inside centre about Dud Soane's unexpected return are not known
but the club's fortunes were not adversely affected. The club's strength in depth in the sevens
competition was also evident in the regular V.R.U. competition. We had teams in the First and
Second Grade competitions and were able to field two sides in the Third Grade competition. At
the end of the home and away matches the first team was 2nd, the second team was 3rd and
Third Grade A and B teams were 1st and 5th respectively. Not surprisingly the club was the
winner of the V.R.U. Club Championship and with the early success in the sevens competition
we were, in our own opinion, clearly the top club. All we needed was the First Grade
Premiership to put the icing on the cake. The finals started well for us. We beat University in
the first semi-final 11 points to 3, to advance straight to the grand-final, while Navy, who
finished third in the home and away competition, managed to defeat Kiwi's 21 points to 14
after 30 minutes of extra time. In the elimination final Navy beat University 15 points to nil to
set up the grand-final with Harlequins. Having had the week's rest we felt genuinely confident
that 1953 was finally to be our year. With 5 minutes to go we still held our 8 points to 6 points
lead, which had been established 20 minutes earlier, and the celebrations were being
cautiously anticipated. But to quote the match report in the Argus;
Then nippy Navy and Australian Services five-eighth Cox found a gap in the Harlequins
defence and went through it without an opponent laying a hand on him. Surly forward "Taxi"
O'Hara made no mistake with the kick, giving the sailors a three-point advantage.
No sooner had Harlequins kicked off again then the final whistle sounded.
Whilst, according to reports, Navy were deserving winners, there was a genuine feeling in the
minds of our supporters and players of the Premiership, that "got away". The fact that Navy
also beat us in the Third Grade grand-final and the Second Grade semi-final did nothing to
lighten the gloom after a season that, otherwise had been an outstanding one for Harlequins.
There was alas no Jersey Match to restore our spirits.
The disappointment of the 1953 season carried over into 1954 when our playing results were
poor. Not one side reached the finals, and the First Grade competition was rather controversial
in that two sides played 15 matches and the other seven including Harlequins played 14.
Melbourne, who played 15 matches, finished the season with 1 point more than us in fourth
place, thus denying us the opportunity to play in the finals. We wrote to the V.R.U. advising,
that having played one match fewer than Melbourne we were unfairly kept out of the finals.
This, not surprisingly, was not accepted by the V.R.U. The only moment of note that season
was the conferring of the fifth Life Membership to Harry Baldwin at the Annual General Meeting
in November. Harry had joined the club in 1933, captained the first team in 1937 and 1947,
had been V.R.U. delegate since 1935 and was a dynamic Hon. Secretary. Six Harlequins
represented Victoria.
The various Harlequin cricket teams continued to play in the 50’s with Colin Kirkwood, then
club Treasurer and later club Auditor, the mainstay. The matches were played on a friendly
basis with no formal competitions. We were singularly under-equipped and usually borrowed
equipment from the opposing teams. We were evidently popular opponents never having any
difficulties finding teams to play, such as Navy, the Victorian Police and Air Force.
After such an unsuccessful 1954 season Harlequins approached a new season with confidence
and high expectations. A well-credentialed young Englishman, David Shepherd had arrived in
Melbourne during the summer and was quickly snapped up by Harlequins. Little did we know
that one of our greatest players had arrived. Shep went on to play for Victoria and Australia.
Another arrival in that year was Tony James who would make a greater impression off the field
in later years as Secretary and President. Reg Wilkinson was appointed captain with the
mandate to make Harlequin forward play a little more uncompromising. This was no surprise
as Wilkinson was well known as a no-nonsense policeman who had few difficulties at work
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getting others to accept his point of view. Dud Soane had been reappointed coach, Ron Bolton
remained President, and the club committee had plenty of experience.
Before the start of the season Max Marsland, President of the Hobart Harlequins wrote to Ron
Bolton challenging us to come to Hobart for the Jersey Match, complaining that the challenge
had not been played since 1952 and hinting that we, perhaps, had concerns, that Hobart would
finally wrest the jersey from our possession. The challenge thus made was immediately
accepted and rather than wait until the end of the season it was decided to travel to Hobart
during the Queen’s Birthday long weekend in June. Hobart Harlequins had won the 1954
Tasmanian championship and had almost all of that team’s premiership players available in
1955. In short they fancied their chances. We saw the match as an extra benefit to help
prepare for the Victorian championship. We sent a good team over and the result at the end of
an excellent match was a 14 points to 14 draw. The hosts had prepared a very entertaining
programme of events for the Saturday night and Sunday with the usual singing, drinking
contests and eating. As expected, both clubs enjoyed the post match proceedings and literally
entered into the spirit of things. For the Melbourne Harlequins there was a “sting in the tail”
because the committee had arranged a further match for them on the Monday public holiday
against a representative Hobart team. Despite their active participation in the Hobart
Harlequins’ hospitality the Melbourne Harlequins were able to beat the Hobart team 9 points to
6, although they too may have been just as appreciative of that hospitality. Our coach Dud
Soane was alleged to have remarked that if we could get through that weekend without losing
we could win anything!
At the end of the home and away matches we had finished second with record of: played 16,
won 10, lost 3 drawn 3, points for 324, points against 131. Our new approach in the forwards
had paid dividends but the winners of the Minor Premiership, Power House looked to be in a
class of their own. Their record of: played 16, won 15, lost 1, points for 364, points against 62
was very impressive. In the semi-final they beat us convincingly 12 points to 3 to qualify
immediately for the grand final, while we had to play University, who had beaten Melbourne 6
points to 3 in the other semi-final. The game against University was very dour as the report in
the Argus confirms.
Harlequins proved too strong for University and narrowly won the A grade rugby union final at
Como Park Saturday. The game developed into a mud scramble and the defences were able to
check attacks reasonably easily. The first half was even with the backs attacking strongly, but
unable to break through, and neither side had scored at half-time. Harlequins banked
everything on a fast start after the interval, and Barnes succeeded in dribbling the ball for 40
yards before scoring a try. Harlequins will meet Power House in the grand final next Saturday.
Harlequins’ confidence was not particularly high as we had only just beaten University, and
Power House had the benefit of a week’s rest to prepare for the Grand Final. The club
committee must have believed the first team would not even make the grand final because the
Annual Ball, the premier social event of the year, was held the night before. In fact we were
feeling more confident that the second team would be the team to succeed, particularly as
they had beaten Three Base Workshops 15 points to 9 in the first semi-final earning them an
immediate berth in the Grand Final and the invaluable week’s rest. This all meant nothing
because in the grand final we played Three Base Workshop again and on this most important
occasion we were well beaten 20 points to 6. It was now all down to the first team and the
report in the Argus said it all in their headline.

Surprise Win by Harlequins
Harlequins shocked Power House with their tenacity and solid defence to score an upset victory
in the first grade rugby union grand final on Saturday. It was Harlequins’ first premiership in
30 years. Power House was strongly favoured for the title after beating Harlequins in the
second semi-final. Throughout the season Power House proved the most consistent side, but
on Saturday lapsed badly. Harlequins gained the initiative after four minutes of play when
winger Gray snatched the ball from the hands of the Power House half-back and, with a
dazzling 30 yard dash, caught the defence napping and scored a try. Wilkinson converted and
Harlequins shot to a 5-0 lead. There was no other score for the game, as Harlequins contented
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themselves by bottling-up Power House in all its departments. Harlequins repulsed attacks
with sound tackling, good kicking and better judgement. The Power House forwards lacked
their usual dash and the backs never looked like breaking through.
For Harlequins the win was extra sweet, because we had finally got the First Grade Premiership
monkey off our back. From our pre-war and immediate post-war reputation as good fun
socially, but “easy beats” on the football field we had become in the 50’s a club to be feared on
the pitch. The premiership meant we had arrived and our potential had been realised. The
1955 AGM was a raucous affair with much celebrating of the Premiership win. The general
feeling within the club was that we needed another and quickly. The first First Grade
Premiership was won 27 years after our founding and during our 21st season playing in the
Victorian competition.
Expectations were therefore high with most of the 1955 team available and a new coach,
Colonel S.T.G. Coleman. The appointment of Col. Coleman as coach was rather unusual, at
least from today’s viewpoint. He was a New South Welshman, had been posted to Victoria and
was a keen follower of rugby. Someone had suggested he watch Harlequins. The committee
was evidently impressed with this and when Dud Soane resigned after the 1955 premiership,
they believed they had the ideal replacement; career soldier, obviously a leader of men and
from the rugby state of N.S.W. Pre-season training was a fairly haphazard affair with the first
team largely training itself particularly as they were experienced and had played together for
some time. The first match was played against Melbourne and at half-time, 12 points to 3
down the players were waiting for the first tactical observations and the second half game plan
from the new coach. First he separated the forwards from the backs and addressed the backs,
“Men, it is looking OK, but we need a little more tiger”, then over to the forwards and, “ OK
men, I am reasonably happy so far, but you need to demonstrate a little more tiger”. David
Shepherd, who had heard the comments for both the forwards and the backs, asked his
captain Reg Wilkinson, “what the f*** is this tiger, tiger business”. From then on the coach was
known as Colonel “tiger tiger” Coleman. The season was a disappointment. We finished fourth
wining 10 and losing 7 matches and were beaten 13 points to 6 by Kiwis in the second semifinal. Our fourth position was secured only by our better percentage than Melbourne, who had
also won 10 and lost 7 matches. Colonel Coleman did, however, do the club one favour in that
he ordered J. van Gelder to join Harlequins when he was posted to Victoria. He was quite an
acquisition, playing for the State as well as us.
After the interesting experiment with Colonel “Tiger Tiger” Coleman Dud Soane was
reappointed coach for the 1957 season. More important for the development of the club,
however, was the decision to develop junior rugby. The original idea came from President Ron
Bolton. He was keen to foster rugby in Victoria and was well aware of the need to “get them
young”, and the first manifestation of this development were the junior coaching classes held
on Saturday mornings during the season. The classes were open to boys in the 10-13 years
age group and the coaching was provided by Harlequins. The boys were classified as trainees
and their annual subscription was 50 cents. The Harlequin Club also provided administration
and jumpers. They were not registered as players with the V.R.U. but we organised matches
with schools in Melbourne starting with a match against Scotch College. From this small
beginning we have come to the thriving junior section of The Harlequin Club that now has
teams in the Under 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 age-groups.
The main season was unexceptional with the first team in 4th position and ready for the finals
again. A win against Melbourne in the semi-final put us once more up against Navy in the
elimination final which we went lost 19 points to 5. Five Harlequins, W.R. Ellis (Morrie Ellis was
a founder member of the Friday lunch club in the mid sixties and is still an active member of
the club), P.B. Gill, W.D.A. McKenzie, J.R.B. Penwill and D.J. Shepherd were selected for the
State team which had a fixture against the All Blacks. Not surprisingly the All Blacks won 27
points to 3. The game was notable for several reasons; firstly it was the first game of rugby to
be televised in Victoria and secondly, seven Harlequins played. As well as the five Melbourne
Harlequins in the Victorian team All Blacks Ian Clarke and Ron Hemi were members of, The
New Zealand Harlequins our affiliated club from Hamilton. Dick Everest, the Asst. Team
Manager was also a Hamilton Harlequin. Ian Clarke was a formidable prop forward but also had
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a very famous brother, Don Clarke, who was arguably the All Blacks’ greatest-ever full back.
Don was not a Harlequin Club member, and we can only assume Ian did not want to play in the
same club side as his more famous brother. At a brief ceremony at the V.R.U. Ball held on the
day of the match the three were made honorary members of Melbourne Harlequins and were
presented with club ties and membership cards.
In 1958 Mike Plumbridge played his first games for the first team and thus began his long
association with the club as rugby player, cricketer, administrator, Life Member and club
legend. Playing on the wing he was famous for his “tally-ho” calls during his leadership of the
Harlequin Cavaliers (veterans) and for carrying his rugby kit in a fruit box. Rugby clubs need
eccentrics and Mike is one of our finest. John Penwill of the Penwill clan was now captain and
with David Shepherd was part of a formidable back row. The first team was the only team to
make the finals finishing second to University. In the first semi-final we convincingly beat them
to advance to the grand final to meet Power House in a repeat of the 1955 grand final.
Unfortunately there was no repeat of our famous first Premiership win and Power House were
deserved victors 15 points to 9.
There was a playing silver lining for us at the end of the season; the V.R.U. seven-a-side
tournament held on Sunday 21st September at the Flinders Naval Base. We entered three
teams and enjoyed success as reported in the VRU News.

Seven-a-side Competition
Once again we were indebted to Commodore J. Plunkett-Cole for permitting us to hold the
competition at Flinders Naval Depot on Sunday 21st September.
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Owing to the fact that four grounds were available for play and that only twenty-one teams
were entered, it was possible to take more time off between the rounds. All R.A.A.F. Clubs
were, unfortunately prevented from playing as the event coincided with Air Force Day. The
competition was keenly contested, the finalists being the Harlequins and University. Harlequins
proved too heavy for their opponents and won by 17 points to 11 points.
The Harlequins sevens players, Ian Barnes, David Gee, Peter Gill, John Penwill, Peter Ryder,
David Shepherd and Brian Steele were evidently rather bemused by their heaviness being a
deciding factor in a sevens final. They nevertheless took the opportunity to celebrate in style at
the Officers Mess.
The major rugby event of the year in Victoria was the Test Match played between Australia and
the NZ Maoris at Olympic Park on 5th July. International test matches were a rarity in the
fifties in Victoria, and the NZ Maoris won 13 points to 6. The V.R.U. Ball held in their honour at
the Federal Hotel was organised by The Harlequin Club, and we took the opportunity to award
honorary membership to two New Zealand Harlequins Morris Davis and Morris Rauretti.
The final season of the fifties was rather a mixed bag for the club. Harry Baldwin was still Hon.
Secretary, having taking on the role in the first post-war season in 1947. Ron Bolton had been
President since 1948, John Penwill was in his second season as Captain and the club had found
a new coach in Harry Cessford who was to prove to be a great Harlequin for more than 20
years until his unfortunate death in a road accident.
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For the first time since 1948 the first team failed to finish in the four and play in the finals. To
make matters worse neither did the second team. This was despite the fact that Harlequins
were trying to expand and develop the game via their juniors coaching and playing programme
and their support of the new Colts Grade. The first team had no shortage of good players, with
J.Hartigan, W.Gahan, P.Maroney, J.Penwill, D.Shepherd, M.Van-Gelder and M.Woods being
selected for Victoria.
Harlequins were not navel-gazers so off-field activities became more important then playing
success. 1959 was very important for us because the Lions, the British Isles touring team,
were coming to Melbourne to play against Victoria as part of their Australia tour. David
Shepherd, who later represented Australia, played against the Lions and the Lions jersey he
swapped is in our collection of international jerseys in the Ashwood Clubhouse.
Just as we had entertained the 1930 Lions team, we invited the two London Harlequins in the
Lions squad to a party at the home of Garry Gray in May. The two Harlequins were David
Marques and John Young. Marques was a famous second row forward, who paired John Currie
in the England side for many years. Young was an exceptionally quick winger who was the
British 100 yards sprint champion and had gained blues at Oxford University for rugby and
athletics. Our reputation for “putting on a good turn” must have lasted the 29 years gap
because over 20 of the touring party attended. In by then a Harlequin tradition Ron Bolton
conferred honorary membership on five distinguished guests:
David Marques &
John Young
Fred Dunkley
Vivian Jenkins
Howard Tuck

Members of the Touring Lions and London Harlequins
Member of the London Harlequins and ex-player of note, who "happened to
be in Melbourne at the time"
Former Werlsh International, travelling as a journalist with the touring
party who wrote a wonderful book of the tour
A member of the Harlequin Club in Hamilton, New Zealand, who happened
to be visiting Melbourne on holiday

The party was a great success with letters of appreciation from the Lions management and
later London Harlequins.
Around this time the Harlequin song began to be sung by us. We do not know who first
suggested it be ours but we do know its origins. It was a version of the “whiffenpoof song”
with subtle changes to make it Harlequin specific. Our song is sung to celebrate victories on
the pitch, to bring the Friday and Saturday lunch club sessions to a close and on any other
occasion we deem suitable. The song begins; “To the tables down at Mory’s, to the place where
Louie dwells, to the dear old Temple Bar we love so well”. Some senior Harlequins thought the
Temple Bar referred to the gate, which was one of the access points into the City of London,
thus conferring a link to our London cousins. Nothing could be further from the truth. The song
is the signature tune of the Yale University “Whiffenpoofs”, a group of male seniors who
constitute the University singing group. Founded in 1909, the "Whiffs" began as a senior
quartet that met for weekly concerts at Mory's Temple Bar, the famous Yale tavern. So far from
being the entry to the City of London the Temple Bar was a Connecticut University ale-house!
The tune was written during the early years of the 20th century in America, but the lyrics are
something else again. In 1907 one of the “Whiffs” heard a rendition of Kipling’s “General
Rankers” which depicts a group of young aristocrats, disinherited perhaps, serving as enlisted
men in Her Majesty's forces and drinking themselves to death as one of their number sings a
verse:
To the legion of the lost ones,
To the cohorts of the damned,
To my brethren in their sorrow overseas,
Sings a gentleman of England
Cleanly bred, machinely crammed,
And a trooper of the Empress, if you please."
[All join in the chorus:]
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We're poor little lambs who've lost our way,
Baa! Baa! Baa!
Little black sheep who've gone astray,
Baa-aa-aa!
Gentlemen-rankers out on the spree,
Damned from here to Eternity,
God ha' mercy on such as we.
The Yale version was a much more optimistic and positive and entirely suitable for their gleeclub type singing. When we further adapted and adopted the song as “ours” we had little
knowledge of its origins, particularly the grimness of the Kipling original. Nevertheless it has
been sung with passion ever since and David Bray, who joined the club in 1968, has made it
his own ever since as official Harlequins choirmaster.
The decade plus of rugby since the restart of the club, after the Second World War had seen an
affirmation of the original values of the club. Despite the truly “Victorian” licensing laws and
six-o-clock closing, which created many resourceful ways of circumventing the restrictions, and
the very primitive playing and training facilities the club prospered. Ron Bolton as President
and Harry Baldwin as Hon. Secretary/Treasurer had served for almost the entire 13 post-war
years and had provided the stability and continuity required to successfully re-establish the
club. The playing standard improved greatly, junior rugby was being fostered Harlequins still
loved a party and we had our own song. With the “swinging sixties” to follow there was much
to look forward to.
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Changes! (1960 to 1969)
The sixties was the decade of the questioning of the status quo, where the young did not
automatically accept the rules and views of the establishment and those older than
themselves. Many of those “older ones” found the new attitudes difficult to accept and adapt
to. The Harlequin Club was no exception. Most of the committee had been members of the club
for many years and quite a few members had joined prior to the War. How was this traditional
group going to cope with the change? In many cases not very well! Some committee
members thought that people did not just join Harlequins; rather they needed to be invited to
ensure that only the right types could become members. This snobbish approach was probably
adopted because the London Harlequins did the same. We lost some good players, among
them Bob Kingman, who went to Melbourne RUFC as a result.
This decade started off without any warning that it was to be a breakthrough period that took
the Harlequins to the top of the tree in Victorian rugby with a string of achievements:
Premierships in all grades firsts, seconds, thirds and colts; worthy champion club; our first (not
shared) club ground at Glen Iris complete with the notorious "Shed" where we all learnt to tap
an 18 gallon barrel for after match festivities. We used to pay 10 shillings each (about one
dollar in current money) to drink until the keg ran dry! Then the momentous decision to
purchase our own land, construct two pitches and a clubhouse - and a Wallaby being chosen
from our own team!
All this was achieved by a strong contingent of administrators from the "old guard" supported
by the emergence of a number of new faces from the ranks who would, in the future, serve the
club and the State at the highest levels in playing, coaching, refereeing and administration for
a long period of time.
The backbone of the "old guard" were people like: Harry Nelson, who replaced Ron Bolton as
President after his 12 years in the role; Don Strang, donor of the V.R.U. seven-a-side Trophy
and winners medals, as well as provider of the dozen, which was raffled after every game, to
generate some funds for the club. The clubhouse at Ashwood was named in his honour. The
Strang family headed by Don's son John have continued to be great benefactors of the club
and three Strangs played for the club each decade from the thirties to the seventies); Harry
Baldwin, who had held practically every committee position over a period of 16 years; Rodney
Stone (father of Harlequin Park at Dandenong) and, of course, Ron Bolton, who did just about
everything in the club from its first season in 1929, but what is not readily known is that he
played for Victoria the only time they triumphed over NSW. That was in 1934 at the Sydney
Cricket ground where he accompanied two other Harlequins, Sir Charles Moses and Fred
Shore. Perhaps the greatest contributor to the Harlequins ranks were the four generations of
the Penwill family.
The Harlequins ''emergers" from this time, who later became the backbone of the " oldies " in
the club and who served in many different capacities over the years, were Keith Jones as
President, Hon Auditor, team secretary and a tower of strength in the V.R.U., Stan Gyles, David
Bray, all of whom served as either President or Secretary or both! Col Rowlinson was amongst
that emerging band and he also gave enormous service to the V.R.U. and the A.R.F.U. where
he served as Deputy Chairman. He was invited to tour by that body with the Wallabies on two
tours of France, England and Wales as well as the 1991 World Cup. Andy Corp, who never
aspired to be President or Secretary, nevertheless contributed in countless ways to the
successes of the club. Stan Shaw, who timed his arrival in 1962 to perfection winning a first
grade premiership in his debut year, went on to coach, referee and perhaps most importantly
played a major role in the development of Ashwood.
We also carried on the tradition of singing ribald rugby songs at the club into the eighties,
although the tradition had already died out in the UK by the late sixties.
Our playing style at the beginning of the 60's was rather rustic and forward dominated. We
even used to practice dribbling the ball along the ground in a pack, urged on by the call of
“feet”! Our first team captain was Mike Woods, who had played some 70 games of Aussie
Rules in the Melbourne VFL first team on the hallowed turf of the Melbourne Cricket Ground.
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No one knew what had brought him from Aussie rules to rugby, so we tracked him down and
asked him. This was his reply.
It began in 1944 as an ordinary seaman second class at Flinders Naval Depot. There we played
sport twice a week. On Wednesday afternoon there was an inter depot competition while on
Saturday we played teams from the surrounding district. When the new entries played the
wardroom my opponent was a distinguished looking officer. Naturally neither of us
spoke during the match but on the following Saturday on my way to the ground to play for the
depot I saw my opponent of a few days earlier playing rugby. It was then I decided if he could
play both codes so could I. In 1945 I made my first attempt to play rugby. While the ship was
undergoing a refit in Sydney I offered myself as a player for a match between the Navy and
the Army. It was a complete disaster. I had no idea of the rules and ended up being told by
the lock a Lieutenant Commander, that I was a bloody idiot. It took nine years to finally
achieve my ambition. To get away from a boring job in the public service and league football I
decided to go to England for a year taking my football boots with me. When you know what
you want things fall into place. In London I met a Scot who assured me London Scottish was
by far the best club and I would be very welcome. After studying the rules and buying the right
kit I was ready to go through my first match fairly well finding that my team mates and even
the referee also seemed rather confused about the rules. But the colonial boy still had a lot to
learn. After wallowing in a communal bath I got dressed and suggested to one of my new
team-mates that perhaps we might have a beer. " I think we will have tea first old chap" he
replied. And tea they had along with bread, jam, sandwiches and cakes. It was all very
different and I loved every minute of it. By the end of the season I even had a fair idea of the
rules. When I got back to Melbourne I was determined to play rugby with an English type local
club. The Harlequins was of course the logical choice. After six great years knee problems
forced me to retire and get Married, ending a very happy period of my life.
Mike has managed to encapsulate the attraction of rugby to thousands of travellers who find
friendship and fellowship through rugby in many parts of the world. Nevertheless, he was an
inspiring player and captain who managed to gain selection for Victoria in 1956 and two
subsequent years. The same went for Randy Cresswell, who’s the trip to London enabled us to
recruit a very talented Aussie rules player. Quite a change, however, from 70.000 screaming
fans at the MCG to two men and a dog at Fawkner Park with cold showers in the public
changing rooms. “The Encylopedia of League Footballers” by Jim Main and Russell Holmesby,
published in 1994, had the following entry for Mike Woods.
Melbourne 1949-53, 72 games, 6 goals. A strong powerful ruckman and defender from Old
Melburnians who was always dependable and played a hard, fast game style of game. He was
a rugged player who liked to crash through packs. Woods made the State side in his second
year.
If you had told him then that the MCG would be the venue for an All Blacks v Wallabies game
in the 90's with a world record crowd in excess of 90,000 he would have thought you had
consumed too much amber fluid.
Although we had a good side with a significant fillip when we were joined by J van Gelder, a
touring Wallaby, courtesy of Tiger Tiger Colemen, our ill-fated 1956 coach, 1960 and 1961
were relatively uneventful seasons on the playing field. Our second team suffered regularly by
losing its better players to the first team without having their own source of players in the third
team. Their seasons were also unremarkable.
1962 started quietly, and the first team found it difficult to stay in touch with the "four". Our
coach Harry Cessford, who brought some methods to the club that we had not seen since Dud
Soane in the mid 50’s, was at a loss to understand it. Half way through the season we suffered
a humiliating 40 points defeat at the hands of the reigning premiers Melbourne University. This
was a big score in the days of 3 points for a try. However that game was the turning point.
Captain David Shepherd and Harry Cessford turned up the heat at training with a few wellchosen words and, occasionally, a little physical confrontation. A commitment to training was
made by the players and a few new faces appeared from outside the club. Alex Ward (one cap
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for Yorkshire at the age of 18 ), Michael Craft ( an ACT rep ), Stan Shaw and Charlie Shaw
( not related ) and Don McPherson ( NSW Country Rep) signedup. Four new backs and a canny
hooker to support an already excellent pack of forwards looked like making a difference, and
they did.
We started to win at the business end of the season and climbed to 5th on the ladder. With
one game to go we had to beat Navy at Flinders in order to make the "four". Navy were always
a difficult side to beat, particularly away. The services sides had all the advantages, such as
time to train, better facilities and players from the major rugby states of N.S.W. and
Queensland.

It was an unpleasant day with a cold biting wind coming off Western Port Bay and alas after a
tough struggle (those were the years of compulsory national service and all the Forces sides
were strong ) Harlequins were a point down and with only a few minutes to go were battling
hard in our own half. The fairy story for 1962 started right there. We got to the half way line
and Navy gave away a penalty. David Shepherd considered a kick for touch but as they would
have had the throw-in under the Laws at that time he was not certain. Mike Craft, our kicker,
said that, even with a following wind, he couldn't make the distance for a shot at goal.
Shepherd then made an inspired decision. He threw the ball to Randy Cresswell, who had
represented Victoria as an amateur Australian Rules player. "Try a drop goal Randy". We all
thought that from half way and with the awful old balls we used to play with, it was just too
far. Randy, however - ever the amiable, obliging chap - took a long run up and put the boot to
ball. Were we to see our season end here? With that cold biting, but following wind, that we
had not enjoyed, over it went. The referee blew his whistle for time, and we were in the four at
the death knock.
There was a brief interlude the week before the finals started with the playing of the V.R.U.
seven-a-side Championship. Thirty-two teams entered, and Harlequins played Melbourne
University in the Final. It was a thrilling game with a win for us 11 points to 3. The Harlequins
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winning side was presented with the Donald Strang Cup and the players, Dave Shepherd,
Randy Creswell, John Penwill, Stan Shaw, Tony Knevitt, Mike Goodburn, and Mike Plumbridge,
- not at all a bad side by any standard - each received a medallion. The sniff of beating
University in the grand final was getting stronger!
The finals series commenced with the Harlequins disposing of third placed Melbourne 12 points
to 3 in a tight game and then played superb rugby the following Saturday to beat Powerhouse
22 points to 0. The side was definitely on the up and the appearance of two Melbourne
University selectors to watch us training at Mercantile Rowing Club gave us a great rev-up,
particularly as we had to deal with the loss of Ray Hughes and Charlie Shaw to injury after the
Powerhouse game. Stan Shaw moved from centre to five eighth, Mike Plumbridge came into
the side as a centre and Keith Jones at half-back.
Before the game David Shepherd said a few ominous words which don't bear repeating in this
text but he made it very clear that everyone was putting life and limb on the line - or else and the fact that Melbourne University had 14 State players in the side as well as Wallaby
Geoff Vaughan as Captain, meant "Absolutely *******. Nothing! – Do you hear me?” We
erupted onto Olympic Park

Team members were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C.Clark
M.Craft
M.Goodburn
M.Plumbridge
A.Knevitt
S.Shaw
K.Jones
D.Shepherd (Captain)
J.Penwill
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H.Devlin
R.Creswell
J.Watson
D.Nicol
D.McPherson
R.Irving
H.Cessford (Coach)

It was a tough struggle in the forwards. Mike Craft kicked a penalty, then that magic man, the
obliging Randy Creswell, plunged over for a try. We were up 6 points to 0 at half time. With 20
minutes to play Melbourne University changed its tactics of running the ball, as they were
getting nowhere in the face of tight defence from the Harlequins, and started to kick ahead.
From a lucky bounce (aren’t they always against us!) they scored under the posts, and Geoff
Vaughan converted off the post (yes - props used to kick for goal in those days) 6 points to 5.
Could we hang on? Stan Shaw dropped on another kick ahead by University and on receipt of
a few "slippers" for not getting off the ball, dislocated a collar bone. He played on as a onearmed breakaway whilst John Penwill moved to five eighth (no replacements under the laws at
that time and Stan was not going to let down the team). Keith Jones had an outstanding game
as half back playing the Welsh game of taking all the poor ball up himself with the consequent
pain from the University forwards. however it was the Harlequins pack that carried the day
time and time again with solid tackling and fierce aggression at the rucks and mauls. The team
was, C.Clarke, M.Craft, M.Goodburn, M.Plumbridge, A.Knevitt, S.Shaw, K.Jones,
D.Shepherd(Captain), J.Penwill, H.Devlin, R.Cresswell, J.Watson, D.Nicol, D.MacPherson,
R.Irving - Coach, Harry Cessford.
Celebration in the Four Courts Hotel in William Street, Melbourne, our regular after match
venue in those days, was momentous. All the "oldies", who current players never seemed to
know, appeared out of the woodwork to lead in the Harlequin song, and that great clubman
Malcolm McDonald sang two outstanding versions of "Sylvest" ( had 40.000 medals on his
chest ) and "Viovioviola".
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The second team and colts did not have great seasons but their time was to come in the next
few years - nevertheless their support and ability to fill holes when injury occurred, provide
opposition at training and great vocal support from the sideline, was a major contributor to the
club's overall success during the year.
The final accolade awarded to The Harlequin Club for this season was an invitation from the
V.R.U. to play the Rest of Victoria in an exhibition match. The match was played under lights,
which was most unusual for those days and, although we were in front at half time, the
hangover euphoria (call it what you like - but no hangover is painful after a grand final win and the beer consumed at half time when coach Harry Cessford wasn't watching) was too
much to contain. Victoria put Jimmy Douglas (just returned from New Zealand after having
played wing in all three Tests against the All Blacks) in the clear to score a try and win on the
whistle.
It had been a great season for the club with tons of enthusiasm to carry forward into the next
season. There was great appreciation of the committee's unheralded hard work in the
background to secure the tenure of our own ground at Glen Iris with a building known simply
as "The Old Shed". Great days to come and even thoughts of more premierships!
The club was still mainly made up of "ex-pats" at this time, from what was somewhat
euphemistically called the "Mother Country" i.e. Great Britain and Ireland, plus a sprinkling of
Kiwis and Aussies, but this would all change (we hoped) with the expansion of junior sides,
which would provide a strong player list for the future. This was the thought in 1957 with the
original juniors programme and is still the plan today, but incoming players from various parts
of the world would still provide the majority of senior players in Victorian rugby. The humour in
the club was very much on British lines, and, when one of our number was leaving the country,
this was the sort of party invitation which was organised, and the attendance was always of
sell-out proportions! Players tended to call each other by their surnames (this was of course
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the norm in grammar and public schools in the UK, which most of the players attended) or a
nickname. This had almost completely changed by the end of the decade.
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In 1963 Rodney Stone was elected President. He turned out an influential figure and he was
behind the move to Glen Iris in 1963 which was significant for a variety of reasons. We were
playing where we trained, which meant we trained on a rugby pitch, not the lawn behind a
rowing club. We did not share our training facilities as junior partners. The Mercantile Rowing
Club had, however, been good to us, providing a training facility and venue for A.G.M.’s and
the odd rower, who played rugby, but it was time to move on. The biggest benefit was the
culture of singing and of being a Harlequin, which the shed provided for almost another 20
years. However, within 18 months of our move to Glen Iris Rodney Stone and others were
working towards an even more radical proposal; to buy land and develop a rugby facility
owned and administered by ourselves.
Rugby wise it was a good solid year but no trophies landed on the shelf for the first team. The
first team lost 9 points to 8 to R.A.A.F in the preliminary final, and that was that. It had not
helped our chances having David Shepherd in South Africa with the Wallabies but we knew
where he would rather have been! Another sad event was the death of Harry Baldwin at the
young age of 51. He had been first team captain before the war, Hon Secretary before and
after the war and Treasurer as well as being an indefatigable worker and enthusiast for all
things Harlequin. He had also been a State selector and club delegate to the V.R.U. Harry
would be sorely missed.
However, having our own ground and the Shed, including hot showers, started a thorough
bonding process (not in the showers), with all teams drinking together after both training and
competition matches until the keg ran out. The singing was at times sensational although at
times highly vulgar. It was something that set us apart from other clubs. Everyone had his own
favourite and would stand swaying on a narrow bench - occasionally being challenged to "drink
it down you Zulu Warrior". The Harlequin song was filled with emotion, and, with a couple of
Welshmen around, even the harmonies were included!
Whether there was singing or not there was always a party after the match, and if there
wasn't, then Rene and Harry Cessford would always oblige.
The best part on the “serious” playing field was the outstanding season enjoyed by the colts,
who were Minor Premiers and Major Premiers. With a record of: played 20, won 18, drew 1,
lost 1, they had achieved what any side would be proud of, and we certainly were. The colts
team had been nurtured and coached by Ron Bolton and managed by Phil Dundee through
under age competitions over the previous few years with a view to providing the club with
home-grown Victorian talent in the future. They beat R.A.A.F, in a tight encounter, 6 points to
nil, with all the points being scored by Peter Bolton. (a not unfamiliar event in club history).
From that side the names of Bolton, Dundee, Bayley, Pettigrew, Chorazy, Collins, Barnes and
Quinton all appeared on senior team sheets in the years that followed representing a move
away from the ex-pat push that had served the club so well in its formative years. Despite
such success in the early 60’s we have long struggled to successfully bridge the gap between
junior and senior rugby.
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Perhaps the greatest individual triumph in 1963 was the selection of our captain David
Shepherd to tour very successfully with the Wallabies to South Africa and the following year,
whilst still playing with us in Melbourne, he was capped for his first Test against the All Blacks
(the Wallabies won handsomely). David played for the Harlequins from 1955 to 1964 and
played in 5 international matches for Australia.
Glen Iris Park was host to a rare and, for the Melbourne Harlequins, an unhappy occasion. The
Hobart Harlequins were back in Melbourne in September to try to win the jersey after 20
unsuccessful years. Much to our dismay, and on our first real home ground, Hobart won
convincingly 11 points to 5. Our only consolation was the great singing and drinking, which
followed the upset. Hobart Harlequins had earned the right to play in their grand final the week
before and had taken the opportunity of the week’s rest to play us. They certainly returned to
Hobart full of confidence for their match against University.
It was around this time the for-runner of the current Friday Lunch Club was born. Victoria still
“enjoyed” anachronistic licensing laws with 6.00pm closing in public houses and the inevitable
6 o’clock swill! The only way around this was to be at a club and to have a meal, so a group of
thirsty Harlequins used to meet regularly at the Amateur Sports Club in McKillop Street on a
Friday evening to legally extend their drinking hours. This ad-hoc group included Tony James,
Chris Yeomans, Don McPherson, Morrie Ellis, Chris Withers and David Ridsdale, who found the
Friday evenings so enjoyable that they thought it would be a good idea to include the
occasional lunch. With the introduction of more civilised licensing laws in 1966 the Friday
evening dinners lapsed and the lunches became the preferred means of social intercourse, and
so it continued for some 10 years or more.
In 1964, for the first time in our history a Ladies Committee was formed. June Baldwin was the
Chairman (as so recorded in the Annual report!) and started the long tradition of having a
hardworking and competent group of women to support the club. Over many years they
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catered, entertained and made financial contributions without which the club’s occasional
parlous financial positions would have been much worse.
On the playing field the first team had a solid season finishing fourth and beating Army 9
points to 8 in the semi-final before going down to University 9 points to nil in the preliminary
final. University went on to beat Melbourne 12 points to 11 in the Grand Final. University were
the dominant team in the early to mid sixties and are still whingeing about our win in 1962!
Hal Golightly’s third team, playing in the Fourth Grade competition, achieved a first for
Harlequins third team. They not only managed a season without any forfeits (an unfortunate
but regular occurrence in earlier years as we battled to maintain a third team) but also made
the grand final to lose to our old nemesis Melbourne
The major playing event in 1964 was the win for the second team in the grand final. The
captain on the day, Reg Wilkinson, had captained the first team when they won the club's first
First Grade Premiership in 1955. Mike Goodburn, the regular captain all year, succumbed to
injury in the preliminary final allowing Reg to pass into Harlequin immortality. Their win was
well deserved. They were Minor Premiers but had lost to second placed Box Hill 17 points to 6
in the second semi-final. A narrow 9 points to 6 win against Melbourne in the preliminary final
led to a grand final against Box Hill. With a team studded with Harlequin identities such as Reg
Wilkinson, Peter Bolton, Mike Dundee, Bob Coombs, Tony Slocock, Don Moore, Mike
Plumbridge and Keith Jones it was expected that they would win, and they duly did 8 points to
3. The 1964 Annual Report said it all.
A great year. After several seasons of disappointment this team blossomed in 1964. In the
past, and it will also be so in the future, prospects for this team have been dimmed by the
plunderings of the 1st XV. In 1964 this team under the very able leadership of Michael
Goodburn weathered these losses to the 1st XV and had a great season winning both
premierships–home and home and grand final. And, of course, its doing so well kept the 1st
XV on its mettle. This was the first premiership for a long time for this side and the prospects
look good for 1965 too. A grand season for the “Wanderers".
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One of the most important steps taken by the club in the sixties, which was to have far
reaching effects into the 21st century, was the members’ decision, driven by Rodney Stone,
President in 1963-64 to buy our own ground near Dandenong. In October 1964 an executive
sub-committee was formed to look into purchasing our own ground, and from this moment a
Harlequin Park somewhere was a certainty. Almost immediately a suitable piece of land, some
8 acres or two pitches worth, was found at Lyndhurst, near Dandenong – price $7,000.00, and
on 25th January 1965 the club, at an Extraordinary General Meeting, approved the purchase of
the land for $6,800.00. At once a huge fund-raising effort under the control and direction of
Rodney Stone was undertaken, and to our delight and amazement, sufficient funds flowed in
from present and past members to meet our banker’s requirements and the ground was ours.
Now this land was scrubby unimproved bush in Glasscocks Lane off the Frankston Dandenong
Road and looked nothing like a rugby club and ground. Later in 1966 a most remarkable
transformation took place. A friend of Rodney’s (as far as this ground was concerned they were
unending) had an ex-government building for sale-cost $20.00. We bought it, cut it in half,
moved it and reassembled it as our first owned clubhouse. In summary, bought it for $20.00,
moved it for $2,200.00, valued it for $8,000.00. Remarkable. During the years 1966,67 and
68 we used volunteers to create the pitch and surroundings, and progress was steady.
However, by early 1968 it was clear that volunteer labour and gifted materials were not
sufficient to have the facilities we wanted by the 1968 season. It was time for another
Extraordinary General Meeting, and again the money was granted and acquired so that by the
start of the 1969 season we had an expertly furnished pavilion, a ground laid out by craftsmen
and equipment equal to the best. Harlequin Park was officially opened on Saturday 12th April
1969 by Griff Hunt, O.B.E. & T.D., President of the V.R.U. Our President Tony James, formally
named the pavilion the R.I.Stone Pavilion. And we played first and second team matches
against Navy. As the editor wrote in the special programme for the event:

And the moral of it all; so long as this club sets its heart to do something, and the planning
and leadership are there, there is nothing that can not be achieved. And most certainly, the
establishment of Harlequin Park is just another step on the way forward.
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As later chapters will show Harlequin Park never achieved the popularity of Glen Iris with its
greatly inferior facilities, but it showed what we could achieve. In addition the sale of Harlequin
Park in 1978 provided the cornerstone funding for the construction of our magnificent
clubhouse at Ashwood.

Harry Cessford succeeded Rodney Stone in 1965 as President with Mike Plumbridge and Harold
Golightly remaining as Hon. Secretary and Treasurer. David Shepherd was transferred by his
employer to Sydney (where he joined the Gordon Club) and replaced as first team captain by
Alan Soutar, a tough and technically sound prop. Our strength in those days was primarily in
the forwards, and the loss of David Shepherd was keenly felt on and off the pitch. Our first and
second teams made the final four but both made quick exits, which left our third team, which
played in the Fourth Grade competition!
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They, (the Cavaliers) were again captained by Harold Golightly, who was also the sole selector,
and, in good British tradition, you were not chosen to play in "his" side, you were invited.
Harold was a man who aroused strong feelings, both positive and negative, amongst those
who knew him or came up against him. He was, from today’s perspective, a typical colonial
Englishman. Harold was Treasurer from 1964 to 1968 and contributed to the administrative as
well as the playing side of the club. Although he returned to England at the end of the decade
he made an impression on the club that is remembered to this day. The club had made a
reciprocal impression on him and he remembered the Harlequins in his will when he died more
than thirty years later. However, in 1965 a cigarette at half time was the norm for this team.
Despite this approach, or maybe because of it, they made the grand final from fourth place on
the ladder and a great field goal by Ian Lochrie, who was still playing in the veterans some 30
years later along with another member of the team Bruce Townsend, sealed the win. Also
playing for the Cavaliers at inside centre was a certain Frank Tyson who, some 10 years earlier,
had taken six wickets for 14 runs on the last day of the third test at the MCG to secure victory
for England. Coarse rugby at its very best.
Fortunately for the first and second team players there was a Jersey Match to be played and
we were very keen to regain the jersey we had lost in 1963. Hobart, as holders, were
reasonably confident. We had had an average season and the match was to be played in
Hobart. An added incentive to shine was the ABC television broadcast of the match in
Tasmania. Their hopes were unfounded as we won comfortably 19 points to 11, and Alan
Soutar was able to bring the jersey back to Melbourne where, in our opinion, it belonged.
Finally, Peter Bolton was the V.R.U. player of the year, a well-deserved honour for a 19 year
old.
Stan Shaw retired as a player in 1965 and took over as first team coach in 1966 and continued
Harry Cessford’s development of modern training and coaching methods. The season was quite
disappointing. Only the first team reaching the four and was knocked out in the semi-final. The
Box Hill Club, in their first season in the V.R.U. competition, managed to finish above us. We
were knocked out in the semi-final. For the first time in our history we were able to field a
fourth team, which meant the days of our third team being able to win the Fourth Grade
Premiership, were over. Harold Golightly had timed his run to perfection! The second, third and
fourth teams finished 7th, 7th and 10th respectively and the colts could manage only 6th after
their heroics in previous seasons.
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Ken Austin coached the U 12’s who were the only team to win a flag in 1966. Another first for
the club was its tour to N.S.W. to play Cootamundra on 24th September. We took a very good
team with David Shepherd coming down from Sydney for a guest appearance and almost all
our first team available for selection. In the Cootamundra team was Rex Harris, former
Randwick player, who was to join Harlequins when he moved to Melbourne in 1968, and have a
fine playing career with us and Victoria. The social side of the tour was up to the highest
Harlequin standards. Who would ever forget Don Moore’s swallow dive from the 10 metre
board in his Y-Fronts at the Cootamundra Olympic Pool? The result was a narrow loss for us,
but our arrival in Cootamundra was quite an event with numerous articles in the press about
this class team from Melbourne. Coach Stan Shaw was even interviewed by the local radio
station. Fortunately none of their reporters caught up with our more spectacular social
activities or perhaps they did and did not want to admit it! The final disappointment of the
season for the club was the Jersey Match one week later. Hobart came as champions of
Tasmania with an unbeaten record, having scored a record 700 plus points during the season.
Against us they matched their reputation and won an open and entertaining match 36 points
to 8 at Olympic Park. The Jersey continued its travels between Melbourne and Hobart.
Meanwhile on the other side of the globe our cousins, the London Harlequins, were celebrating
their centenary season. Very much an establishment club in London they were invited by the
Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of London to hold their centenary dinner at the Mansion House.
Speeches were made by such luminaries as: The Lord Wakefield of Kendall; the President of
the R.F.U.; The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor; The Right Hon Edward Heath (the then leader of
the opposition and later Prime Minister of Great Britain). They also won the Middlesex Sevens
for a record seventh time. There were still no leagues and divisions in London rugby so the
sevens remained their only competition win for the season. Our silver jubilee to come some 12
years later was not celebrated in quite the same way!
Tony James was elected President for 1967 and we knew we were in for an interesting ride. His
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer were unchanged in Mike Plumbridge and Harold Golightly, so we
had the reactionary/eccentric dream team at the helm. Harold Golightly’s third team, having
won the Fourth Grade Premiership, had been promoted to third grade and Owain Jones was
given the task of inaugurating our first ever fourth team. This he did, and to avoid confusion
with Golightly’s Cavaliers, his team were nick-named the Roundheads. Stan Shaw in his second
year as first team coach had his life made easier with the arrival of Brian Snowden as club
fitness adviser. It was also an important step forward for the club. Brian had been a Physical
Training Instructor in the British Army and led (by example) the fitness sessions held at the
start of every training night. Thanks to Brian Harlequin first teams never suffered from a lack
of physical preparation. He became a Harlequin character introducing certain traditions to end
of season tours, that have contributed to Harlequin legend (and secrecy).
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Despite having a talented and well-conditioned group of players and reaching the half-way
point of the season well placed, the first team lost a string of games later in the season to
finish a disappointing 5th. This gave added incentive to the end of season touring matches.
The first match brought Gordon down from Sydney. They had lost the N.S.W. championship to
Randwick the week before and, led by our former champion David Shepherd, had brought
down an almost full-strength team. The general feeling around the club was that Gordon would
win the rugby and Harlequins would win the drinking! Contrary to that expectation precisely
the opposite occurred. Harlequins with two guest players, Ken Hughes of Kiwis and Gordon
Black of Power House, won the game convincingly 19 points to 3, including four back-line tries.
The Gordon team included four Wallabies, but our impressive forward play, expertly controlled
by Alan Soutar, ensured the talented Gordon side was given no opportunity to display their
skills. This was the first of a series of matches played against the Gordon Club in Melbourne
and Sydney and it was the one and only time we have won. During the after-match
celebrations Gordon were, however, able to dominate the drinking. The party was held at 18
Mildred Street, St Kilda, the ground floor of which was occupied by Eric Grant, Bob Coombes,
Ted Johnson, Owain Jones and Geoff Shaw. It was a large house and became a favourite venue
for club parties. The following year the official reception for the touring Irish Rugby Team was
also held there with more than 150 players, officials, hangers-on and Harlequins in attendance.
Alas I8 Mitford Street is no longer a “Gentlemen’s” residence, but now the site of trhe local
Community Health Centre!
Flushed with such unexpected success against the Gordon Club it was off to Canberra the
following weekend to play a composite ACT team on Saturday at the Canberra Showgrounds.
It was a pity we had not been able to play with such precision during the V.R.U. season, as we
were able to win 16 points to 3 in an entertaining game in which we scored four good tries. On
the Sunday we played Yass on our way back to Melbourne and won 8 points to 3. We certainly
rued the poor patch we went through during the second half of the Melbourne season.
With an unchanged President, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer and with the memory of our
strong finish to the 1967 season we were confident of greater things in 1968. Alan Soutar was
captain, and Geoff Missen from the Gordon Club replaced Stan Shaw as coach, who returned to
England on business for most of the season. For perhaps the first time in our history we had a
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very talented back line. From Sydney University we had Warren Lewis at half-back, Tommy
Towers, a 50 game veteran with Randwick at five-eighth, Rex Harris in the centres also ex
Randwick and Garry Dawkins a very slippery player from Sydney. On one wing was Gerry
Kirwan, described by Evan Whitton in the Argus as the “University College, Dublin Flyer”, and a
new full back from New Zealand, John Vessey. Not an Englishman in site and all the better for
that! Our performance in the V.R.U. seven-a-side competition provided a good pointer for the
first grade premiership with Power House edging us out in the final 6 points to 5. The first
team played to their potential and finished second just one point behind the Minor Premiers
Power House. In the first semi-final we convincingly beat them 17 points to 11 to move
straight into the grand final. Alas the grand final against Power House was not what we had
wanted. In its Annual Report the V.R.U. wrote.
The Harlequin Club, premiership runners-up had the measure of Power House in the semi-final
but failed to adjust to the tensions of a Grand Final. Its display was disappointing, for
throughout the season its general approach to the game had won the hearts of spectators
whatever their affiliations.
The other senior teams had disappointing seasons and did not match the quality of the first
team in any way. Peter Bolton, Russel Bate, Garry Dawkins, Gerry Kirwan and Tommy Towers
played for the Victorian team captained by Rex Harris.
Harold Golightly had returned to England and was replaced as Treasurer by John Ferguson for
the 1969 season, while the club got used to having a new headquarters at Harlequin Park at
Lyndhurst near Dandenong. There was great enthusiasm amongst members and grudging
respect from other clubs, that we owned, maintained and ran our own playing facility. Geoff
Missen was coach again with Stan Shaw, who had returned from England, on the coaching
panel. The first team was the only senior team to make the finals, but lost in the semi-final to
eventual Premiers Melbourne by 12 points to 11. It was a good performance by Melbourne who
had finished in fourth position with a poorer percentage than Box Hill who had finished below
them in fifth position. It was to be Melbourne’s last premiership for some 20 years, and guess
whom they were to beat!!
The highlights of the 1969 season were the last two matches of the season in October against
Gordon from Sydney and Suburbs from Auckland. We lost both matches by 6 points to 9 and
11 points to 18 respectively with the match against Suburbs widely regarded as one of the
best played in Melbourne that year. Both matches were played at Harlequin Park and the
Ladies Committee ensured that our first visitors from outside Victoria were royally entertained.
We reverted to form against Gordon by losing the rugby match closely and winning the
drinking matches by huge margins.
As our first and second teams played at Harlequin Park fortnightly and all training was still
conducted at Glen Iris Park, Melbourne remained the centre of our universe. Cricket was still
played in an ad-hoc fashion while the V.R.U. squash competition was keenly fought out by
teams from Melbourne, University, Power House and the Referees Association as well as
Harlequins. We even managed to win our annual soccer match against Melbourne for the first
time.
The sixties had been a decade of great social change and some of that had rubbed off on the
Harlequins. On the rugby pitch there had been changes to the laws with the value of a dropgoal reduced from four points to three, the value of a try increased from three points to four
and the knock-on rule made easier (if the ball was caught after being knocked forward without
touching the ground it was no longer a knock-on). Some of our traditional members thought
the new knock-on law a lessening of standards while Reg Wilkinson, who thought place kicks
should not be taken using the “soccer” kick, bemoaned the lessening in value of a drop-goal.
We had expanded from two senior teams in 1960 (firsts and second) to five, including colts,
plus several junior teams. The British (English) influence on the playing field had been diluted
although the administration was still firmly in the hands of ex-pat Brits. The achievements of
David Shepherd as a Harlequin and a Wallaby were of huge personal significance to David and
his family and a source of much pride to Harlequins but they did not have any real impact on
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the development of the club. The move to, and use of, Glen Iris Park and Harlequin Park were
major events. The old shed at Glen Iris with the drinking and singing made a lasting cultural
mark on the club which is still felt today. Harlequin Park was a testament to the determination
of the Harlequins to be independent and different to all other clubs. Perhaps this came from
the British influence where most clubs owned their own facilities and were not beholden to
local councils. This manifested itself first in our “city rooms” in Renmartin Place in the fifties,
although short-lived. Even at Glen Iris, a council ground, we had developed the facilities – such
as they were – with Don Moore carrying out the wiring of the floodlights we installed for
training and improving the basic (very) showers and changing rooms. Our achievements at
Harlequin Park almost 50 kms from Melbourne were of another order. To find and develop the
land, erect and equip a first class clubhouse and manage it all without any outside assistance
showed we were, as a sporting club, quite different. This tended to reinforce the prevailing
sentiment amongst other clubs that we thought we were, perhaps, rather superior to them.
One thing was certain, our striving to be very much our own club and to do things our way was
not to change in the coming years.
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The Touring Years (1970 to 1940)

The innovative and questioning sixties were followed by the derivative seventies, which
generally became a much more pessimistic decade. Apart from some pretty awful clothing
styles, such as flares, acrylic dresses and safari suits we faced: the highest inflation rates since
the great depression; the aftermath of the war in Vietnam; oil shocks plus Gough Whitlam and
Malcolm Fraser! For the Harlequins, however, it was a great period. It was the last decade
without a proper headquarters, where the “old-fashioned” Harlequin spirit was at its peak.
Players in all grades, supporters and club officials all knew each other and the operation of the
club was a joint effort. By today’s standards it was not professional, but for those involved it
was considered to be something of a golden period, at least from a social perspective. Many
interesting men and women joined the club destined to make their mark over the next 30
years. We made a series of ground changes, we had a rebirth of the juniors, we celebrated our
50th jubilee, we won many sevens tournaments and above all we enjoyed a series of season
opening and closing tours both incoming and outgoing that helped to define and refine the
culture of the Harlequins.
In 1970 Tony James was President again, Keith Jones was Team Secretary, Tommy Towers (son
of legendary Wallaby Cyril Towers) and Rex Harris, our two Randwick stars, were still with us.
We even had the three best hookers in Victoria in the persons of David Learmonth, Murray
Smart and Peter Dodds. To accommodate them Learmonth played at prop, Dodds played fullback for the thirds and Smart played hooker. Peter Bolton was in his prime and there were
many second team players good enough to play for the first team.
The ladies committee, ably led by Anne Soutar, supported the club in many ways. They were
all partners and girl-friends of members and provided food and organisation for the many
social functions that were mainly held at the homes of members. The standard turns in 1970
included “Champagne Breakfast”, “Wine and Dine”, “Bangers and Mash”, “Dutch Auction” and
were hugely successful. The prevailing police policy towards drink driving was far less stringent
than today, and alcohol was a significant part of the entertainment. We were fortunate not to
have any accidents as people unsteadily found their ways home after lots of fun and games.
On the other hand, the alcohol certainly contributed to some great occasions which have
become part of Harlequin folk law. We entertained the Cootamundra Rugby Club at Harlequin
Park at the end of the season and the ladies committee organised a great spread for the two
Cootamundra and two Harlequins teams as well as their many supporters. Typically the ladies
were able to donate $375.00 to the club for the year as well as many hours of valuable time.
The playing season began with a series of trial matches, one against the touring NZ side
Drummond, which we won convincingly 28 points to nil and which showcased the talents of a
recruit with huge potential for rugby. Paddy Spruce, who had been introduced to Harlequins by
Tommy Towers, only began playing rugby at the age of 20 whilst studying for the priesthood at
a Victorian Seminary. According to Paddy, who had played Australian Rules Football, all the
other students were from N.S.W. or New Zealand so it was rugby or nothing. He also studied in
N.S.W. and played against the Randwick Club, where Tommy Towers also played. When Paddy
returned to Melbourne Tommy quickly snapped him up for Harlequins. His great advantage was
blistering pace, having been a schoolboy sprint champion and his total fitness. In the trial
game against Drummond he scored four tries in great style. This augured well for the V.R.U.
seven-a-side tournament on 4th April, for a fast and fit threequarter can run teams ragged.
This was exactly what happened. During the competition he scored 12 tries, including 2 in the
final, where we convincingly beat Kiwis 23 points to 6. Another outstanding recruit was Paddy
McGrath who arrived half way through the season and only played a hand-full of games. He
had played for Munster against the 1963/64 All Blacks in Ireland and toured Australia with the
Irish team in 1967. He had been relocated to Melbourne by his employer and we prevailed
upon him to play for us. He was a superb centre and our left-wing, Gerry Kirwan, a fellow
Irishman, had one of the most enjoyable few weeks of his playing life, receiving perfectly
placed scoring passes from Paddy time after time.
For the new decade and the season proper we were still operating our two grounds; Glen Iris
Park for training and third and fourth team matches plus Harlequin Park, Dandenong for first
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and second team matches. This was good for the quality of the pitch at Harlequin Park as we
did not train on it, but it lessened our home ground advantage, because we saw it only
fortnightly. The pitch quality also suffered when local farmers occasionally put their dairy stock
on the field to graze-without our permission, which led to some disputation with them! As we
owned the land, unlike Glen Iris, we had to prepare the pitches without council help. This
involved top-dressing, mowing and line marking. Fortunately our Social Secretary, Chris
Drysdale, had a senior position at Rover Mowers Pty Ltd, and their products did much “field
testing” at Harlequin Park as part of the Company’s “quality control” programmes!
Club strength was good with four teams and recruitment had been successful with the usual
mix of migrants from the UK, New Zealand and N.S.W. The first team had an excellent won 14
lost 4 record for the season, finishing third and feeling confident about the finals. The best win
of the season was against Kiwis (the dominant club during the early seventies) in the
competition match of the day at Olympic Park. The confidence was not well founded as
Melbourne, who finished fourth, knocked us out of the finals with a comfortable 25 points to 6
victory.
The second and third teams had unremarkable seasons not making the finals but some new
recruits to the club were playing well and would make their mark in the coming seasons. The
fourths, captained by Mike Plumbridge, and comprising a mixture of veterans and mature
players finished second after the home and away matches. This excellent performance must
have weakened them because they did not win a match in the finals series. There was no
formal veterans grade in the V.R.U. competition and our fourth team was a superb model for
veterans of “coarse rugby” as it was known in the UK. It was not unknown for port to be drunk
in place of the ubiquitous orange at half time!
During the year Peter Bolton, Rex Harris, David Learmonth, Jackie Martin and Murray Smart
were selected for Victoria. Jackie Martin was a fiery and very tough wing-forward from New
Zealand who provided drive and leadership during the entire season. His drive was not limited
to the rugby pitch. He achieved lasting Harlequin fame by being fined for speeding on his way
to training. Jackie was employed by a funeral services company and he was driving was a large
hearse. Paddy McGrath was not considered for Victoria as the squad had been selected before
he arrived in Melbourne but he was picked for the Presidents XV to play against the Premiers,
Kiwis. He played a great game and would have assuredly played for Victoria in 1971 but to our
great disappointment he returned to Ireland in December 1970.
The fringe sports also were well patronised during the year. The “Tippling Tennis Troup”,
launched by Peter Bolton during the 1969/70 off-season, encouraged many of the tennis
players to continue their bon-homie onto the golf course enabling them to minimise the time
available for gardening, painting, cleaning or maintaining. The 1969/70 cricket team, led once
again by the irrepressible Mike Plumbridge, won 4 and lost 4 and managed to beat the
Melbourne R.U.F.C. for the first time. We were runners-up in the V.R.U. squash tournament for
the third year in succession, winning all but one of our round-robin matches but losing in the
final to the very strong Powerhouse team. Our regulars were Martin Fuggle, Peter Dodds, Bob
Ede and Mike Stewart, while our second team included Gary Dawkins, Don Cannon, Alan Kaye
with irregulars John Vessey, Murray Smart, Mike Dundee and Peter Tozer.
The incoming end of season tour match was against Cootamundra RFC, for whom Rex Harris
had played before moving to Sydney, where he played for Randwick. (Rex was an outstanding
half-back and understudied the great Ken Catchpole. Whilst he played for the first team only
when Ken was on international duty he trained and practiced with the best). Cootamundra
were excellent tourists, bringing down two teams which won the second team’s match and lost
the first team’s match. We entertained them at Harlequin Park, where the traditional drinking
competitions, rugby songs and first-class food provided by the ladies committee made it a day
to remember, but perhaps a day after to forget!
There was great anticipation for the end of season tour to Hobart for the Jersey Match and
enough players for two sides met on Friday night at the pub next to the Ansett Bus terminal in
Swanston Street. After a few post work relaxing beers the bus to the airport was boarded,
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where a few more beers were consumed in the bar in the departure lounge to sooth the nerves
for the flight to Hobart. The Hobart Harlequins met us with a bus to take us to the Ingomar
Hotel (where bar-takings for the weekend exceeded the normal monthly total). After an
express check-in we went straight to the bar for more drinks and songs. Warren “White Boots”
Lewis gave his inimitable rendition of “The Old Mill Stream” standing on the bar, and that was
an example of our more acceptable behaviour!
Amazingly the team was able to muster at Sandy Point for a pre-breakfast training run at
07.30am. The game had generated much interest in Hobart and was televised by the ABC from
the Queensborough Oval. As we had brought two teams our second played a mixed team from
the Glenorchy, Taroona, University and Hobart Harlequins clubs. In a hard fought match the
Tasmanian combined side came from behind to win by 13 points to 11. Although the
preparation for the match had been extremely “social” our first team was very keen to regain
the Jersey, which had been in the Hobart Club House for the previous 4 years. As the report in
the Hobart Mercury records we did the job well.

Visiting Harlequins thrash locals
Melbourne Harlequins gave a classy exhibition of rugby in the Guernsey match against Hobart
Harlequins at the Queensborough Oval on Saturday, and won by a record margin, 34 to 5. The
half-time score was 5-0, but Melbourne moved into top gear in the second half. The big score
was accomplished by a clean service from the forwards and penetrating running by the backs.
It was a first class performance against determined opposition. All the Melbourne points came
from their two best players, second rower Peter Bolton and captain David Learmonth. Bolton’s
place-kicking was right on target, and missed only one out of nine attempts. Bray was
impressive at breakaway, and Kaye was the best back at five-eighth.

Wasted
If Hobart had been able to display more teamwork and backing up, the margin of defeat would
have been much smaller, although good individual performances came from full-back Wheeler
and break-away Suckling. Too much possession was wasted by solo running, and the talents of
Aitcheson and Narkowicz on the wings were seldom seen. The late withdrawal of Captain, Peter
Hunniford weakened the Hobart forwards. It enabled Learmonth to win a feast of possession
from the scrums and allowed Bolton to dominate the line-outs.

Late Try
Hobart came close to scoring several times before Winter made a determined run and passed
to Suckling, who set up Botica for a late try in the second-half, but by this time Melbourne had
the game won. The old Quins Guernsey – the trophy for the match – now goes to Melbourne
after four years in the Hobart Harlequins clubroom, and Hobart will have to improve out of
sight to win it back next year.
Hobart Harlequins had organised a dance held in the band room of the Anglesea Army
Barracks, which attracted a “swag” of unattached females, whose presence was much
appreciated by the visitors! Sunday morning was spent trying to piece together what had
happened on Saturday night, as well as getting into shape for the barbecue. The barbecue was
held at a farm owned by a Hobart Harlequin and was the usual mix of ribald singing, drinking
competitions and declarations of undying loyalty to rugby in general and Harlequin rugby in
particular. A notable addition to the festivities was the inaugural ladies boat race, which was
won by the Hobart ladies-not surprising as we had come alone!! The teams returned to
Melbourne to be met at Tullamarine airport by wives and girlfriends. The weekend excesses
were conveniently forgotten and much was made of the tough matches we had had to play.
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The club dinner was held in the Union Room at the University of Melbourne where dinner
dress, white damask tablecloths and silver table service were the norm. Mark Baxter, a new
member of the Club in 1970, was selected to give the speech to the club. At the completion of
the dinner it was back to a post-dinner party (piss-up) at the Ruskin Road house shared by
Rex Harris, Murray Smart, Bob Ward and John Vessey. Mark Baxter, who had bought a new
evening dress suit for his wedding the following month, wore it for the first time and gave it a
first-class work out by sleeping in it. His wife has still not forgiven him! At the club AGM the
major change was the election of Keith Jones as President. Keith joined the club in the early
60’s and played half-back in the 1962 First Grade Premiership winning side. He was Company
Secretary at Scottish Amicable, a prominent insurance company with its Australian
Headquarters in Melbourne. During his tenure committee meetings were held in the Board
Room of his company. At the first committee meeting Keith produced job descriptions and
objectives for each of the committee members. Colin Rowlinson, who succeeded Keith as
President in 1974, declared they were not suitable for the Harlequins and they were not used.
Keith was definitely before his time 30 plus years ago, trying to run a sporting club as a
business. Today any President not running a sporting club as a business would be thrown out.
Times change!
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The 1971 playing season seemed much like the season before. Few influential players had left
the club and David Learmonth was once more captain/coach of the first team. Brian Snowden
was still fitness coach and his sessions had not become any easier. Training in those days
started with a jog around the Glen Iris Park surroundings, followed by stretching and “grunt”
sessions up High Street hill. These involved 80 metre sprints up the hill with a 100 metre slow
recovery back to the start for a repeat, up to 10 times. This was mixed up with similar runs
carrying a team-mate up the hill. To finish it was back to the ground for skills work.
The first objective of the season was to defend the seven-a-side title won in 1970 and, with
five of last year’s team available, that the club duly did. In the six matches played we scored
110 points and conceded 11 points. In the final we comprehensively beat RAAF Academy, 25
points to 3. They were fit and keen but lacked the special sevens skills we had in abundance.
After our success in 1970 we had entered the ACT Sevens, so during the Easter 1971 weekend
we duly made our way to Canberra. The games were played in perfect spring weather. Our
second seven lost to Queanbeyan in the first round and went on to reach the semi-final of the
Plate Competition, where a dodgy “home-town” decision cost us our place in the final. Thus it
was up to the first seven to carry the club’s fortunes. It was a tougher tournament than
Victoria’s and several matches were won by small margins. The final was ironically against the
side that had knocked out the second seven 6 points to 3 in the first round. At half-time, with
Queanbeyan leading 10 points (two converted tries) to nil, it looked as if they would be the
club’s nemesis, but a stirring second half with tries from Alan Kaye, Rex Harris and speedster
Paddy Spruce, and one conversion from Peter Bolton gave us a remarkable one point win. The
rather disappointing trophy was a carton of beer which, averaged out amongst two teams with
reserves and officials, to one sip per man! Nevertheless, it was a pleasing win because we had
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been told on arrival that being holders of the V.R.U. Sevens trophy did not really mean very
much, Victoria being such a weak rugby state. We tried valiantly to find some flesh-pots in
Canberra to celebrate the win but Canberra being Canberra there was none! So beers in rugby
clubs and people’s flats was the best we could do. As the tournament had been completed on
Easter Saturday we took the opportunity to do some sightseeing in the Snowy Mountains on
Sunday before driving back to Melbourne on Monday. An excellent start to the season which,
regrettably, was not followed by great success in the first grade competition.

We had the players - Peter Bolton, Bruce Cresswell, Rex Harris, David Learmonth and Murray
Smart gained state selection - but the first team finished a disappointing sixth out of nine and
consequently missed the finals. It was a different matter for second grade. Alan Soutar,
stalwart of Victoria and the first team in the mid-sixties, had been playing for Mike
Plumbridge’s fourth team. The committee decided he would be just the man to captain/coach
the second team, and so it was. Alan’s dour, down to earth approach, combined with a first
class rugby brain, brought out the best in the players. Winning 15 out of 18 games with a
points percentage of 365, we were 6 points clear of the second placed team. The final against
Melbourne was won comfortably 15 points to nil.
The other successful side was Mike Plumbridge’s “Cavaliers”, who were minor premiers in
Fourth Grade (West) in an extraordinary way; 18 wins from 18 matches, 7 against worthy
opponents, 3 against incomplete opponents and 8 against no opponents at all. Surely the least
match fit undefeated minor premiers in history! The finals were a different matter with the top
two teams from Fourth Grade East and West making up the four. Whilst we made the grand
final Box Hill, Fourth Grade (East) minor premiers, were too strong and beat us 11 points to 3.
A good season for the Cavaliers, reputedly the most democratic side in Victoria with Chairman
Mike and fifteen captains!
Despite the poor first team results it was a noteworthy year for Peter Bolton as a Victorian
representative. On May 23rd he equalled Wallaby Paul Gibb’s record of 40 games for Victoria.
Peter went on to play a further 59 games to set a record that will never be beaten. His playing
history in Victoria is quite remarkable having started with the Harlequins juniors that were
started by his Father Ron in 1956. At Melbourne High School rugby was not played so Peter
started a rugby team that culminated in his greatest schoolboy rugby achievement. He
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captained the first ever Combined High Schools Team to beat the Associated Public Schools
Team. He represented every under age Victorian Team and Colts since competitive matches
were introduced in 1958. He was also a member of the 1963 Victorian Colts Team that beat
New South Wales in Sydney. Later in 1971 he played in the now notorious match against the
Springboks at Olympic Park. The anti-apartheid movement was strongly opposed to the game
that was able to be played only under a strict blanket of Police control. The issue caused some
divisions in the club, with members for and against the tour that fortunately was forgotten
once the match was played. Peter swapped his Victorian jersey for a Springbok one that has
pride of place in the clubhouse trophy cabinet at Ashwood.
A sad event in 1971 was the death of Rodney Stone. Rodney, a Life Member since 1967, who
had migrated to Australia in the early 30’s, and, being an accomplished oarsman, joined The
Mercantile Rowing Club. He quickly became a senior oarsman with Mercantile and won many
fours and eights events including the Victorian-8-oar championship in 1936. He obviously met
Ron Bolton at Mercantile and he quickly became a member of the Harlequins. His great interest
was in the administration of rugby in Victoria and he was our delegate to the VRU for many
years. He was also instrumental in the establishment of Harlequin Park at Dandenong in the
late 60’s as the only freehold rugby ground in Victoria. Famous as a passionate Harlequin
supporter with shooting stick and deer-stalker hat, it was a great shame he died 4 years
before his son, John played such an important part in the 1975 Premiership. He would have
loved that.
On a happier note there was the tour in 1971 to Gordon in Sydney that was best summed-up
in the Club’s Monthly News Letter.
Last weekend Quins journeyed to Sydney for their confrontation with Gordon and their poker
machines. We lost the rugby, naturally, but we beat the hell out of a few poker machines. It
was a most enjoyable time, and Gordon were the most superb hosts.
Highlights were:
1.

Pouring rain all through both matches – a rain which only increased our desire to go
back to the pokies

2.

Geoff Missen, a superbly fit athlete, surprisingly leaving the field mid-way through the
first match because he “felt tired”

3.

Frank Thomas, who was voted “man of the tour”, scoring a try and converting it. That’s
what he called it anyway

4.

Tyson Jouthin’s unrelenting attack on the pokies, and he won so much he stayed behind
another day to spend it

5.

Trevor Hawkins actually playing rugby like he was trying

6.

Mark Baxter’s determined efforts to “toss” the boat race

7.

Don Cannon’s educational tour of Sydney’s “Art” film houses

8.

Peter “the Arab” Draney* playing two matches and then conning his way into 1st Class
on the return flight

We could go on for ever but, thank God, the rugby season is finishing.
We hope to do it all over again in another 2 years.
* Peter Draney gained greater fame later as co-founder of Aspect Computing and co-owner of
Brokenwood Wines in the Hunter Valley. We, of course, remember him solely as a very handy
break-away.
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The season was brought to its formal close with the AGM at the Amateur Sportsmen’s Club in
McKillop Street, with the club dinner once more held at the Melbourne University Union Dining
Room. Cyril Towers, the legendary Wallaby centre and father of Harlequin Tommy Towers, was
guest speaker. Despite his enormous credibility his speech was a disappointment and he failed
to recreate the feeling of being a member of one of the greatest Wallaby back lines in history.
This seems to be a feature of our Annual Dinners, although Harlequins are sometimes very
hard to please.

We entered the 1973 season with two key changes to the committee. Dick Carter began his
long and successful contribution to the administration of the club as Treasurer and Martin
Fuggle took over as Hon. Secretary. A new first team coach was appointed, as our experiment
with a captain/coach had not been a success. Ian McDougall was a lecturer at Monash
University and a former N.Z. Universities heavyweight boxing champion. This, we thought
would be pretty formidable combination and the players were looking forward to a good
season. The arrival of two talented and influential players added to our confidence. Jamie
McAree, fly-half, formed an immediate understanding with half-back Rex Harris to become the
outstanding combination in the Victorian competition. Jamie was a complete player who could
kick, defend, attack decisively and, above all, dictate the play. The other new arrival was Ian
Diery, a dynamic open-side flanker from the Norths Club in Sydney. Aggressive and fast to the
breakdown he created real havoc amongst opposition backs. Ian was also a legendary off-field
performer who made our end of season tours quite memorable. The memories of course
remain known only to the other tourists! Despite his seemingly wild behaviour, Ian was an
outstanding company executive gaining top management roles with Wang Computers in
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Australia and Apple Corporation in America. Ian was a great extrovert whose leadership was
infectious, while Jamie’s quiet authority and skill were very reassuring and combined the pair
made a huge difference to the team.
The first team played an exciting brand of rugby with a mobile pack and creative backs that
was reflected in a 13 wins, 1 draw, 5 losses record for the season and 3rd place in the
competition.
In June over the Queen’s Birthday Weekend, the club played in the inaugural Croydon seven-aside tournament and conducted a sevens master-class. Conceding only 3 points during the
tournament, we beat Moorabbin, 49 points to nil in the final. The extravagantly named
“Stephen B. Johnson Perpetual Trophy” was won by the Harlequins and never competed for
again. Rugby is a funny game!

Colin Rowlinson was elected President for 1974 with Dick Carter swapping the Treasurer’s role
for Hon. Secretary. Don Hattaway moved into the Treasurer’s chair and Don Cannon was
appointed Club Captain. Heather Carter, Dicks wife, became President of the ladies committee
with Lyn Bolton as Secretary and Juliet Swain as their Treasurer
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Jim Page decided that a proper juniors section of the club needed to be re-introduced. The
momentum of the original creation of the juniors had been lost, and only a few U16 and U14
games were being played on an ad-hoc basis. Jim firmly believed the new juniors needed a
unique playing base and real independence from the seniors. Through his good relations with
the then Waverley Council he found an excellent home ground for the juniors at Columbia
Reserve in Glen Waverley for the 1975 season. The “quid pro quo” for this ground was a renaming of the juniors as Waverley Harlequins that was to remain until 1991. The ground setup was so good that the senior club decided to move its home games to Columbia Reserve in
1976, whilst continuing to train at Glen Iris Park. For the rest of the 70’s, under Jim’s
guidance, the juniors entered a golden period with great success on and off the playing field.
The club continued its pre-season seven a side success, losing a semi final of the Canberra
seven-a-side competition to Easts of Sydney, 18 points to 12 but going on to win the V.R.U
seven-s-side competition by defeating Box Hill 18 points to 6 in the final. It was a strong team
captained by Ian Diery with Rex Harris, Jamie McAree, John Ballard, Trevor Hawkins, Mark
Baxter and Peter Bolton. Forty-two teams from 15 clubs entered the competition played at
Olympic Park.
The season itself was not so successful. The first team was coached again by Ian McDougal
and finished 5th. The second team was 3rd, the third team, 7th and the 1st Grade Special
(golden oldies), 4th. Worst of all was the failure of the colts to finish the season having to
withdraw from the competition due to a lack of players. The quality of rugby during the season
was best described by the Harlequin contribution to the August V.R.U Newsletter.
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Harlequins
The soccer team of the Harlequin Club—Basically United FC—features some daring selections
for the clash with the Pat Cleary Invitation XI this Sunday at Elsternwick Park at 1.30pm.
Following the sale of Dennis Goodall to Hakoah for $20,000 and Dave “The Panther” Gray to
Safeway United for $3.91(stamp duty $3.90), BUFC coach Really Basic has spent up large to
purchase former UST midfielder James McAree, who will be having his first run with his new
club. In another inspired move he has paired his twin strikers Ian Fargher and David Simpson,
because he feels blondes playing in the centre field attract Brownlow votes. The only
query about BUFC is in the defence, which features more failed kickers than the Folies Bergere
Retirement Home. A fond farewell to two great club men, Peter Seville and David Gray, who,
to put it politely, are going North. True we had to share Seville with Powerhouse and the
V.R.U., but many a Harlequin was held together by the inimitable Seville sutures. In Gray of
course we not only lose a social secretary, committee man and first grade player but also
a goalie, wicketkeeper, the worst off spinner in cricket history, the best party house in the
club, Jenny and our own (almost)pilot. Vale.
P.S. The reason we have not discussed rugby is that we have apparently forgotten how to
play it.

The touring continued with 32 die-hard members travelling to Adelaide to play against Old
Collegians. It was well organised by Rex Harris and it was he, who was rumoured to be the one
who spiked E.K.Jones’ wine at the winery visit. We won the match 12 points to 6. Garden
ornaments were smuggled back on the plane and can still be viewed in a tourists’ garden. The
season was to be looked back on as good touring, good sevens and ordinary rugby.
The major surprise for the 1975 season was the announcement of the new First Team Coach,
Bruce Bailey. Bruce was an ex Wallaby who had toured South Africa in the same Wallaby team
as our own David Shepherd in 1963, but, more controversially he was a highly regarded, long
term “senior” with the Box Hill Club. Controversial or not, he soon got down to work with the
first team squad and introduced a simple no-nonsense style of play that suited the team very
well. The backs were a highly experienced group with the best half-back/five-eight
combination in Victoria of Rex Harris and Jamie McAree. Rex Harris was appointed captain with
the powerful prop, Adrian Boulton vice-captain. Two new forwards and a new back were
recruited. Grant Pargeter, a small but passionate second row, and Gordon Smith, a number
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eight good enough to move Peter Bolton to the second row, were useful additions to the pack,
but the real gain was Tim Cornforth in the centres. Tim, a member of the very sporting
Cornforth family, was from Norths in Sydney. Ian Diery, also ex North’s, had convinced Tim to
join Harlequins on his transfer to Melbourne and had, thereby, done the club a real favour.
Tim’s aggressive running and strong defence seemed to give his centre partner, John Stone the
confidence to play his running game, but in the finals Tim played games that are still talked
about in the club.
Although Bruce Bailey had good material to work with, his knowledge of the game in general,
and his expertise in scrimmaging, made the pack formidable. It was a small pack that
managed to score many push-over tries against larger opponents that gave the team great
self-confidence.
The club also undertook its first-ever overseas tour to the North Island of New Zealand as a
pre-season preparation for the hoped-for premiership.
We also hosted the Linwood Rugby Club from New Zealand during their pre-season tour.
Although they were an Under 20 side and we won, 12 points to 8, they were a tough bunch
and gave us a hard work-out.
The social committee, admirably led by Stan Gyles, achieved the greatest surplus in the club’s
history of $2,364.00 that was more than double our previous best in 1973. This was especially
useful in 1975 because we played very few matches at our Harlequin Park home ground due
partly to the poor condition of the playing surface there but also due to the many “match of
the day” appearances of the first team at Olympic Park No 2. It also led to our members
finding a new watering hole for casual social activities at the Union Hotel in Prahran which,
being close to Olympic Park, was very handy after our matches there. The Union’s Nominee
Ken Power (who became a club member) supported us in many ways during the season and
the hotel became our base for the finals matches. The Friday lunch club had moved from the
Amateur Sports Club and was meeting nomadically on the first Friday of the month in various
restaurants.
The first team’s the home and away season was highly successful with a 13 win 3 loss record.
Two of the losses were against University, whom we did not meet in the finals. The other loss
was against Kiwis in the second last game. This gave our premiership aspirations a solid reality
check because, not only were they Minor Premiers, they outplayed us comprehensively in that
match.
As Coach Bruce Bailey wrote in his annual report, the real grand final, in fact, took place in the
major semi-final against Kiwis that was won 17 points to 14 in extra time. It is now firmly
entrenched in club folklore as Tim Cornforth’s finest hour, which was admirably captured in the
Age:

‘Quins’ find a winner
Twenty minutes of extra time and the unearthing of a new star centre made Saturday’s
Victorian Rugby Union major semi-final one of the most memorable on record. With Kiwis and
Harlequins locked together on 10-all at full time, another 10 minutes each way was required
before underdogs Harlequins came from behind to win 17-14. The hero of the victory was
centre Tim Cornforth, 20. who scored both Harlequin tries - the second a brilliant solo effort to
clinch the match four minutes before the final whistle. Cornforth, whose elder brother Roger is
five-eighth for Northern Suburbs in Sydney, and whose father Roger Cornforth Snr, a
breakaway, played five tests for Australia from 1947 to 1950, is in his first year with Quins.
Displaying maturity beyond his years, Cornforth was quick to realise that his outside support
was blocked and a lone effort was called for if Quins were to make any progress . Sensing his
opponent – State centre Paul Barnes – was “hanging off”, his tear-through and momentum
carried him over the line at critical stages of the game. Earlier, Kiwis with two well executed
tries led 10-3 at half time and looked well in command. But Kiwis did not bargain on the
powerful forward performance mounted by Quins in the second half nor the extraordinary
benevolence with which referee Stan Shaw dished out penalties. Kiwis still managed to score
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the first try in extra time after a brilliant charge down by breakaway Peter Foden, but Peter
Bolton replied almost immediately with a penalty.
Ahead 14-13 when ends changed Kiwis found the lead too slender.
The win put us straight into the grand final and left Kiwis to play Melbourne in the elimination
final. That loss to Harlequins clearly “broke” Kiwis, and we faced Melbourne. Our preparation
for the final match days was identical. We met for a light lunch at the Union Hotel and travelled
to Olympic Park in a hired coach reserved for the players, coach and support staff. It certainly
worked for us, and our (by this time) fanatical supporters had had their own pre-grand final
lunch in the car park at Olympic Park. It certainly motivated the team to have supporters to
cheer them off the coach. On the motivation front that famous drunk and great supporter Keith
Pasquill also did his bit for the finals. For the match against Kiwis he painted a life-like Adrian
Boulton doing something quite unnatural to a large Kiwi bird and for the match against
Melbourne he painted Rex Harris holding up a beheaded unicorn (the symbol of the Melbourne
Club). Our car-park supporters had also made a large banner with the caption; “Oedipus Rex,
please ring your mother”

Captain Rex Harris thought this was very funny, and it caught the moment very well. The team
was focussed but relaxed and comfortable with the situation. The match itself was something
of an anti-climax, particularly after the heroics against Kiwis, but in a solid performance we
beat Melbourne convincingly 10 points to 3. Tries from centres John Stone and Tim Cornforth
to a solitary penalty from Melbourne underlined our superiority on the day. After the
presentation of the Dewar Shield and obligatory drinks at the Olympic Park bar it was back to
the Union Hotel to celebrate in earnest. The ladies committee must have been very confident
because they presented players and officials with pewter winners tankards that were already
engraved. There were many speeches – comprehensible and otherwise – and once the hotel
closed it was off to the infamous “white house” in Brighton for the premiership party. The club
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dinner at Allison’s Restaurant was, as expected, a fairly raucous affair. The guest speaker was
Ron Burke, Manager of the touring NZ All Blacks, and all Premiership players were presented
with the jerseys they had worn in the grand final. Mark Baxter was also presented with
mounted photographs as a memento, as two days later he was off for a 15 month posting in
Germany and South Africa, where he played a season with Pretoria Harlequins. The highlight,
however, was the presentation to Rex Harris of the inaugural ABC Victorian “Rugby Man of the
Year” award. The presenter was the ABC’s vertically challenged Smokey Dawson who was
encouraged by the assembled Harlequins to “stand up” as he handed over the trophy! It had
been a marvellous season for the first team with the club’s first Premiership in First Grade
since 1962. The appointment of Bruce Bailey was seen as a triumph, although success did not
percolate to the second, third and fourth teams, none of which made the finals. Our previous
sevens

successes were also not repeated. Perhaps our single-minded pursuit of a first grade
premiership took our eye off all other balls.
The committee made a fundamental decision, that Harlequin Park was no longer suitable as
our long-term home ground, and that a new facility was needed at some time in the future.
This turned out to be a challenge for the club and its members that required tenacity, good
luck and hard work to be achieved some 28 years later in its entirety.
After such a successful year Colin Rowlinson was re-elected unopposed as President with new
Hon. Secretary Bob Burgess. David Tilbury moved into the Treasurers chair, a move that was
proven later to be very profitable for the clubhouse fundraising, utilizing David’s astute
financial advice to increase revenue.
Tony “mother” Simpson was appointed Club Captain and Jim Page, with his willing band of
junior parents, continued with the junior club, the Waverley Harlequins. Bruce Bailey, after last
year’s premiership, was automatically reappointed first team coach.
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During the summer of 1975/76 the squash team once again featured in the V.R.U. squash
tournament Grand Final against Melbourne R.F.C. but were narrowly defeated. Team captain
was Bob Ede, ably assisted by Martin Fuggle, Don Cannon, Rex Harris, Peter Dodds and Ian
Diery. The Soccer team, organised by Trevor Hawkins, made its irregular appearances
providing a welcome change from rugby activities. The cricket section had its usual regular
fixtures, winning five matches, losing four, tying one and also winning the “E.K.Jones Bat
Match” against Scottish Amicable. In the pre-season Moomba seven-a-side competition we
were defeated by guest side Randwick from Sydney in the semi-final with the Galloping Greens
going on to beat Kiwis in the final 30 points to nil.
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The social side of the club, headed by Social Secretary Stan Gyles, got into full swing with
what was to be called the “Annual Harlequin Regatta”. It was held on the banks of the Yarra
near Kanes Bridge at the Studley Park Boathouse. The gala event was opened by the marching
performance of the Melbourne Irish Pipe Band. It had everything; canoe races, barbeques,
drinking boat races, sabotage of most of the canoe races and general frivolity by one and all.
Unfortunately it was held just once!
On the rugby side we nearly pulled off successive premierships. After finishing the home and
away season second on the ladder we beat Kiwis 9 points to 4 in the 2nd semi-final and went
straight into the Grand Final. Kiwis then beat Powerhouse 12 points to 9 to meet us in the
final. We were firm favourites having drawn twice in the season and beating them in the semifinal. In the end Kiwis ran out winners 7 points to 3 with a penalty goal and an easy try by
Gerry Frost, to a penalty goal by Peter Bolton, his only success from three attempts. For
Harlequins Richard Gilbert at lock had one of his best games for the year with Jeremy
Courtney, Ian Diery and Mark Thornton doing their best in a team that did not reach its
potential on the final day of the season.
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Our colts, however, were deserving premiers. After starting the year on Jim Page’s floor
checking juniors and thumbing through the phone book for players the arrival of our player/
recruitment coach Lindsay Fraser was a timely boost. He helped coach David Bray with
emergency phone calls to our newly adopted school, St Kevin’s College, and others to find the
players who moulded themselves into a side that eventually took the Ron Bolton Trophy for
only the second time in the club’s history. David Bray was replaced by his assistant Barry
Houston when he went overseas. The colts finished 4th after the home and away rounds and
beat University in the first semi-final to set up the preliminary final match against Army. It was
a nail- biting match but we unexpecxtedly beat the highly fancied and very fit soldiers 9 points
to 8 to reach, rather unexpectedly, the Grand Final.
The colts went on to beat Box Hill 12 points to 10. It was a memorable team with Dale
Wellings, Geoff Wilson and Phil Horne who went on to play very successfully in the first team..
In their second year of continued growth the Waverley Harlequins fielded an Under 9’s team
that finished 3rd in the V.J.R.U. competition and seven-a-side tournament, an Under 11’s team
that was runner up in the V.R.U. competition and won the seven-a-side competition. They had
3 members in the State U12’s who played in the NSW competition in Sydney and 9 were
selected to play for the Victoria President’s XV. The Under 13’s were runners up in the V.J.R.U.
competition with 4 boys selected for the State side. The Under 17’s finished third in the
V.J.R.U. competition, won the seven-a-side trophy and had 7 boys picked for the State team.
Lt was a magnificent effort for only its second year of operation and was well supported by
many parents.
1976 was a sad year with the passing of a significant member of the club. Don Moore joined
the club in 1956 and over 20 years he worked unceasingly for the club and for rugby. He held
office in the club for many years and he took an active interest in junior rugby, both within the
club and through the VJRU. Don’s elevation to Life Membership in 1973 was a fitting
recognition of his outstanding service. His determined fight against his illness, which slowly
crippled him and finally took his life, was an inspiration to all who knew him. He was survived
by his wife Val his two sons Glen and Craig, who played for the club, and his daughter Tracy.
On a happier note we bottled the Harlequin Colts Premiership Burgundy. It was a full bodied
1972 red produced from Shiraz and Matasa grapes, selected from the private stocks of the
Castlebrook cellars. It was one of many bottlings that occurred throughout the seventies.
At the AGM in October 1976 Colin Rowlinson was again re-elected as President,his fourth year
in the role. Stan Gyles switched to Hon. Secretary and David Tilbury continued as Treasurer.
Jim Page continued as Chairman of the junior club, Don Smith took over as Social Secretary
and Tony Simpson was Club Captain for a second year.
On the heels of the Juniors’ success the club gained the Waverley Council’s permission for the
seniors to play their games at the Columbia Reserve Ground on Jells Road, Glen Waverley. We
created new position, “Chairman of Ground Management Committee” ideally filled by Charles
“Hank” Grieve.
It was a busy year. We relocated, toured the South Island of New Zealand and then we
formulated plan to run bingo late in the year as a fundraiser for the new club rooms.
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The NZ Chairman was Peter Bolton, the tour manager Keith Jones and a sub committee of
Tony Simpson and Jeff Naylor with Andy Corp and David Tilbury to raise sufficient funds to
most tourists with a $95.00 subsidy. The team was captained by Adrian Boulton and coached
by club coach Bruce Bailey. The team arrived in Christchurch on Saturday 5th March and
stayed at Embassy Hotel. The first game was against Linwood on the following Sunday. their
team contained no lesser All Blacks than Fergie McCormick and Tony Mitchell. There were two
real New Zealand (not the claimed variety) trialists and four Canterbury B players, a
formidable side that proved to be too strong and ran out winners 28 points to 3. Following the
communal bath there was the function at the rugby club, where some sore bodies were
rejuvenated by boat races and the Canterbury brew. Monday saw us take the tour over the
Southern Alps through Arthur’s Pass down to the west coast road and north to Greymouth,
where we stayed at the Revington Hotel. On Tuesday we played Blaketown, the West Coast
current club champions. Out to square the ledger from the Linwood loss and in steady rain, the
Harlequins controlled most of the first half playing into the wind and went close to scoring on
at least two occasions, whilst Blaketown missed two kicks at goal. In the 2nd half it was still
0-0, when there was a charge down from a Harlequin clearing kick from the line out and we
lost the race to the ball as it lay over the goal line. 4 points to 0 down, and there it stayed. It
had been a hard gruelling game in typical Greymouth weather. The “Kangaroo Court” was held
in Greymouth with the judge being the late great “my name is Silvest” Malcolm Mcdonald, the
prosecutor Colin Rowlinson and defence council Warren Lewis. What goes on tour stays on
tour, but the bench with a “hanging judge” says it all.
Wednesday 9th March, down the West Coast Road via Shantytown, a reconstructed mining
town, then Hokitika for the greenstone factory, then overnight at the Franz Josef Hotel and a
visit to the glacier. Thursday the bus continued to Haas, then up and over the Pass and on to
Queenstown and the Blue Peaks Motel. Queenstown, as befits a beautiful tourist city was done
in style: Mount Cook Fiordland Flightseeing; a 22 mile jet boat journey down the lake, shooting
the rapids at Kawarau Bridge and on to the foot of the Remarkables; Gondola lift and the odd
training run.
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The following day was off to the next game at Alexandra, staying at the D.B.Golden Central
Hotel. The game was under lights, something most of our players, except for state reps, had
not experienced. The game was exciting with Harlequins winning 13 points to 10 in the last
minute of injury time through a converted try. Our try scorers were Mark “Carrots” Thornton
and Captain Adrian Boulton. Peter Bolton added a penalty and converted the last try. The
celebrations afterwards in the clubhouse are best left to the imagination but the bus trip the
following morning across the East Coast and Timaru was not a pretty sight.
Celebrations over and hangovers under control, the team prepared for their last game against
Star Rugby Club. With a howling 60 mph wind against us in the first half we were a
magnificent 13 points to 7 up at half time. However, on turning around, so did the wind and
Star eventually crawled back to a 13 points to 14 win. Hometown knowledge of the weather
beat us in the end.
After suitable celebrations, with yet another Nipper Lewis version of “the Harlequin Song”, it
was off to Chistchurch the following morning on the team bus. The “Kangaroo Court” was held
while the bus was in motion. Who won the grimmers? Who was the c*** of the tour? It stayed
on the bus!
Back to Melbourne and the new pavilion and grounds at Waverley. The grand opening was on
April 16th, with the first junior match starting at 9.00am, going all the way through to the first
team at 3.00pm. Despite excitement of a new ground with better facilities for home matches,
the rugby unfortunately for the senior club during the rest of the season did not match up to
the expectations after the New Zealand trip. Our first team finished last, a feat they had not
achieved the late 20’s and early 30’s.
Our second team did much better, finishing fourth in the home and away season, winning the
first semi final against Moorabbin 15 points to 7, then winning the preliminary final against
Melbourne 13 points to 3 but going down to Box Hill 10 points to 12 in the Grand Final. It was
a spirited team with Dick Man as captain, Peter Bolton playing at full back helped by a mature
brigade of Bill Coulter, John Brentnall, Tony Adams, Andy Corp and Jim (Silver-Fox) Blackie.
They did themselves proud and showed the Harlequin spirit in abundance. However, it could
not make up for the dismal showing of the first team after the two outstanding years.
The ladies auxiliary (formerly the ladies committee) with Liz Boulton at the helm and Jan
Simpson as Secretary, once again did a wonderful job in the kitchens at Columbia Reserve.
Another Dutch Auction broke all records and a seafood night with prawns and oysters by the
boatload was a huge and popular success.
The unofficial Friday Lunch Club had been meeting on and off at the Amateur Sports Club for
some ten years and Tony James decided to give it some structure, and in typical Tony James
fashion on Friday 24th June he let it rip. First, it was to be called the Harlequin Elders
Luncheon Meeting and second, there were to be strict regulations as to who could be a
member and as to how he should behave. We have a copy of those proposals. Some of the
more memorable were:
•
•

Guests are not allowed and non-members positively unwelcome
Members are honour bound not to promise/infer/hint to a non-member that he may
attend

Fortunately the other foundation members would have none of it and all club members and
their guests were welcome. The strangely religious name of Harlequin Elders was also not
taken up. The proposal would have had a better chance of being accepted in the early sixties!!
Nevertheless, Tony James’s proposals were the first and only record of the Luncheon Club’s
formation. For the next ten years the lunches would be held at the Victoria Club, first in Queen
Street, and later on the 42nd floor of the Rialto Building
The Junior Waverley Harlequin Club went from strength to strength. They had an Under 9’s
team coached by Mike Cutlack that won the seven-a-side competition and were premiers for
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that year. The Under 11’s, coached by Ian Lochrie and John Luck, were joint premiers. The
Under 13’s, coached by Jeremy Courtney, finished second and had eight players in the State
side. The Under 15’s, coached by Peter Yates, got the team off the ground and ended up with
four players in the State side. The Under 17’s were coached by Dick Carter and they won the
sevens and every game they played until the Grand Final. Dick said they ‘fell in a hole’.
However six boys made Victorian sides and all in all the junior ranks were in a very healthy
state.

Our end of season tour was to Gordon who wanted to repay the hospitality we had given them
earlier during the year. We lost the game, but won the socialising with memories of David
Bray’s magnificent Dam-Busters re-creation on the Hill’s Hoist and Stan Gyles’s sipping
Toohey’s with a vibrator. Mark Baxter, who managed the tour, declared he would do anything
for the club as long as he was never again responsible for an end of season tour!
To top off a busy year, the Annual Dinner was held at the Danish Club in Middle Park with the
highlight of the evening being a presentation to Peter Bolton for 100 first team representative
games.
1978 started off with the election of the new President Dick Carter. Dick was to become a
formidable president matching his attributes on the playing field with his business prowess as
a member of the management team at BHP. He steered the club into a more professional
approach and was later to be made a life member. Stan Gyles was re-elected Hon. Secretary
and continued with the add-on role of Chairman of the bingo committee. John Wadsworth was
appointed Treasurer but resigned in May and Peter Wright took over the role. Tony “mother”
Simpson continued as Club Captain for a third year.
During the summer season the cricket side suffered some cancellations due to inclement
weather but the very socially orientated Harlequin Cricket Team enjoyed games that were
played. Trevor Hawkins and Jeff Naylor were organizers this year and saw the in augural match
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for the “A.J.Evans Leg” against Melbourne Rugby Club. The leg, a full prosthesis from foot to
knee wearing a Harlequin sock, is still used today filled with beer to be drunk by first team
players after their inaugural matches. Unfortunately we lost that cricket match but won it back
in later seasons. The cricketers also lost the “E K Jones Scottish Amicable Annual Bat” match.
However, as was noted in the club records “it was the spirit of the game that is important”. As
usual this proved to be a good rallying point for the members in the off-season.
Following the first team’s dismal last place the previous season the 1975 Premiership coach,
Bruce Bailey was replaced by David Neilson, the Bursar at Monash University. Bruce Bailey
was, not surprisingly, very upset to lose his coaching role, believing that his record of two first
class seasons and one abysmal one entitled him to better treatment from the Harlequins.
Bruce severed all relations with the club and returned to Box Hill. He was a man with strongly
held views about rugby and how it should be played. Players who did not match his vision,
regardless of how highly they were thought of throughout the club, did not play in his teams,
and a number of them believed they should have been included in the 1975 Premiership side.
Their disappointment was understandable considering the scarcity of first grade premierships
in our history 1955, 1962, 1975, 1989, 1992 and 2004. This estrangement between Bruce and
the club was only finally repaired after his death with the introduction in 1994 of the “Bruce
Bailey Blazer Match”, played annually between Box Hill and Harlequins. The blazer was the
Wallaby blazer awarded to Bruce for the tour to South Africa in 1963.
Nevertheless, the new season had to begin and the thirds joined the firsts, seconds and juniors
at Columbia Reserve. Our ground at Glen Iris with the famous tin shed and two showers
continued to be used for training and colts and fourth teams’ matches. The new Chairman of
Grounds Committee, Doug McClymont, did a sterling job guiding and directing the marking of
both grounds. Unfortunately, there was no ladies auxiliary this year and it was sorely missed.
Overall, there was a marked improvement in the results following the first team’s debacle in
1977. Under the guidance of the new first team coach David Neilson and an influx of the new
young players, they blended into and built a good nucleus of players for the club for the
following season.
The first team finished one point out of the four, the second team was fifth, the third team
sixth with the fourth team seventh. Not brilliant but encouraging.
The highlight of the year was the re-emergence of the colts. Finishing the home and away
seasonthird on the ladder behind Army and Box Hill after the home and away season, they
beat Melbourne in the first semi-final 12 points to 4, beat Box Hill in the preliminary final 26
points to 19 but went down 19 points to 9 against Army at Olympic Park. The smaller and
younger Harlequins - some in their first year of rugby - submitted to their bigger older and
more experienced opponents only in the last fifteen minutes. The final score did not reflect the
guts and determination the players showed. In previous encounters against Army Harlequins
could only score 16 points whilst conceding 98. Yet in their biggest match of the season they
led 9 points to 3 at half-time. Coached by club stalwarts David Bray and Andy Corps they set
the platform for their Premiership win the following year.
The growth of the Waverley Harlequins Junior Rugby Club continued under the presidency of
Jim Page. Fielding five teams: Under 10’s; 12’s; 14’s; 16’s and 18’s we had the winners in U.
10’s, 12’s and runners up in U.14’s and 16’s. The Waverley Harlequin Juniors had the
memorable experience of being ball and sand boys for the Wales v Victoria game at Olympic
Park on Wednesday 24th May, with legends such as J.P.R.Williams, Richard Windsor, Gareth
Price, Dereck Quinnell and Gareth Davies treading the turf, not to mention that Welsh
troubador Max Boyce treading the boards at the St Kilda Palais in the evening! Melbourne
came over “all Welsh” for about 24 hours.
The touring continued, except this time we did hosted Gordon from Sydney and Manuka
Rovers from Auckland, New Zealand.
Gordon arrived on the overnight train at 9.00am at Spencer street station on Saturday 30th
September. Hoping to catch the 40 players and officials off guard due to lack of sleep and
hangovers, we arranged two games at the Middle Park grounds that day. The colts were to play
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at 12.30pm and the seniors at 1.45pm. But to no avail; the colts went down 19 points to 9 and
the seniors succumbed to the alcoholic aroma of the Highlanders 24 points to 7.
Supper was arranged at our pub, The Riverside Hotel by the Yarra on Punt Road. At least we
won the “Boat-Race”, but we always did! Then it was on to the Hat Night at the Malvern R.S.L,
admittance $3.00, but no hat no entry. It was all down-hill from then on with Jeff Missen, an
ex-Gordon player and former Harlequin first team coach, acting as liaison (and unofficial
detoxification) officer and leading the charge on Sunday at the obligatory BBQ at Naylor’s
house in Dandenong Road, Armadale. More songs, more boat races, more emotional moments
and a few fell at the fence. Phew-the Monday lunch at the Orchid Gardens Restaurant, Little
Bourke Street that mirrored their hosting when we were in Sydney the previous year. Pouring
them onto the bus from the Terminal Hotel in Franklin Street it had been a memorable
weekend that cemented our already strong friendships and our relationship with the powerful
Gordon club for years to come.
Two other history-making events that year were the selling of our Dandenong playing fields
and the national television debut of the Harlequin Male Voice Choir.
Harlequin Park at Dandenong had been a brave adventure for the club. We had been the only
rugby club in Victoria to buy the freehold of its ground, prepare a rugby pitch from scratch,
buy a Nissen hut from the defence forces, cut it in two, transport it from Watsonia to
Dandenong and re-erect it as our club rooms. Most rational observers today would consider it
madness but typical of Harlequins. It was our main home ground from 1968 to 1977 and
during that period we were solely responsible for preparing the pitch (top-dressing and
feeding), marking it, erecting the posts during winter, keeping the neighbours cows off the
pitch (a former President threatened to shoot them after they ruined hours of painstaking preseason preparation work!), removing rubbish and all maintenance. And this for a ground that
was used only at weekends and at best fortnightly that had been bought without the
knowledge that it was only an inch or two above the water table. Nevertheless we had
entertained teams from all over Australia, conducted Jersey matches with Hobart Harlequins
and enjoyed some fabulous post-game turns, and all without losing one Harlequin in the
alcohol induced haze in which many drove back to Melbourne afterwards.
Whilst Rodney Stone and his committee had shown great foresight in the mid sixties to buy
and develop the land it had become increasingly clear over time that Dandenong was not the
solution to our clubhouse problems, and on the 4th July 1978, an extraordinary general
meeting of the club was held at which the following motion was carried.
That the club’s Harlequin Park property should be sold at the price of $35000.00 and that the
proceeds of the sale should be suitably invested until such time as an appropriate new
premises can be obtained. That the funds from the disposal of Harlequin Park and income
derived there upon should not be disposed of, without prior approval from an extraordinary or
annual general meeting of the Harlequin Club.
Thus the property located on Glasscocks Rd, off the Frankston Dandenong Rd was sold
accordingly and vacant possession given on 1st September 1978.
Such important matters for the club were offset by our brief flirtation with the glitzy world of
show business. Some other V.R.U. clubs believed we were, in any case, show ponies and more
suited to that than rugby. Those perennial troublemakers David Bray, Andy Corp and Stan
Gyles had the great idea of entering the Harlequins in the New Faces TV talent show hosted by
Bert Newton. Stan Gyles, who was the rugby correspondent for the Herald and Weekly Times,
even managed to get his own report published in the paper’s weekend magazine after the
club’s show-stopping performance.

Male Voice Choir
Last Sunday week the Harlequin Rugby Union Male Voice Choir (HRUFCMVC for short), of
which I am a fully paid up member, amassed 71 points on New Faces for our rendition of the
club song. We managed to beat only one act home The unlucky act was a 51 year Popeye
impersonator, who somewhere along the way, forgot to bring his impressions of Humphrey
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Bogart and Olive Oil into his performance. They were great at rehearsal. The consensus among
the audience was he deserved his 70 points for just staying on his feet. One wit pointed out
the Harlequins scored more points in three minutes than the whole season of 1977 (a thinly
disguised allusion to the fact that we failed to beat any acts home in the last rugby season).
But 71 points, surely we weren’t that bad? After all it wasn’t as if we’d just come from the pub
to perform. The back room of the Riverside Inn had strained to the voices of 20 dry-throated
young men for an entire night prior to our performance. And how dare the judges accuse us of
not having harmony? We tried singing descant but gave it up as a wasted half hour before
closing time.
It is easy to fall into the trap of believing that appearing on a TV talent show is all beer and
skittles. It’s not–it requires a lot of courage and quite a good deal of spirit (or Spirits). Acts
just don’t walk off the street, do a three-minute stint, and walk off into oblivion. People,
particularly so-called friends, remember.
Already the opinion that had we put our throats rather than our arms into slings, we might
have sounded better, has been expressed. But its difficult for most acts. For them this is the
first contact with television since watching Don Lane open a supermarket. First you have to go
through auditions, which are held on the Sunday afternoon. This is where all the talk about
show business camaraderie becomes more than cliched writing copy. Six acts watch each other
with a mixture of envy, apprehension and boredom. The purpose of the two hour session is not
so much to audition you as to find out what key you will be trying to sing in and where’s the
best place to put the cameras. The worst problem for the first timer to overcome is the TV
monitor.
You get a pretty good inkling of how Narcissus felt when he gazed into the pool when you
suddenly see yourself as thousands of others see you.
One of my team-mates decided to use the monitor to his advantage by writing his phone
number and “ANYTIME” on to his jumper.
After rehearsal, the act has to sit around for two hours. So the HRUFCMCV decided it was time
for a spot of conviviality.
It was amazing how the courage and brashness rose in our bodies in almost direct proportion
to the mounting pile of empties. At 6pm Harlequins stumblingly assembled for makeup and
what are loosely termed final preparations. This is where the onslaught of nerves finally
becomes apparent. And it invariably hits the first acts hardest.
Four singing sisters who depressed all the following acts with their
talent had to be convinced by the makeup lady, that they were not going to collapse at Bert
Newton’s feet. Two minutes until camera time and the choristers, who had gamely put on
rugby shirts, slings, eye patches and scrum caps, are gripped by fear they may have no homes
or jobs to go to when it’s all over. The floor manager moves to the side of the studio as the
judges finish praising a little kid with a sombrero and piano accordion.
The cameras spin away from Bert Newton and before you know it you are straining to hit the
most basic notes as the Harlequin Rugby Choir starts its search for stardom
Well as far as the search for stardom we would have more success looking for a 20 cent piece
in the middle of a Scottish scrum.
Most of the choir spent the three minutes either trying to avoid laughing or taking sly looks at
themselves in the monitor. And as our attempt at becoming the sporting answer to the Vienna
Boys choir-as one colleague put it-we were nine tries and seven conversions away from a
finals berth. Anyway after it was all over we waited for the offerings from Miller, Edgeley and
the rest. And as I said the silence was deafening. But we can’t have been all that bad
because GTV9 have asked us back And you will have the unique chance to see the HRUFCMVC
at 10.30 this morning on the Yooralla Telethon. Tune in and judge for yourself.
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Well at the Yooralla Telethon rather than do the club song again we did “She’ll be coming round
the mountain when she comes” with Martin “toosh” Conboy dressed as the “she” in hob-nailed
boots, dress, Harlequin jumper and a wig. Needless to say neither Harry M. Millar nor Michael
Edgeley telephoned but one of the major advertising agencies which handled the Schweppes
account, phoned us to do an ad for one of their products with the unlikely name of “ReCharge”, a new sports drink on the market. So there we were duly assembled in Elsternwick
Park with our gear on to do a rugby union, rugby league and Aussie rules ad for the product. It
was Mark “Carrots” Thornton who was the star of the piece. During a pretend game when our
team was addressed by the coach at half time when we were down by squillions, the coach
threw to “Carrots” (often as many as ten takes to get it right) the “Re-Charge” drink. It worked
with many more takes of “Carrots” diving over the line to win the game. But the best was
“Carrots” simulating the greatest mark in AFL history by jumping 20 feet or more into the air,
with the technical director standing on the equipment truck throwing a bottle of the stuff to
“Carrots”, while the rest of the team huddled round to hid his trampoline. “Up there Carrots!”
Re-charge didn’t last long but the $1924.00 fee we received just about saved the club from
financial disaster that year.
In the midst of all these happenings the club was also planning for its most important
anniversary, its Golden Jubilee. Early in the year a committee under the chairmanship of Keith
Jones was set up to plan and implement a series of special events to be run in the jubilee club
year from October 1978 to September 1979. This special sub-committee comprised: Keith
Jones (Life Member and former President), Chairman; Tony James (Life Member and former
President); Colin Rowlinson (Life Member and former President) and reported to the general
committee of the club. After its first ideas meeting in April 1978 Keith Jones forwarded a list of
possible jubilee events to the General Committee. Although the club, as a whole, was very
keen to celebrate there were various and differing opinions as to how it should be done. The
special committee members were all former Brits and former Presidents with long-held
memberships of the club while the general committee members were younger and less
traditional in their attitudes. Tony James, in particular, felt the general committee was not
giving the sub-committee and its proposals the respect they deserved, while Club Secretary,
Stan Gyles (a dynamic and creative “ideas man”) was keen to have a celebration that would
give the club maximum publicity. Such tensions are good for sports clubs and usually lead to
creative results. It was finally agreed in mid-September 1978 that the jubilee year would
consist of: the Jubilee Cricket Match on 31st December, 1978; the World’s Longest Try attempt
1st-4th March, 1979; the Veterans Rugby Tournament 13th-16th April, 1979; the Golden
Jubilee Dinner 30th June, 1979; the Golden Jubilee Tie and the writing of a history of the club.
For an amateur club with no paid officials, no clubhouse of its own and a normal season to
administer this was no small undertaking.
As we shall see, the Harlequins rose to the challenge. The Jubilee Cricket Match had a special
significance for the club because it was a replay of that famous game played between the
Harlequins and the Bohemians almost 50 years earlier in March 1929. As England was making
an Ashes tour to Australia, Keith Jones thought it would be a great idea to once more have
players from the England touring team plus associated journalists and assorted Harlequins in
their creams to celebrate. This was not as straightforward as it sounds. We had to get approval
from the Marylebone Cricket Club, the Manager of the England team and the Australian Cricket
Board. This was fortunately readily granted. It is hard to imagine such a relaxed attitude from
cricket authorities today! So on 31st December 1978 the match was held at the St Kilda
Cricket Ground between. Legendary England fast bowler Frank “typhoon” Tyson had migrated
to Australia after his heroic deeds with Len Hutton’s 1952 Ashes winning side and, being a man
of taste and style, he joined the Harlequin Club to play third team rugby. He was a natural to
lead the Harlequins while the Bohemians were led by former Harlequin and cricket tragic
Dennis Crawford.
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The coin was tossed by Daniel Brewin who had played in the original match 50 years before.
The match was fittingly won by the Melbourne Harlequins with Frank Tyson hitting a
magnificent six in the last over. The proceeds of the game were in aid of St. Johns Ambulance
Brigade. The match was a great success and matched the aims of the committee to honour the
traditions and heritage of the club while gaining publicity. It was widely reported in the local
press and had a five-minute report in the A.B.C. Sports News on Channel 2. It was obviously a
good idea to have selected Graham Dawson of the ABC in the Bohemians team! This first
golden jubilee event had certainly given a superb finish to an interesting and significant year in
the club’s history.
After some rest and recreation the celebrations got really underway with the world’s longest
try attempt at the start of the 1979 season. The longest try was conceived as an excellent and
suitable event for a rugby club to undertake and the existing record in the Guinness Book of
Records was thoroughly researched. The record was held by the Newtown Rugby Football Club
of Powys, Wales who, on 10th July 1977 scored a try at their home ground after carrying the
ball 602 miles without any forward passes or “knock-ons”. We felt we had to give that record a
“real shake”, and we selected a target of 700 miles. The next question was where to do it.
Running along Highway 1 from Glen Iris Park to Gordon Club on the North Shore in Sydney
was considered but ruled out for logistical and safety reasons. Finally it was agreed to have the
kick-off in Olympic Park No.2 Ground, the V.R.U.’s home pitch, run the requisite distance
around the Tan Track, which circumnavigates the Melbourne Botanical Gardens and then
proceed to Glen Iris Park for the scoring of the try. The timing was also very tight in March.
The V.R.U. Moomba seven-s-side tournament was being held on 10th March and the rugby
season was due to start on 31st March, while Easter was not available due to the Veterans
Tournament. The “try” had to be scored on a Sunday at Glen Iris Park, and 700 miles would
take quite a long time so the dates were fixed; Kick-off Thursday 22nd March at 9.00am, run
for 3.5 days and finish in the afternoon of Sunday 25th March.
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The next task was to choose a team. Obviously the fifteen runners had to be club members.
They could not be first or second team members due to closeness of the start of the season
but they had to be capable of running up to 50 miles over 3 plus days. Mark Baxter, former
first team wing, was appointed team captain and given the task of selecting the fifteen. Brian
Snowden, club fitness trainer from 1967 to 1977, was an obvious choice as were John Waite,
veterans wing and class distance runner and Roger Sykes, an average player but an
experienced distance runner. The rest of the squad was a mixed bag in their twenties and
thirties. Ray Baty, former first team second row; Peter Bolton, former first team and Victoria
rep; Adrian Boulton, former first team and Victoria prop; John Brentnall, former first team prop
and Victorian heavyweight wrestling champion; Andy Corp, former first team second row;
Jeremy Courtenay, former first team hooker; Stan Gyles, current Hon. Secretary; Mike
McCarty, Biggles look-alike and third team player; Mike Power, organiser of the Veterans
Tournament; Steve Taylor, young third team wing; Mark Thornton, current first team and
Victoria full back and last-minute replacement for a withdrawal.
Before the run could begin there was much to be organised. We had to seek approval from the
Victorian Rugby Union, the Ministry of Youth Sport and Recreation, the Melbourne City Council,
Director of Parks and Gardens, Olympic Park Committee of Management, and the Victorian
Referees’ Association. Official time- keepers and referees had to be appointed to certify the
attempt was carried out according to Guinness Book of Records regulations. An on-site timing
tent and a runners’ camp with catering facilities had to be set up. Sleeping arrangements for
the runners had to be arranged. The V.R.U. Referees Association was given the task of
ensuring the rules of rugby were obeyed during the run. Nick Driver managed the time
keeping, Stewart Jarrett arranged food and medical assistance during the run, Chris Drysdale
organised a caravan through his employer, Rover Mowers. It was parked on the tan track with
electricity provided from the Gatekeeper’s House inside the Botanical Garden. Flag Motels
donated accommodation at their St Kilda Motel for the runners. The fifteen runners were
divided into two teams of eight and seven, and each team would do a shift of 8.5 hours while
the other team rested (at night at the Flag Motel).
The attempt was kicked-off by Brian Dixon, MLA, Minister for Sport and Recreation at 09.22 on
Thursday morning, and the long slog was on. Despite the preplanning and training the runners
really had no idea what they were taking on. The first day proceeded smoothly with TV and
press coverage and a trickle of club members passing by to offer encouragement.
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The “graveyard shift” after midnight was hard for the runners but was even harder for the
timekeepers and the referees, who had to be on duty the whole time. By Saturday, supporters
were more numerous and the usual joggers and walkers were sharing the tan track with us.
David Shepherd, our great Wallaby from the sixties, was visiting from Brisbane and met so
many former team mates and friends that he had to take them to the nearby Botanical Hotel
for a welcoming beer. David
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recalled he had only a hazy recollection of the event, but he was certain he was there.
Saturday evening saw our first runner drop out. Steve Taylor, one of the younger and faster
members pulled a muscle after his tenth lap and could no longer run. Peter Bolton was
transferred to the A team, thus equalising the team numbers, but weakening the slower B
team. The weekend, nevertheless, became a focal point for Harlequins and fellow rugby
players from various eras to get together. The weather was ideal, but at 11.00pm Saturday
night Mike McCarty of team B withdrew exhausted, leaving the team with 6 fit members. By
3.00am on Sunday morning Andy Corp’s legs had stopped working and with 575 miles
completed, the B team was down to 5. Things were hardly better in the A team, where at
3.00pm on Saturday Stan Gyles withdrew with leg problems. With the runners down to 11 and
average lap times slowing, the 700 miles target appeared to be out of reach, but at 3.25pm on
Sunday afternoon the last lap of the Tan track was completed by Mike Power. The last 6 miles
back to Glen Iris Park were shared by John Waite,
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Brian Snowden, Mark Baxter and Roger Sykes. At Glen Iris Park all runners still standing put
on full rugby kit-except for boots- to accompany Peter Bolton run the length of the pitch to
score the longest try, which he also converted! With a total of 678.78 miles in 78 hours 45
minutes the old record was well beaten. Keith Jones submitted our run to the Guinness Book of
Records and with on 30th May 1979 they confirmed we were official holders of the record.
Although we did not appear in the next edition of the “Book”, because Wolverhampton
Polytechnic in England bettered our record before it was published, it was nevertheless a great
achievement and jubilee success for the club. The run also made a significant impact on some
of the runners. Stan Gyles, Brian Snowden, Roger Sykes, Ray Baty, John Waite and Mark
Baxter entered the 1979 Melbourne Marathon and went on to run marathons for many years in
Hawaii, Budapest, London, Ottawa, Athens, Berlin, Nuremberg and New York. Other
Harlequins, including Geoff Naylor, Stan Shaw and Chris Yeoman, were motivated to accept the
marathon challenge.
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The Harlequin runners also won the “Exacto Team Trot” in 1980, 1981 and 1982. At that time
in Melbourne there were funs runs every weekend and the promoters were always looking for
something different. Exacto was a sports clothing

manufacturer and sponsored this race jointly with Channel 10 TV and 3 AK Radio stations.
Each team, with 4 members, ran 13 kms from Brighton to the Flemington Race Course.
Harlequins entered the “Football Category” and ran against Australian Rules and soccer teams.
It was good fun, but we were also promoting rugby in Victoria by beating teams from more
popular football codes.
With the longest try successfully dealt with, the next Jubilee event was just two weeks away at
the Easter weekend. The Veterans rugby Tournament was a “first” for Australia and was the
brain-child of Mike Power, a marketing man playing for the Harlequin Cavaliers. His committee
comprising Andy Corp, Peter Bolton, Frank Aprea and himself, worked exceptionally hard to
ensure the event would be successful. The first “coup” was to enlist the Governor of Victoria,
Sir Henry Winnecke as patron of the event. Invitations were sent to clubs throughout Australia
and New Zealand and we were delighted to have 16 teams accept the challenge.

TEAM

ORIGIN

The Cavaliers (over 30’s)

Melbourne Harlequins

The Old Buffers (over 40’s)

Melbourne Harlequins

The Unquenchables

Box Hill Club, Victoria

The Kiwi Has Beens

Kiwi Club, Victoria

The Rampants

Melbourne Club, Victoria

The University Gents

Melbourne University Club
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The Geriatrics

Powerhouse Club, Victoria

The Old Red Rattlers

Hawthorn Club, Victoria

The Old Soldiers

Combined Services, Victoria

The Rams

Moorabbin Club, Victoria

The Sydney Quins

Expatriate Quins, NSW

The Wallaroosters

Eastern Suburbs Club, NSW

The Pomes

Pome Veterans, NSW and Vic.

The Two Blue Veterans

Paramatta Club, NSW

Suburbs Old Boys Vets

Suburbs Old Boys, Auckland

Whilst we were very pleased to have teams from NSW and New Zealand we were particularly
delighted that the Melbourne clubs supported the tournament so well. It was incumbent upon
us to put on a fabulous weekend, and that we did. With an age range among players of 30 to
65 the entertainment supporting the tournament was diverse and substantial.
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The tournament kicked off with an evening cocktail party at the Hawthorn home of Harlequins,
Rosemary and Randy Cresswell on Friday 13th (yes, on that date) April.
On Saturday the elimination rounds were played from 8.00am to 3.00pm at Olympic Park,
while from 2.00 to 4.30pm a ladies “Wine and Cheese” tasting was held at the Melbourne Art
Exchange in the CBD. The official Tournament Dinner was held at the North Melbourne Football
Club, social rooms followed by a 50’s and 60’s dance party, where “The Geriatrics” put in
Olympian drinking and sub-standard dancing performancs.
After the first round matches on Saturday the teams were split into winners and losers for a
second round. This ensured every team had two matches before the knock out competition
started. The winners and losers groups of on Sunday at 10.30am to settle who would play in
the semi-finals and finals.
In the losers group the semi-finals matches were:
•
Worn Out Seagulls v Sydney Harlequins
•
Kiwi Has Beens v Suburbs Old Boys
Sydney Harlequins and Suburbs Old Boys ran out winners.
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In the winners group the semi-finals matches were:
•
The Pomes v The Old Soldiers
•
The Wallaroosters v The Unquenchables
The Pomes and The Wallaroosters won their matches.
The semi-finals lasted approx 30 minutes each with 2 12.5 minutes halves and were completed
by 12.45pm. The 2 finals to be played from 3.15pm to 4.30pm. This left two hours for a
juniors coaching session from 1.00 to 3.00pm. The session was free and open to all juniors
and was led by rugby legends, John O’Shea, British Lion; Rod Batterham, Wallaby; Pat Cooper,
Wallaby; Peter Bolton, Wallaby Trialist and Adrian Boulton, Wallaby Trialist. It had also been
planned to have individual skills competitions amongst the veterans but by this time the
veterans were too exhausted and the organisers did not want the juniors witnessing their “lack
of skills”.
The two finals matches produced rugby of surprising quality considering how much punishment
the players had taken off the field of play. The Saturday evening entertainment was a “returngig” at the North Melbourne Social Club that featured eating, singing rugby songs and, of
course, drinking. It was reported that the catering staff at North Melbourne had never come
across such a sociable group of people who sang such filthy songs with so much passion!
Somehow, on the Monday the players and supporters dragged themselves to Glen Iris Park for
a final match between two composite teams representing Victoria Veterans and Outside
Victoria Veterans. At the conclusion of that match the trophies were presented by Sir Henry
Winnecke and there followed a superb barbecue of roasted sheep with all the trimmings. We
Harlequins were mighty proud of our efforts but the judgement of others is a far better
measure of the success or otherwise of the tournament. The following articles appeared in the
official publications of the Victorian and NSW Rugby Unions.

Victorian Rugby Union News
Harlequin Veterans Tournament
Veterans’ Victory
Yes it was truly a Victory for Veterans last week and not just the winning of The Harlequin
Jubilee Cup but the fact that it put Australia on the map in Victorian Rugby. At Olympic Park
last Saturday over 300 veterans donned their boots again and competed in the inaugural
Veterans Rugby Tournament in Australia (and as far as we know the World). The carnival was
part of the Melbourne Harlequin Rugby Club’s 50th year celebrations. On Sunday at Glen Iris
Park “The Wallaroosters” (Veterans from Eastern Suburbs D.R.U.F.C. Sydney) defeated “The
Pomes” in the final to win “The Harlequin Cup for Veteran Rugby”. It was a spirited game and
the score of 20-4 did not indicate the closeness of the game. The Repecharge Final was
contested between “The Suburbs Old Boys Veterans” (from Auckland, New Zealand) and a
very talented “Sydney Quins” veterans side. In a fast and open game Suburbs Old Boys won
10 points to 4 to take home the Harlequin President’s Crutch.
The Monday again at Glen Iris Park saw the culmination of an exciting and entertaining
weekend with a Combined Victorian Veterans XV being pipped in the dying moments10 points
to 4. This game was witnessed by His Excellency The Honourable Sir Henry Winnecke
K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O., O.B.E., K. St.J., Q.C., The Governor of Victoria and Lady Winnecke. After
the game, His Excellency and Lady Winnecke then stayed to enjoy the barbecue of suckling
roast lamb on the spit with the huge crowd in attendance. In summing up, it can be said that
any first graders would have been proud of the standard of rugby, from the superb forward
domination of the Suburbs Old Boys and the Pomes to the exhilarating back line play of the
Wallaroosters and Parramatta from Sydney. The Victorian sides also showed they have had
some incredibly talented players. The list of players reads like a who’s who of Rugby – John
O’Shea (British Lyons and Wales), Pat Cooper, Rod Batterham and David Shepherd (Australia)
and many more like Frank (typhoon) Tyson, John Carter (former Auckland representative),
Tony Creagh (NSW) and David Prince (former champion athlete and referee).
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The Harlequin Club has expressed their desire to thank all those who assisted in in conducting
the carnival and in particular the referees co-ordinated by Ray White, all the competing teams
and their organisers, to the Olympic Park Trust and to the Victorian Rugby Union for their
encouragement and assistance.
The Victorian Rugby Union congratulates The Harlequin Club for presenting this milestone in
Rugby, it had been an example to us all”.

Rugby News (NSW)
Vol 57, No. 4 April 28,1979
The first Australian veterans’ tournament staged by the enterprising Harlequin Club of
Melbourne during Easter was an outstanding success both on and off the field.
The Harlequin Club, which is celebrating its Jubilee Year, ran the tournament over three days at
Olympic Park and its home ground of Glen Iris in Melbourne. Restricted to over 30 year olds
who do not play regular rugby, 16 teams entered, including Western Suburbs Old Boys from
Auckland (NZ), eastern Suburbs (Syd) (Wallaroosters), and Parramatta (Two Blues Veterans),
and they coughed, wheezed and staggered their way around in weather that was far too
hot (27 degrees) for a Melbourne Easter.
At the end of it all, the Wallaroosters walloped the Pomes by quite a few points in the final.
The Wallaroosters were, frankly, a little young and fleet of foot for the Pomes led by such
prominent ex-stars as Lions man John O’Shea and Australian Bruce Bailey, who put their best
stomachs forward.
The Pomes, shattered by the heat and the fact that they were in the final, took solace in the
amber fluid and thus lacked some of the vim and zip of their opponents. The losers final (for
teams not quite getting to the final proper) was won by Suburbs of Auckland who sneaked
home against the Sydney Harlequins who fielded such as Rex Harris (ex Randwick), Warren
Lewis (ex Norths) and North’s club doctor Peter, the Grey Ghost, Seville.
The Quins took the field wearing assorted headgear and hangovers but the Kiwis who
appeared to be fairly serious about the whole deal (coaches, liniment, warm-ups etc) won
by fitness but knew they had been in a game.
The social activities (dinner, rugby singing competitions, barbecue etc) were run with great
success and more than 300 attended the dinner and community singing.
The oldest player in the tournament was Harlequins of Melbourne, “Old Buffers” rep, Mike
Sizer, 52, who has played club rugby non-stop since 1951. His father came from England to
watch him play rugby recently. As Mike charged about the field, father remarked “you know I
haven’t seen Mike play for 20 years!”
Easts were presented with a fine trophy to mark the inaugural tournament and the onus is now
on them to stage a veterans’ tournament in Sydney within a season or two.
But, a suggestion: Tourney should be for over 35. There were too many young blokes in
Melbourne under the delusion that it was test match day at the S.C.G.
Finally two interesting faces who appeared in actual playing gear for a short time: Ex Wallaby,
Harlequins and Gordon forward David Shepherd and former English fast bowler Frank Tyson,
once a dashing full back for Harlequins. Like his bowling he is a little slower these days!
It was a memorable tournament that had met our expectations. It was great publicity for
rugby in general and made sure the fledgling veterans grade being run by the V.R.U. would be
maintained and would grow. Sadly Easts did not take up the challenge and run their own
tournament but veterans tournaments are now common throughout the world.
Many of the organisers and players/officials in the tournament had also been actively involved
in the longest try and they were relieved that the Golden Jubilee Dinner in June was mainly
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organised by Tony James. Tony, being Tony the dinner and its gestation were not without
incident!
The original proposal had been for a Presidents’ and Life Members’ Dinner followed later by a
Golden Jubilee dinner for all members. It soon became apparent that such an arrangement
would not work. The Life Members and Presidents would all wish to be at the Jubilee Dinner
and many of them were living outside Melbourne or interstate and some were frail. To organise
their attendance at two similar functions was finally agreed to be a waste of resources and the
Jubilee Dinner became the sole function.
The first task in organising a dinner is to estimate the number of attendees and most clubs are
naturally over-optimistic, spend the week before the event on the telephone trying to reach
the target. This was the case with the jubilee dinner, except that the final ring-around had to
be done in the second last week because the names of all attendees had to be printed on the
official menu. The magic number decided upon was 120, based on club numbers, past
members still in contact with existing members and the gut feeling of the committee. As it
turned out 120 did, in fact, attend, so such methods are accurate. The club wanted the
function to be more than just a “better than usual” annual dinner and great care was taken in
the choice of venue. It had to be very Melbourne, it had to be different, it had to be
memorable and it had to be suitable for a traditional rugby club celebrating its 50th
anniversary. Various suggestions were made to the committee but Tony James’ choice of the
Great Hall of the National Gallery of Victoria in St Kilda Road was felt to meet all the criteria
and was unanimously accepted. We had to gain the approval of the Trustees of the Gallery
and, while rugby club dinners have a reputation for being high-spirited, we believed our
nominated guest of honour, Sir Charles Moses, would provide the gravitas and responsibility
required to convince the trustees, and this turned out to be true.
O’Briens were selected to cater the event and the next task was to promote the event and sell
tickets. At the beginning of our year of celebration from October 1978 to September 1979
everyone was positive and most members were keen to attend the dinner. The official launch
of the dinner was made in the March 1979 club monthly newsletter and all members were sent
individual invitations. By mid April there were large cracks in the committee’s optimism and
the dinner was attracting some negative comment from members: “$33.00 is considered to be
excessive”, “it is really a function for the older members, they don’t want us (players)”. Even
the Hon. Secretary, Stan Gyles had stated, “I’m not coming as a protest – it is an elitist
function - insisting on dinner suits”. Stan Gyles did attend but did make a protest of sorts. By
30th May there were 68 paid attendees and a further 26 solid promises. This total of 104 was
not only disappointing but would also leave the club with a loss on the function. An emergency
meeting of the dinner sub-committee was held on 6th June at Tony James’ apartment to
consider the options, such as reducing the menu, offering cheaper wines and spirits and finally
having a cheaper cigar for each guest! The committee decided to stay with the plan and
conduct a telephone assault on members and non-members alike. To their eternal credit the
committee did just that and hit their target of 120 attendees.
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The evening was a great success and is still talked about by members who attended. The fourcourse meal, followed by cheese, coffee, port and cigars was finally thought to be good value.
The speeches were made by: new member, Paul Blackman; Dick Carter, President; Sir Charles
Moses C.B.E., Founder Member and Tony James, Convenor. The highlight was definitely Sir
Charles Moses, who spoke of those early days and what the club had meant to him and how he
saw it today. He then proceeded to pull out of a plastic bag the original Harlequin jersey and
socks he had worn all those years ago and presented them to the Club. Stan Gyles also played
a small but memorable cameo role in the proceedings. In protest at the dress code he had
gone to the “Op Shop” and bought an old dress suit that did not fit him. His trousers were 10
cm short, and many British born members thought it was a marvellous impression of the
English comedian Max Wall. Another unexpected happening was the arrival of a “singing
telegram” at the conclusion of the speeches. One of the third grade players ran a novelty
greetings business and a small group of players had talked him into the stunt. The telegraph
girl was dressed in Harlequin colours and sang us a song about the 50 years of the Club. Most
laughed themselves silly but Tony James was livid. The dinner was his show and he had done a
great job, but singing telegrams were not his scene. Fortunately everyone else found it
amusing so a “scene” of a different kind was thankfully avoided.
Of the twelve life members of the club eight attended the dinner, Ron Bolton, Tony James,
Keith Jones, Charles Moses, Max Penwill, Colin Rowlinson, Don Strang and Reg Wilkinson. Max
Penwill’s son, John and his son Tony were also there while Max’s late father Bert, also a
Harlequin, was probably looking down fondly on the occasion.
Of the 184 ordinary club members 70 attended the dinner, which meant -excluding life
members – 38 former members and friends wanted to be part of the celebration, while 114
could not or did not.
The Golden Jubilee Tie, which had a dark blue background and an embroidered Harlequin motif
with 50 beneath it, was well received and 97 were ordered. There are still plenty of them to
be seen around the Club at luncheons and similar occasions. The final jubilee event was to
have been the history of the club. Phil Beard, club member and a journalist with the Sun
newspaper, wrote an opening chapter and introduction but the committee did not think it
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suitable. Phil did not have the time to do it justice so the project was put on hold – for some
25 years, as it happened.
Nevertheless, the club had celebrated its golden jubilee in great style and had proved its ability
to run events that brought members and friends together and publicised the game and the
Harlequins in Victoria. Many of the people who organised those events are still members and
this continuity is a strength and guiding principle of the Harlequins.
Meanwhile, while all this celebrating was going on, the club still had to carry out its primary
function of running a rugby club during the 1979 season. The Ladies Auxiliary had,
unfortunately, not reformed for 1979 which was a double loss for the club. Firstly, their annual
financial contribution would be sorely missed but, more importantly, their catering and
hospitality skills would not enhance the various “turns” during the season. Many wives and girl
friends did their bit but the formal structure was missing. The preparation for senior grades
was impressive with coach, David Neilson organising strength and fitness tests to be carried
out at the Footscray Institute Human Performance Laboratories. Our players learnt a lot about
themselves and the weaknesses they needed to address. Success was soon realised with the
Moomba Seven-a-Side Tournament where we maintained our impressive record by reaching
the final to be well beaten by Kiwis 24 points to nil. We hosted the strong North Sydney club
pre-season in February and lost 24 points to 12 despite leading at half-time. The team was in a
rebuilding phase with the new young players replacing many stalwarts of the 70’s. It was a
good performance to finish in fourth position and qualify for the finals. Coach David Neilson put
it in his summary for the Annual Report.
In remembering the year we shall recall the tremendous final round win 11-10 over the major
premiers, Kiwis; the ‘not possible’ defeat of our old rivals Melbourne in the semi-final 10-6,
and then the heart stopping loss to Moorabbin, the minor premiers in the preliminary final.
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The second team, coached by former first team and Victoria hooker Murray Smart, had an
excellent season finishing, second and reaching the grand final to be beaten by Melbourne 18
points to 3. The third team, coached by Allan Low, won the minor premiership but were unable
to take out the premiership, losing to those perpetual ‘spoil-sports’ Melbourne 28 points to 11.
It was thus left to the colts contesting to bring home the bacon. David Bray, with assistance
from Andy Corp coached the highly successful colts. The 1978 loss in the grand final had been
a great disappointment but a number of that side was still eligible in 1979 and some talented
newcomers were recruited. The team was obviously a good one but its single greatest attribute
was team spirit. The team motto was ‘never give up’ and they never did. Pre-season, one
player said in jest “let’s go through undefeated”. Half way through the season it became a key
objective and, with a combination of inspirational leadership on and off the field, that objective
was achieved. It was doubly sweet to avenge the 1978 defeat by the Army by beating them
twice 24 points to 4 in the second semi-final and 12 points to 3 in the grand final.

This strong performance enabled us to win the Club Championship for 1979, which we thought
was entirely appropriate in our jubilee year. There was, however, still that important part of
Harlequins rugby to complete, before the season and decade came to an end. Tours! On 28th
September we caught an early evening flight to Sydney to take on our favourite Sydney club,
Gordon. They were as usual superb hosts but our rugby performance was some way short of
superb with the seniors losing 52 points to nil. The Colts acquitted themselves well (as
expected) but lost 14 points to nil. There were some misgivings amongst the committee
members about such heavy losses. The pre and post-season tours were expected to be fun,
but there should be some rugby benefit to the Club and players. Gordon would not want to
play against us if we were a push-over.
On 6th October we hosted Elizabeth RUFC from South Australia and, for a change, it was
Harlequins turn to dominate a tired and hung-over opposition 38 points to nil. To complete a
frenetic period of tours we entertained the Clifton club from New Plymouth in New Zealand just
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one week later. They ran out winners 26 points to 12 but, considering we had our annual
dinner the night before, we did fairly well. One area in which we continued to reign supreme
was ‘boat races’. Heroic selfless performances were witnessed as Harlequins literally swamped
their opposition. Interesting that this dominance goes back to our first incoming tour in 1929
when Charles Moses beat the Wallabies’ champion.
On a sad note for the jubilee year, one of our oldest members W.J. (Bill) Christie, Life Member
died on 3rd December. Bill had joined the Harlequin Club in 1931 and was already known in
the Victorian rugby community as an excellent referee. His pre-war support for all aspects of
the club were well remembered and he was elected President when the club reformed in 1946.
Bill had a distinguished career with the Royal Australian Artillery, retiring with the rank of
Colonel, before returning to his pre-war position as Advertising Manager for the Sun News
Pictorial. Poor health in his latter years restricted his participation in Harlequins affairs but he
was proud of his life membership and was particularly disappointed he could not celebrate the
golden jubilee.
It had been a roaring, tumultuous ten years with the usual highs and lows. Rugby throughout
the world was about to “enjoy” perhaps the greatest decade of change since the great union/
league schism in 1895 with the World Cup and the introduction of the professional game.
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The Club House

To the town hall down at Caulfield, to the place where bingo’s played, see the Harlequins
assemble…not this time with glasses held on high, but resplendent in dinner suits and on their
best behaviour. It is Monday September 12, 1977 and the hundreds of punters arriving for the
inaugural Harlequin bingo night are far from the types who usually support rugby club fundraisers. They pay $2 each for up to three books of 10 tickets that will give them three hours’
entertainment and a crack at the jackpot. At 7.30 Club president Colin Rowlinson steps on to
the stage, delivers a short welcome speech and then it’s eyes down for the first game. As the
first numbered ball rises from the bingo blower the caller begins his chant; seven and nine seventy-nine; two fat ducks – twenty two; on its own - number six; two fat ladies – eightyeight; legs - eleven, seventy-seven sunset strip. As each number is called the corresponding
number lights up on a big yellow electric scoreboard until the first excited winner calls out
‘’BINGO!’’

Just three days after the proclamation of a new law allowing the game to be played publicly in
Victoria the Harlequins had taken the first step towards a new and permanent home at
Ashwood Reserve, Waverley. It would take them 10 years to achieve their goal. The effort
helped several Harlequins achieve life membership. Others would be made members for life for
their fund-raising efforts. At the time, however none would have dared guess how much blood,
sweat, toil and tears lay ahead of them.
Since the mid 1960s the Harlequin club had been in limbo, its activities divided between three
distant grounds, each different in character and none entirely suitable.
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Glen Iris Park was indisputably the Harlequins’ spiritual base. It had a wonderful feel about it,
an ambiance that made everyone who had trained and played there feel at home. The pitch
nestled beneath a high railway embankment that protected it from icy winter winds while the
embankment itself remained visually obscured by a long line of trees. On the other side a
branch drain from Gardiner’s Creek coursed through the park at an angle and unless it could
be filled-in or covered the ground would never be able to accommodate the two pitches the
club ideally required for all of its home fixtures. It seemed not to matter that there was an ugly
pylon bearing high voltage power lines over the creek and over the far corner of the pitch but
the playing surface was not always so easy to ignore. In the wet it turned malodorous and
muddy and as each game ended players queued patiently for their turns under inadequate
showers in a cramped and deteriorating weatherboard shed. Sometimes it felt like the Glen Iris
change room was held together only by its layers of green paint. Victoria’s urban planners had
long past penciled in a new road to run through the ground and the Club waited while
politicians argued the toss between an arterial and a freeway. Whichever, it meant Glen Iris
Park could never be anything but a temporary home. Consequently, it was relegated to a
secondary role as the Club’s training venue and home ground for the third and fourth grades
until circumstances permitted it a brief revival as our main ground in 1983. The annual report
that year summed up our feelings. ‘’The place really does have a good ‘’rugby’’ atmosphere
about it and it will be missed when the expressway goes through.’’
Harlequin Park was supposed to have replaced Glen Iris as the new headquarters, our own
property to develop as we wanted. The club bought the freehold site in Glasscocks Road,
Lyndhurst during Rodney Stone’s presidency in 1963-64 intending to create two matchstandard playing surfaces and a clubhouse. It acquired a stock standard government issue
timber hut from the Department of Supply for the princely sum of 10 pounds and then spent
hundreds more to have it transported to the site in four separate wide loads under police
escort. By the time the new clubhouse was fitted-out with toilets, showers and bar and the
Club completed the first of the two intended pitches it had spent $7793. But everything there
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seemed to go wrong. It was located among broad acres along an un-made gravel road midway between Frankston and Dandenong, It really was in the middle of nowhere and the senior
grades that used the ground, their opponents and spectators alike, found it a long journey to
home fixtures, not to mention a hazard for drivers returning to the suburbs after a few drinks.
It was windy, treeless and flood-prone. When floodwaters receded and the pitch dried great
cracks opened that were capable of breaking the ankles of the thickest of second row forwards.
It was invested with bull ants and rabbits and was at times invaded by cows from the farm
next door leaving hoof-prints as dangerous as the cracks, not to mention unpleasant cowpats.
After a particularly wet autumn in 1975 it took half the season to make the badly churned up
pitch playable so ideas of developing a second pitch had long been forgotten when the club
decided in 1977 to abandon Harlequin Park and put it on the market.
Columbia Reserve in Jells Road, Wheelers Hill was at first home to the juniors which had been
reformed in 1975 and for strategic purposes renamed the Waverley Harlequin Junior Rugby
Club. Barely a stone's throw from the then new VFL Park the reserve was in the heart of
Melbourne's burgeoning outer eastern suburbs and ideally situated to attract young recruits to
rugby. It had an adequate playing surface that was to serve both the juniors and the senior
club well in the coming years but there was only one pitch and it was situated on high ground
and exposed to the elements. A brick pavilion at the southern end of the pitch provided
spectators with a small seated stand in which to shelter from wind and rain and while the
change rooms were well suited to that job it would never be an ideal clubhouse for the
Harlequin Club.
Socially the club was similarly spread across the suburbs. The bar at Harlequin Park was prone
to disaster especially when amateur barmen clogged beer lines and flooded the floor in their
attempts to tap pressurised barrels. It tested the patience of thirsty drinkers as volunteer bar
staff waded through the slosh to serve them.
Glen Iris had its problems too. The change room was inadequate for socials so after training
and matches players and spectators would adjourn to the old Malvern Vale Hotel in Malvern
Road or Union Hotel in High Street, Malvern, and in later years to the Eastern Suburbs API
(Australia Post-tel Institute) clubrooms, an arrangement that at least allowed the club to run
its own bar and make a bit of profit.
By 1977 it was clear to everyone that things could not go on like this indefinitely. The potential
for growth, especially as the juniors graduated to senior rugby, the inadequacies of Harlequin
Park and the growing uncertainty over the freeway at Glen Iris all demonstrated a need to
centralise activities and find a permanent home. The club secretary Stan Gyles watched with
growing interest as the Victorian government, bowing to public pressure, introduced a bill to
legalise bingo. He suggested to the February committee meeting that it might be a way for the
Harlequins to raise money for a new clubhouse and with the club's permission he set up a
committee of three to explore the possibilities. His two companions in this venture, David Bray,
a half back and flanker from the 60s and Andy Corp a second row forward from the same era
who shared a house in Elizabeth Street Kooyong; three rugby-mad bachelors, entrepreneurial
in spirit and, dare we say it, partners in crime.
They decided from the outset that if the Harlequin Club was going to run a bingo operation in
competition with like of the Australian Rules footy clubs, the RSL and other organisations it
would need to be thoroughly professional and better than the others. They would need a good
venue in the right area and they would need all the necessary equipment, especially a machine
to lift and blow out the numbered balls and an electric scoreboard to show the numbers that
would be clearly visible from the back of a large hall. It would need seed money.
To get this initial capital they dreamed up a mischievous plan to sell programmes outside
Olympic Park to soccer fans at the upcoming World Cup qualifying match against Iran on
August 14. From past experience they knew that while the Australian Soccer Federation did not
have the acumen to sell their own official programmes in the street they would never give
permission to, of all people, a rugby union club. They knew also that the club would never
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gives its official blessing to an unofficial escapade like this, so to separate the Harlequin Club
from such a frolic the trio founded the entirely informal GBC Promotions.
The programmes were a single folded A4 sheet that contained a summary of the Soccer World
Cup competition, a history of the two teams and details of the players in the Australian and
Iran squads with some names incorrectly spelt. David Learmonth, a former first grade captain
and Victorian state hooker and a teacher organised his students at Melbourne Grammar School
to print them on the school press. The trio then borrowed three white dust jackets from a
chemical laboratory to make themselves look official.
As they took up positions outside the ground calling out: ``Programmes 50cents'' the stunned
soccer officials reacted angrily. Inside Olympic Park they broadcast a warning against the sale
of unofficial programmes outside the ground. Gyles said he could hear the announcements
while in front of him customers queued up in a line that snaked all the way round the corner.
The soccer federation called in the police and Gyles and Bray, too busy with their sales to see
the wallopers coming, were arrested – although soon released without charge. The tall Corp
said that above the heads of the crowd he noticed two police caps moving towards him and he
scarpered before they could say `allo-`allo. He re-established himself farther down Swan
Street towards Richmond.
The money earned that night went towards the $900 purchase of materials for a 4x2-metre
electric scoreboard. It was built by a team of club members that included Gyles, Bray, Corp
and Peter McCaffery with electrical expertise from John Stone and Phil McManus, who turned
the lounge-room in Elizabeth Street into a workroom filled for several weeks with sawdust and
a spaghetti tangle of wires. To test it the scoreboard was carried on to the verandah while
workmen assembled at the bottom of the garden issued electrical charges to light up the
numbers.
The club secured a six month lease with Caulfield Council for the hire of the town hall on
Tuesdays and Thursdays and once the government proclaimed the legislation on Friday
September 8 The Harlequins were set to become the first to operate bingo in a Victorian town
hall. That weekend a tiny advertisement in The Herald announced: ``Bingo - Caulfield Town
Hall - Monday September 12 and Thursday September 15 - Doors open 6.30. - Free
refreshments Big Jackpots’’. For the first time and certainly not the last the call went up for
volunteers to help the Harlequins into their own premises. Members were asked to act as
hosts, ushers, gofers, tea ladies, dishwashers and whatever else was needed. It asked also
that they wear dinner jackets and black ties. The response was magnificent as the 1977 annual
report testified. It thanked club members Sam Bell, Jim Blackie, Peter Bolton, Fred Botica, Bill
Chandler, Marion Farmer, Tony James, Stewart Jarrett, Peter Renkert, Jim Lamb and James
Wadsworth for their loyalty and support in giving up at least one night a week. It was an
incredible success from the first night. The bingo team hired a professional entertainer with
experience in bingo calling in England to kick-start the event and to show our own callers
David Bray and Tony James by example how it was done. That night the jackpots jumped from
$50 to $280 and the Club cleared nearly $800 profit. Also, as luck would have it the following
Friday The Age Good Weekend section devoted a whole page article to the advent of bingo that
featured our first night. The journalist was so impressed he wrote: ‘’All of their attendants, in
contrast to the players, were dressed in evening clothes and looked very professional, Vegas in
the suburbs.’’ Our professionalism also earned the praise of the Bingo and Raffles Board which
described us as the best in the state and held us up as a model for others. Our resourcefulness
was about to be tested. In the La Trobe Valley 1500 power station maintenance workers began
a strike that soon hit the whole state with power shortages, that led to factory shut-downs,
food shortages and restrictions to entertainment venues. The team hired generators that were
never powerful enough to light the premises but with a bit of imagination and some sleight of
hand they kept the town hall lights on and the bingo going.
Unfortunately our success did not go un-noticed by an envious mayor who saw the financial
potential of Bingo for his own Lions Club and he convinced the council not to extend our lease.
Caulfield, for the six months we had the venue, had given us a perfect start but the game’s
continuation, first at Malvern Town Hall and later at the Bush Inn on Orrong Road lost its
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impact and after two years the bingo team called it a day. They sold the electric scoreboard for
$3200, a handsome profit, allowing the Club to bank $25,964 from its venture into the great
bingo game. That money, along with $1800 generously donated by the women’s auxiliary led
by Mary Kersey, later Mary Gyles, and $35,000 from the 1978 sale of Harlequin Park gave the
hunt for a new home a fabulous boost. Gyles later wrote:
While many hundreds of hours went into this project it could not have been accomplished
without the help of many other club members. Undoubtedly the highlight, most rewarding and
satisfying effort I have got from the club. Without this money there would be no clubrooms of
the stature we have today. A testament to the working of a good small and dedicated sub
committees.
After the club abandoned Harlequin Park in 1977 the firsts and seconds joined the juniors at
Columbia Reserves. With their co-tenants, the Brandon Park Cricket Club the Quins
approached Waverley Council for a second pitch for the 1978 winter while the committee
looked for ideas to centralise all of the club’s activities. It looked at every possibility but at that
time its sights were set on new clubrooms rather than a new ground. Could they purchase
something suitable, a house perhaps or even build somewhere?
The following year the quest was put on a formal basis with the formation of a four-man
committee headed by the club president Dick Carter supported by Stan Gyles, former
president Keith Jones and Stan Shaw. Through the searching years this committee would
remain little changed. Richard d’Acre, a keen parent and a veterans’ player joined as a
representative of the junior club. Jim Reynolds, Mark Allan, Mike Dundee.
The committee spent much of 1978 gradually sifting through the problems and pursuing all
leads as they developed. They examined aerial views of the southern suburbs looking for large
green spaces that might make rugby grounds but finished up with no more than an appeal for
suggestions. “If club members know of suitable areas or premises, your committee is keen to
hear of it,’’ they wrote in the annual report.
During the 1979 golden jubilee year the Harlequin club reappraised its objectives and decided
it should have new clubrooms conveniently located on a ground controlled by the club. Some
members said this was unrealistic but the committee told the club there was a reasonable
chance of achieving this goal and they should not take the easy way out.
They contacted 20 councils and the public utilities, VicRail, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works and the Country Roads board to see if any had excess land. In their hearts,
however, they still considered Glen Iris Park the ideal choice.
The first tentative approach to Malvern City Council was positive and negotiations began in
earnest. The Club’s own architect, Ray White drew up plans for a staged development to fit in
with whatever freeway plan might eventually be adopted and Colin Rowlinson, a quantity
surveyor, costed the project. It envisaged a new look Glen Iris Park with the Gardiners Creek
branch drain barreled and filled over to accommodate two pitches laid end to end between the
main creek and the projected new road.
Adjacent to the change rooms there would be a new clubhouse with facilities for two teams
and referees and a first aid room. The clubhouse would have a large room opening to a
verandah, bar, store, mothers/committee room and kitchen/kiosk. It included a possible
development between the clubhouse and change rooms that could house a gymnasium,
squash court and sauna. A formal proposal, submitted in January 1982 sought a long-term
lease. The submission told the council of the Harlequin club’s history, its growing membership
of 350, its on-field achievements, its five state representatives and its former Wallabies. It
emphasized the intensive coaching of juniors and it explained why the ground in its current
condition was unsuitable for first class rugby and inadequate for its social needs. “As the
Country Roads Board has recommended against constructing the freeway in a tunnel and, we
believe, is anxious to proceed as soon as possible above ground the club believes that it is now
time to establish a construction programme for the redevelopment of the Glen Iris Park area in
a way which will solve the problems facing the Club.’’ It said the club was prepared to finance a
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$260,000 clubhouse if the council would spend $200,000 on the two playing fields, a new car
park and a new change room.
The Harlequins began another season at Columbia reserve while the council deliberated. After
several months the proposal was rejected. Malvern said it could not afford the outlay and it
was against council policy to lease its land to special interest groups and contrary to the
interests of the general public. It added that continued uncertainty over freeway route had
been a major factor in the decision. In September the club tried a further proposal that
attempted to minimize the difficulties. It offered to renovate the existing change rooms if the
council would replace the showers and lavatories, upgrade the playing area and ‘’in due
course’’ extend the playing area by filling in and reclaiming the ground over the drain. The club
would build a more modest club room, easily moved if it became necessary to evict. It would
cost each party about $50,000. The committee had by that time obtained quotes of $25.700
and $38,840 from two kit builders for two service modules each 10.8 metres by 3.8 metres to
be fitted out on Glen Iris Park. Each could be easily taken down and rebuilt elsewhere should
we have to. Dick Carter’s letter showed how desperate the club was becoming but it also
managed to convey to the council without rancor an unpalatable truth about its own
abrogation of responsibilities. He described the condition of the showers and toilets as
unsanitary and inadequate for the large numbers of the public using the park amenities at
weekends and other times. “Provision of the replacement facilities by council, as proposed by
us, would remedy the current problem,’’ he said. The reaction was swift. Malvern Council’s
advisory committee approved the plan within a month and forwarded it to the capital
expenditure committee but it warned the club that funds were limited. It gave the Quins hope
but there was still a long way to go. Malvern council was by this time preoccupied with plans
for a new road cutting through its territory and while our plan for Glen Iris Park ground its way
through committees and bureaucracy events overtook it. The Harlequins had put another iron
in the fire.
Through diligent research the committee discovered that the Waverley football club, that city’s
flagship VFA team based at Central Reserve, was losing support and had fallen into debt. It
owed its landlord, the City of Waverley, nearly $5000 and showed no signs that it could meet
demands to catch up on arrears. Furthermore the council was tightening its purse strings by
pressing the football club to remove the advertising around the perimeter of the oval left there
since the days long gone when their VFA matches had been televised. Plans for a new social
club were being developed that would link the football club with local athletic, cricket and
tennis clubs to present a $560,000 redevelopment project. It was looking at a 25-year loan
that would cost more than $75,000 a year to service from its club receipts. The plans showed
a two level building with dining room, function room, tavern bar, billiards room, gymnasium
and squash courts with underground car parking, A bit of local intelligence suggested that
some councilors were protecting the football club and the council was anxious that word of the
arrears should not leak out to the city’s ratepayers. It gave the Harlequins a tactical lever. The
committee let the council know that we were aware of the problem by applying to take over at
Central Reserve. Our first letter to Waverley on February 7 1983 said: “It has been suggested
to us by some of our members that council may be reviewing the allocation of the main playing
field, grandstand and club room facilities at Central Reserve. If this is so, then we believe that
that ground would be excellent for our purposes, and we would be grateful for the opportunity
to make a proposal for tenancy of that reserve.’’ The letter laid emphasis on the assistance
Waverley Council had given the junior club to establish itself at Columbia Reserve and on the
senior’s tenancy there since 1975. It offered to co-operate with other clubs using Central
Reserve to ensure a proper usage of the council’s investment in the area. And it dangled the
carrot. ‘’I would like to point out that the club is in a strong financial position and has cash
reserves of about $100,000 which we are prepared to direct to the development of club rooms
if a suitable location can be found and adequate arrangements can be made for a secure
tenure.’’
There was no reply and during April the premises committee created an impressive 12-page
submission that it sent to every member of the Waverley Council at home to make sure that it
was not delayed or diverted by the town hall bureaucracy. This submission set out the
Harlequins’ case in detail, telling Waverley Council everything it wanted to know about the
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Harlequin Club, its ambitions and its financial affairs. It said the club had $92,000 invested in
Australian Saving Bonds and from the interest it would pay $10,000 a year rental half yearly in
advance provided it was given suitable security of tenure.
There was no reply and during April the premises committee created an impressive 12-page
submission that it sent directly to the homes of every member of the Waverley Council to
make sure that it was not delayed or diverted by the bureaucracy. The submission set out the
Harlequins’ case in detail, telling Waverley Council about the Harlequin Club, its ambitions and
its financial affairs. It said the club had $92,000 invested in Australian Savings Bonds and from
the interest it would pay $10,000 a year rental half year in advance provided it was given
suitable security of tenure. It showed the club’s willingness to co-operate with others. “Our
proposal is also dependent upon our club being given responsibility, care and control of social
club facilities to be established at the reserve, which we would ensure would cater for all user
groups of the ground facilities and which would be widened to encompass local social and
service clubs such as Lions Club and Rotary Club. We envisage that dining room facilities would
be made available to all users of the complex.’’ Another passage of the submission spoke of
the intensive training of juniors that had nurtured one young Harlequin who had played with
the Australian under 17s team for the previous two years. “The club is conscious that to
remain as the leading rugby union club in Victoria it must constantly promote and encourage
junior participation in sport. The Harlequin Club is preparing itself to take on the new
challenges of the 80s on and off the field. We believe that by utilising the facilities at Central
Reserve our aims and objectives can be met.’’
It was a diplomatic approach and it received an equally diplomatic reply. The council would be
pleased to arrange a meeting but first it wanted the officers to report on the implications of the
future development of rugby within the city of Waverley. They wanted to prepare a policy
report that would require the club’s input. Central Reserve, however, was not on the table.
Instead the council would consider our letter “in the context of it being a proposal for specific
facilities but not in a specific location.’’
We, in turn, apologized by letter for our presumptuousness and a meeting was arranged. On
May 17 Carter, Gyles, Dundee, and D’Acre met with Councilor Don McIntosh, the Waverley
recreation officer and the parks superintendent. McIntosh who turned out to be a good friend
of the club suggested we might take over the near derelict Ashwood Reserve. Stan Gyles later
said: “It told us we had council on the run. At last an offer - so long as we withdrew out
interest in Central Park,’’ Carter and Gyles met secretly with McIntosh on site at the Ashwood
ground. Gyles said it was in a terrible state but they could see it had potential. They told the
council representatives; “Well, yes, maybe it might suit’’. They said the area needed a car
park, provision for a two-storey clubroom and, most importantly, three playing pitches. A lot of
work would be required but if this was promised they would lay off Central Park. McIntosh said
he “would see what he could do”.
The council’s finance, health and services committee met on May 24 and a row developed as
councilors with a strong leaning towards Australian Rules argued against the proposal. The
committee watered down an officers’ report recommending Ashwood Reserve and agreed in
principle that the club could establish a headquarters within the city but with no specific
mention of where. However, at the meeting of the full council of May 31 Councillor McIntosh
went into bat for the club and the original recommendation was reinstated. The way was clear
for detailed discussions. After six frustrating years The Harlequins Club had found itself a
home.
The pace quickened over the next few months. There were new plans to draw and costings to
be done. The council sought a mountain of new information from the club because it felt the
need to complete a recreation policy that would justify the Harlequin’s presence in Waverley.
How many social club members were we likely to have? What proportion of our players and
members resided in Waverley? What were the likely upper limits of player and member
numbers? Did we plan to play or train at night? What was the standard of our competition?
What were the likely spectator numbers? What was the frequency of games? What alterations
were needed to the surface, the shape of the playing fields and fencing? What were the likely
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hours and times of use of the social club and the estimated attendance? What vehicle access
did we need and how many car parking spaces? It took us until November to gather our
thoughts and complete the information required. The Club suggested a three stage
development that would allow us to occupy two pitches and the existing pavilion the following
season, progressively build social rooms and add training lights to the Number two pitch from
1984 then work on a third ground as soon as possible. It was originally envisaged that the club
should occupy the northern end of the reserve bordering High Street where there were two
hockey pitches and an old pavilion backing on to Gardiners Creek. Traffic would enter from
Winbirra Parade with a paved car park between the two pitches and another along the creek
beside the pavilion. Across an open drain that would need filling there was space to create a
third pitch. The clubhouse would be built beside the pavilion overlooking the main pitch in the
middle of the three.
Our hopes of occupying the reserve and playing there in 1984 proved hopelessly optimistic.
Gyles, who had relinquished a two-year presidency and resumed as premises committee
chairman, said later that he directed all his energy that year into the project. It required hours
of negotiation with the council for the committee and our architect, Ray White. Everything
slowed to a snail’s pace while Waverley completed and adopted its recreation policy. It was
decided during this time that south western end of Ashwood Reserve near Warrigal Road was
better suited to our needs. The entrance in Power Avenue would lead to a car park at the
western end of the No 1 pitch and to clubrooms on the southern boundary across the playing
field from Gardiners Creek. It allowed us to use another change room pavilion on the reserve
outside what would be the No 2 ground.
It was not until May 1985 that Ray White was able to present sketch plans of the ground
layout, showing the position of the new club house and an interior layout that was similar to
the eventual design but with the bar and store-room sited beside the entrance where a large
open fireplace now stands. The council once again consented in principal to the club building
its headquarters opposite a new full-size rugby pitch.
The major problem that year was the exact location of the clubhouse. It was originally
positioned too close the boundary of local residents. It was agreed instead to build beneath the
overhead power lines. It contravened SEC regulations but after a long round of negotiations it
was agreed, that with excavation work, we could build inside the easement. The plans were
revised several times until the club was able to lodge an agreed application for a building
permit to the town planning authorities on October 15, 1985. Allowing six months for possible
appeals the Harlequins expected to call tenders in time to begin building after July 1986. In
the period up to this the council would lay out the pitches with drainage and a sprinkler
system, cover and allow the playing surface to stabilize and grow. Work would also start on the
car park. When the club met in November 1985 for its annual meeting the committee reported
that the council had bought top quality soil and the playing surface would be of the highest
possible standard. Club captain Charlie Grieve reported that he had seen the ground turned.
“Honestly, I have seen it with my own eyes.’’
With more than a hint of excitement the 1985 annual report said the time had come to
consider funding arrangements. The clubhouse special purposes and club premises funds had
between them amassed $136,000 but it was clear this would not be enough.
It was suggested a number of sub committees be formed to undertake specific tasks. The call
then went out to all members: “If you want your clubrooms available on time then make
yourself available to contribute.” The opening of a new season in April 1996 was also the
beginning of 19 months of intense activity within the club to get the ground ready and the
clubhouse built. The committee began meeting three times a month and with our architect Ray
White they held several more meetings with the City of Waverley. A new nine member subcommittee was formed and began their tasks. Stan Shaw took over fundraising; Jim Blackie,
interior design; Andy Corp, bar installation; Roy Capener, cabinet making; David Bray, donor
acquisition; Peter Bolton, memorabilia, Charlie Grieve, club liaison; Mark Allan, security and
Mark Baxter, training lights. They reported to the premises chairman Stan Gyles.
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The fundraising and donor acquisition teams went straight into action and scored an early coup
that gave everyone high hopes for the future. Bond Brewing, in those pre stock market crash
days was a growing force in the beverage industry and it donated $3000 cash, a double door
refrigerator for the bar and offered its expertise on the building of the new bar and cool room.
For good measure it threw in promotional items that the club raffled. In this clubroom we were
assured of a bar that would be a great centerpiece, professionally equipped and fitted out and
there would be none of the leaking barrels and beer sodden floors we had experienced at
Harlequin Park.
The Harlequin Knights plan was devised so members who, through business or social contacts
were able to raise large donations in cash or kind from outside the club, would be especially
recognized with a title and life-long membership. There were weekly raffles as well as a major
prize raffle that raised $4000. We received an anonymous $1000 donation while the social
graders donated $150 apiece for engraved bricks to be displayed beside the new clubhouse
fireplace. As well, club members guaranteed borrowings from the ANZ Bank to the level of
$99,000.The estimated cost of the project stood at $260,000 and through these efforts the
club ended the 1986 financial year with $165,000. With further promises they were still
$80,000 short of the target.
If there was ever a red letter day in the recent history of the Harlequin Rugby Club then it
must have been Thursday August 28. That evening 83 club members gathered at the
Riverside Hotel for a special extraordinary meeting that unanimously approved a series of
motions indicating full support for the Ashwood project and releasing funds.
Twelve days later on Tuesday September 9 the Waverley Council met and passed its own
unanimous resolution; "Council approve the working drawing of the proposed clubrooms for
the Harlequin Rugby Club at Ashwood reserve and that the club be advised that they may call
tenders for the project and proceed with its construction.’’ Then on October 21 the council
passed yet another historic resolution: ''That council notes that the tender received by the
Harlequin Rugby Club of $199,000 submitted by Noble Constructions, and allows access to and
site establishment on Ashwood Reserve for construction purposes in accordance with the
previously approved drawings”. Three historic decisions ended a search that had begun as a
dream in February 1977.
The Harlequin Club took possession of the Ashwood Reserve site on November 3 1986. It took
three days to establish the site, excavate, lay drains and prepare for the slab. On November 14
construction began with completion of the building set for the following June.
At the annual meting that December there was an air of well-being and anticipation. It was
surely the dawning of a new era. The dream was turning into a reality but the membership was
told much more work and more fund raising lay ahead of them.
Mike Plumbridge said in his President’s report:
The club is indebted to the team that brought this project to construction stage. Schemes of
this magnitude in conjunction with civic organisations require intense patience, tolerance, care
and dedication to bring to fruition. The team headed by Stan Gyles has done just that.
Particularly. too we congratulate our architect Ray White and engineer Mark Allen. The building
is under way and we all have a chance from now to physically as well as financially help the
project along.
The New Year was always going to be busy but few could guess how busy. The task was
daunting, far more than just the erection of a brick building. It would have to be fitted out and
decorated and secured from vandals. Materials for the interior design would have to be
selected and approved, furniture and furnishings acquired and stored. Memorabilia would have
to be gathered, organised and prepared for display. There were retaining walls that would need
building and landscaping and there was an urgent need for training lights, not to mention more
money. The club would need volunteers who could provide skills and muscle. Meanwhile there
was a season of rugby to be played. And there was a deadline. The Harlequin Club committed
itself to have the whole project completed in time to hold the annual dinner in its new
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headquarters on November 13, exactly one year from the start of construction. The sub
committee members had their tasks to bring in on time and the premises committee had to
see that all the pieces fitted together. Gyles was a tough taskmaster and while nobody
dreamed that it would come together without dramas none could anticipate how many crises
would beset them.
By February difficulties on several fronts were beginning to surface. Mark Baxter was wrestling
with a problem over the training lights for the second pitch. A quote for $16,300 meant the
club would have to tailor its ambitions. They would have just two 15-meter light poles at a cost
of $8580 and put plans for two additional lights on hold.
Through a communication breakdown between the council and the contractor the soil from the
excavation had been dumped on the hockey pitch instead of on the second pitch. The council
did not have the money to rectify it so the second pitch for one season at least would not be
long enough for senior rugby. The quote for a crib-lock system retaining wall around a power
pole beside the clubhouse was too high and it was clear that the retaining wall at the back of
the building using railway sleepers and bolts would be a bigger task than first imagined. The
building contract stipulated how these jobs had to be dovetailed into the contractor’s
timetable. It was soon obvious the sleeper wall would require many working bees involving
every able-bodied club member. Security too was not going as smoothly as it should. The sub
committee was not happy with the first proposals for a grille style system and sought to look
at alternatives using roller doors or shutters. The professional fees for architectural services
were blowing out to more than $22,000 despite donations given by the professionals in the
form of remissions of fees and other assurances by providers that fees would be kept to a
minimum.
The committee was also growing anxious over the building program and delays in getting the
slab laid. Then the project was hit by a real tragedy. A sub contractor was electrocuted when a
steel pile he was lifting into place touched a live power cable overhead that should have been
turned off. It held up the project for seven weeks while the Department of Labor and Industry
and the State Electricity Commission conducted investigations and the building union on site
imposed a black ban against the contractor in support of compensation for the dead man’s
family. Then a dispute involving the entire building industry cut across a resolution of the
situation, creating further delays and forcing the club to reschedule the entire job.
When the committee met in early April 1987 the project was at a standstill but the new rugby
season opened with the Harlequins playing their first games on their own pitch in their new
ground. Nature, at least, had been kind that autumn and the grass thickened putting to rest
concerns that it would be too early and play would damage the council’s good work. Our
players said it was like playing on a golf course. During the April meeting the committee took
what was possibly one of its most important decisions. Andy Corp, mindful of the many
problems that had beset him as ground manager at Harlequin Park all those years before,
tabled a well-researched report urging as paramount the installation of a cool room in the bar
area. It would serve as an all-purpose food and drinks store room but he considered it was
vital for the protection of barreled beer. If the club wanted its beer to be as good as pub beer
and not become degraded and stale it was vital to keep it stored at between seven and 10
degrees Celsius.
“Ask yourself how many barrel functions have you been to where the beer was below quality?
How many people think they know all about it, but cannot make it pour right? Cellar keeping is
an art, a science, if you like. Outlets are judged by their quality,’’ his report concluded. There
was no argument. His recommendations were adopted unanimously. They would build a cool
room and members, where possible, would go on courses run by the breweries. Schweppes,
the drink manufacturer had donated $5000 plus 3 post-mix soft drink dispensers for the bar
and kiosk. Cellar equipment, a glass washer and a sophisticated refrigeration system were put
on order. But once again it would not be all plain sailing. Bond Brewing, who had done much to
help establish the bar project, was heading into difficulties and withdrew from sponsoring
ventures such as ours. We could turn only to Carlton and United Breweries for technical and
possible financial assistance. There would also be further difficulties over licensing that would
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impact on how the bar was supplied until the club struck a deal with the Matthew Flinders
Hotel.
Interior design and decoration, at least, appeared to be coming along well. Jim Blackie’s
recommendations for a color scheme, predominantly of rose ash to match the charcoal and
autumn red brickwork, was readily accepted. He had presented a report meticulous in detail
and tailored to a $5000 budget. He had paid particular attention to the design and
construction of the bar and its security shutters. A frame of square section steel supporting the
actual bar, an overhead gantry suspended from stramit beams, a plain bulkhead with the
honor boards over the gantry; a small bar as professional as any you would find anywhere; a
bar that 15 years on has stood the test of time.
Meanwhile Peter Bolton, former first grade forward and the Harlequin’s most capped state
player, and his father Ron, the club’s original historian, put together an inventory of
memorabilia; hand painted presentation plaques, honor boards, photographs, international
jerseys, ties and many other bits and pieces. They snared the ‘Grand Slam’ jersey that had
belonged to Wallabies skipper Mick Farr-Jones and initiated a hunt for premiership photos
between 1981 and 1986. The pair began working on a plan to show how and where everything
would be displayed while also working with Roy Capener on the design, size and location of
display cabinets.
Towards the end of April the building workers lifted their bans and the job was once again
underway and the steel superstructure began to take shape. Work also started on the training
lights now that the SEC had given its approval to the siting of poles.
By May a clubhouse bulletin was distributed to the members. It was as much a call to arms
from Stan Gyles as a comprehensive report on progress so far. It carried an amazing,
seemingly endless list of materials, furnishings, equipment, cutlery, crockery and other bits
and pieces that were needed. It put out a call for specialized labor in the form of tilers,
carpenters, plumbers electricians, painters, builders and sign writers and asked who was going
to volunteer their services or the services of their employees. It told members there were 300
railway sleepers that would have to be put in place and bolted together. There was landscaping
to be done, internal and external painting, tiling, carpet laying, joinery, plumbing and many
more fitting and fixing jobs for all. It showed also a funding shortfall of $112,000 and with
only $80,000 promised there was a $32,000 hole in the budget. “It is essential that the
construction of your clubrooms becomes part of your daily involvement with the club and a
responsibility of being a member,’’ the bulletin said. In June, three working bees later the
retaining wall was progressing but the club was 180 sleepers short and finding it impossible to
source them. It obtained its original supply at $1.50 each but it was now looking at paying
more commercial rates of $6.75 a sleeper. With bolts, fill and screenings the club was looking
at an additional cost of $2000. It would need one big effort to get the retaining walls finished
so the call went out to each sector of the club to turn up at a series of morning and afternoon
working bees on the weekend of July 18 and 19.
Security was also proving difficult and costly. Without screens there would be no insurance and
it would be unsafe to install expensive bar and refrigeration equipment without either. The
quotes from five different security screen systems of varying quality ranged from $8000 to
$14,000. Either the project would have to be delayed or the club faced a serious budget overrun. The committee ruled that this had to be the No 1 priority and asked everyone for ideas.
The contractor was working to schedule. The brickwork was completed. The roof was on,
fascias, skylights, windows and internal doors were all fitted and the framework for the bar
was in place by mid August. The time had arrived to begin the fit-out and once again club
members were called in to do their bit, this time as painters, joiners, door hangers, cleaners
and general dogs’ bodies. The committee had meticulously planned out every detail. There was
a checklist with 65 items on it and most of them had to be carried out by volunteer labor. The
electricity was on so it was possible to work at night as well as weekends, as many did during
the following weeks. The bar was brought in from Jim Blackie’s factory and fitted on to its
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sturdy frame. Roy Capener brought in a collection of cabinets, kitchen units and shelves, some
new, some refurbished for the kiosk as well as a vanity for the ladies toilet.
Everything appeared set for the builder to complete his job on August 28 but security still
remained the greatest bugbear. The committee had settled on roller doors but the first
contractor they employed returned the deposit saying he could not do the job. The urgency of
the situation forced the club to meet the second best quote at $10,200 and to get the order
placed and executed as quickly as possible. But he too walked away from the job and the
price escalated to $12,000.
Cash flow was getting ever tighter so Gyles adopted Jim Blackie’s proposal to sell 125 bricks to
members at $100 apiece. Each would be marked with an engraved bronze plaque the size of a
matchbox and mounted at eye level around the fireplace. After the engraving cost this would
raise $11,750. Four members with links to specific sections of the clubs were delegated to sell
the bricks to the membership. A revised budget in September showed that the likely cost of
completion at $75,970, an increase of $12,760 on the previous budget in December 1986.
However the brick scheme was working well with $5000 already promised.
Peter Bolton had completed a detailed report on the memorabilia displays and honor boards at
a cost of $3620. Ever resourceful he had also put together his own fund raising project, a wine
bottling that would bring in $4000 and a casino night that he said could raise another $3000 to
$4000. He proposed to divide the excess between the building fund, further expenses on
memorabilia, the purchase of TV and video equipment and the cost of putting players on the
field. He was ready to start decorating the clubroom as soon as he could occupy it.
The response to Bray’s long list of items needed to furnish the place had been disappointing so
club secretary Tony James and Roy Capener headed off to an auction and put up their hands
for $1200 worth of tables, trestles, beer glasses and trays. But there remained a big need for
more tables, chairs and other items if the club was to avoid large scale hiring at the November
dinner. August 28 rolled around and the builder brought the job to completion on time. For the
members it was yet another signal that the clock was ticking and they would have to lift their
pace. Volunteers continued to turn up for working bees as painters, cabinetmakers and
laborers. After finishing the retaining walls the club muscle went to work on the terraces and
interior painting. The Waverley council quibbled over the use of second hand sleepers on the
retaining walls and insisted that the club demonstrate its safety before occupation of the
pavilion. It was a time for diplomacy but the outcome was good for the Harlequins. The council
set aside $6000 to finish off all landscaping, drainage and finishings around the clubroom
including a handrail. It promised to fence the car park with pine logs and make good the
approach way between car park and clubroom. It also agreed to a further $5000 to extend the
No 2 pitch to full size the following autumn.
By October all was set for the big push to complete the job. The troublesome security screens
were set in place, an internal security system was installed and work began on the final
installations in the bar, the cool room, the kiosk. The floors and walls around the wet areas
were tiled, the carpets were laid and the landscaping was finished.
Finally on Wednesday November 11 1987 the club was ready to present its work to Waverley’s
health, building and engineering representatives. Apart from a few minor jobs that were easily
and quickly fixed the project passed with flying colours.
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Two evenings later, on Friday November 13, as the sun set over the wetlands and bird
sanctuary that was once Glen Iris Park, more than 120 Harlequins arrived at Ashwood Reserve
for the annual dinner at the Don Strang Pavilion, so named in memory of a long standing
Harlequin. Don Strang had been a life member and a successful businessman in the
stevedoring industry and his children offered a five-figure donation to establish a memorial. It
enabled the committee to open the premises clear of all debt. It was indeed a big night for the
Harlequin Rugby Club.
Later that month in the 1987 annual report Stan Gyles wrote:
An integral part of the club's future, on and off the field, is now in place. A new era begins.
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He paid tribute to the premises committee and the sub committee who had addressed many
complex and arduous tasks and all those members who had devoted their time, services,
labour and skills to ensure the finished job was of such high quality.
No one did more than any other. All contributed equally.
They had worked at night and weekends during annual leave, some even taking holidays to
complete tasks on time. He concluded:
Our clubrooms are no longer a dream. They are in place for all to use. When we gather as
Harlequins let’s all foster the club spirit and camaraderie that is built up on and off the field.
These clubrooms must be the nexus from which all aspirations are born and put into practice.
Let’s also remember that in the Harlequin Club the main purpose is the playing and winning of
rugby union football. Gentlemen, I give you - the Harlequins.
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The Transition Years (1980 to 1989)

The ‘70s had been an enormously successful and fulfilling decade for the club. It had won a
First Grade Premiership, numerous sevens tournaments as well as many in the other grades.
It had grown and developed itself into a proud, well-known club and part of the fabric of the
rugby community in Victoria. The celebration of the Golden Jubilee in 1979 had capped a
wonderful period for its members. Yet the new decade started with another sad event for the
club.
Nick Driver died on 20th January. Nick had been a member since the 1960s and had played in
all grades before becoming an institution in the front row of the 4ths. He was a serving
member of the committee at his death, and his short illness and quick passing shocked all
concerned. A friendly, very funny and unpretentious man he left his wife, Dot, and two young
children, Kate and Jamie.
Nick’s example and service to the club was honoured later that year with the establishment of
the Nick Driver Award for the Harlequin of the Year. A worthy inaugural winner being David
Learmonth, a fine club and State hooker for many years and great worker with his wife Anne
for all things Harlequin.
What was to come in the ‘80s was a transition from the “family” atmosphere of those years to
a greater sophistication and possibly a less personable character. Where parties at various
members’ houses and drinks after the games at the favourite pub were all the go in the
previous years, by the end of the ‘80s the premises at Ashwood were seen by some as the
“new master”. Some thought that the ethos of the original Harlequins was possibly lost with
that move.
The words of our President for 1980, Dick Carter, in his message for the February newsletter
read:
The miracle of rebirth is about to occur. Harlequins who were thoroughly jaded and exhausted
at the end of September (1979) by a gruelling but successful season are emerging from
summer hibernation eager and enthusiastic to start the new round of football in 1980.
It was indeed prophetic because, as muted above, the greatest change occurred at Harlequins
the 1980s. The decade saw us move towards and achieve our new home at Ashwood,
described in some detail in the previous chapter. It also saw us establish towards the end of
the decade a standard of success both on and off the field that would be carried into those new
clubrooms.
The management of the club for the new decade in 1980 was:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President
Secretary
Treasurer
Chairman, Social
Chairman, Grounds
Captain of the Club
Chairman, Juniors
Representing Juniors
General Committee

Dick Carter
Rod Abbott
Brian MacDonald
John Stephens
Vacant
Jim Blackie
Jim Page
John Taylor
John Babister
Mark Baxter
Trevor Beer
Stan Gyles

•

Membership
Life Members
11
◦
Ordinary Members
174
◦
Total Membership
185
◦
Reading today it is hard to imagine the relative cheapness of playing rugby some 20+ years
ago. Club subscription in 1980 was $25.00 with only $10.00 being levied on Under 20s, full
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time students as well as country and interstate members. Unfortunately many still found it
beyond their means or persuasion to come up with even that modest amount. Things haven’t
changed much over the years!
Under Dick Carter the club was vital and progressive with plans to re-establish the Ladies
Auxiliary and another New Zealand end of season trip. The former was achieved and is still an
integral part of the club but the latter never came to fruition. Another initiative was a
progressive history of the club to be published in part series in that year’s Newsletters. This
task was undertaken by that great stalwart and servant to the club, C.A. (Tony) James.
The hallowed (and sometimes smelly) grounds at Glen Iris Park were still the scene of Tuesday
and Thursday evenings training sessions. The High Street hill was also getting its fair share of
work-outs. Columbia Reserve in Glen Waverley was the home ground for the first, second and
third teams’ Saturday games with Glen Iris hosting the fourth team’s and Colts’ fixtures. The
API Rooms off High Street were the focal point of post-training drinks in place of the Malvern
Vale pub.
The first team’s opening match, under coach David Bray, was against the “old enemy”
Melbourne at Olympic Park No. 2 and that ended in a dour 9 points to 9 draw. Our only try
being scored by Bruce McGuire, that fine (albeit wonderfully laid back) No. 8 from Queensland.
The diminutive Welshman, Ian Williams, started his prolific goal-kicking tally for the year and
Seti Vailahi (later Seti Kita), who had only just started training for the season, was still in the
second team. The second team won with Seti scoring a hat-trick of tries as well as kicking 2
goals. Needless to say the third team back row was spearheaded by Jim, “I’m never offside
just very quick” Blackie, and they also came home with the bacon for a successful opening
round. As usual during that era after Olympic Park (2) games the Riverside Inn rafters were
again rattled with the customary rendition of the club song.
The colts were successful in the Round Robin Competition held during May that year going
through unbeaten for five games before meeting Melbourne in the Final and winning 32 points
to 0. All in all, the season looked like it was going to be a good one.
In the junior ranks the hard work of the many, notably Jim Page, the Crightons and Brookers,
as well as John Ross, paid off with a great representation in the State Under 12’s, 14’s and
16’s sides that went to Sydney. Under 12 representative Phillip Brooker was named Player of
the Series in his Division.
The Under 18’s State side also went to Sydney with a good representation of Harlequins,
including Mark Sawyer (later a 100 Game Veteran for the first team), Ray Thomas and Brett
Godfrey amongst others. The Brooker ‘s house once again being used to host a Fund Raising
Function.
The June Edition of the Newsletter carried the following:

Stolen
1965 Holden – Blue with White Roof. Registration Number
seen, contact Andy Corp.

JJD 027. Keep an eye out and if

Andy still misses that Holden - and we are still looking for it.
Our brave Veterans started planning a Tour to USA and Canada to take place in 1981. They
organised a theatre night at Evita” with Mike Power taking names. (Please rush as there are
still some tickets left at $15.00 each) Stan Gyles was calling for any members with the words
to ditties, poems and songs to help him put together a “Rugby Handbook of Songs”. The book
turned out to be a great success with touring sides and new members. Stan also was the Sun
News Pictorial Newspaper’s Rugby Correspondent and covered all the games with his renowned
unbiased view especially when Harlequins were playing the match of the day.
Harlequins were well represented in the Victorian Rugby Union with Colin Rowlinson as
President, Keith Jones and John Penwill on the Investigations Committee and Richard Godfrey
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as Treasurer of the Junior Union. On the field the VRU hosted the All Blacks with the Club
contributing the 2nd Row with John Hepworth and Charlie Grieve. For the record the Victorians
went down 45 points to 6, an honourable effort against a team that was to lose only three
games in Australia during that tour. Unfortunately for them the last one was the series decider
in Sydney, 10 points to 26. One of the highlights of that Victorian game was the effort of the
home pack who gave no ground to the “Blacks” and, in fact, had them “back-peddling” in more
than one of the set pieces.
In final wash-up of the club’s season the first team was beaten in the first semi-final by Box
Hill 11 points to 16 and ended their season there. The second team went on to win their grand
final 7 points to 3 against Melbourne. It was a true reflection of the dedication and effort put
in by the players all year as well as justification of Hughie Fergus’ coaching and leadership
qualities. The Colts lost 6 points to 9 to University. The third team finished out of the finalists
and the fourth team (Specials) also did not figure in the silverware. Special mention should be
made of the Under 18’s who played with great heart all year to lose to in the preliminary final
to Box Hill 13 points to 16. Harlequins won the Club Championship for the second consecutive
season, this time by 43 points a good reflection of the season.
Between rugby seasons the cricket team enjoyed a successful 1980/81 season. The only blot
in six matches was the loss, by 8 runs, to Scottish Amicable in the last game. This, despite
Andy Fisher rushing back from a pre-season rugby trial match to take six wickets and score 44
runs. Another great contributor on the field was Colin Jackson (not the Welsh twice 110
metres hurdles World Champion!) who enjoyed batting practice with Harlequins while playing
for District side Prahran on Saturdays. John Stephens did a fine job organising the team that
summer.
The Christmas Party at Randy and Rosie Cresswell’s elegant Hawthorne home saw the year out
with many a fine Australian “red” helping plans being made for an even better one to come.
Dick Carter again took up the mantle as President with many of the previous year’s committee
back for more. The juniors had a new Chairman in Jeremy Courtenay, a member of the 1975
Premiers, with Mike Power Secretary and Heather Carter, wife of the club President, Treasurer.
Jim Crighton was still occupying an important role as Registrar.
Training resumed at Glen Iris Park early in 1981 even though matches (colts and fourth team
excepted) were to be played at Columbia Reserve in Glen Waverley that year. A very welcome
sight pre-season was a five-eighth in the form of Ian Dunn, who later played for the All Blacks
and was over enjoying some Australian hospitality (while the air created by the Springboks NZ
tour cleared in his particular neighbourhood). Ian was to play exceptionally well for the club as
well as for Victoria.
The mythology of Glen Iris was still being created despite relatively few competition matches
being played there. Who of those there could ever forget Jack Cron chasing after some poor
miscreant on a trail bike who blundered onto Sunday morning finals’ training. Jack, with ball in
hand, ran away from the pack, as only wingers do, and entertained the rest of us berating this
poor youth, whose bike had stalled in his panic. It was made completely unambiguous to this
stranger to our training that he was to never again tarnish this rugby ground with his
presence. Jack punctuated his tirade with a well-aimed rugby ball. Training somehow lost its
focus after that, and drinks were taken. Jack Cron was another of those oddballs for whom the
club was so attractive and vice versa. Jack joined the club in the early 70’s and maintained to
this day a relationship despite living for 90% of that time outside Melbourne. On his irregular
visits to the club he would corral some old mates and talk rugby until the mates collapsed with
fatigue! Jack has worked in Australia, New Zealand, Europe and the US, has never bought a
dwelling and insists all his worldly possessions should fit in one suitcase.
The Malvern Council continued to offer some support but also found itself in the “Freeway
limbo”. The requested upgrade to the frugal training lights was not forthcoming so the club
bought/acquired some floodlights and these were installed by one of our N.Z. West Coasters,
John Wallace. It should be noted that the club in the ’80s and afterwards was to be very well
served by a succession of West Coasters both on and off the field.
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Storm damage to the rooms at Columbia Reserve also caused some consternation to the
Treasurer, that financially dour, yet socially most amenable Scotsman, Brian MacDonald.
Luckily the Harlequin faithful relieved Brian’s blood pressure contributing to a healthy postmatch beer sales profit after games shared between various grounds.
The social scene was somewhat disjointed but managed to coordinate functions put on by the
seniors, juniors vets etc. One memorable function was the Jim Moody organized Hangi held at
John Hepworth’s place. However the transition from the traditional Harlequin social scene
revolving around various members’ homes to external venues was beginning. Thank goodness
the Ladies Auxiliary was there to show stability and they organised some great events, such as
the Dutch Auction, “Bangers and Mash” and Rock and Roll Nights. With the men playing at so
many different locations it seemed only the ladies were able to get things done socially.
The API Rooms in Glen Iris once again were the focal point for the post-training de-briefing
sessions, involving beer and sometimes food, which Gerry Considine and Jim Lamb took care
of very capably.
The rugby that year was highlighted by a first team appearance in the grand final, the first for
5 years, only to disappoint with a 6 points to 17 loss to Moorabbin. The previous game that
got them there was a thriller against Box Hill, incidentally their 13th consecutive win for the
team that season.
The second team, still under Hughie Fergus again came home with the silverware. The odd
lapse during the season was easily forgotten when, for the second year in a row, Power House
lost to Harlequins in the final. Hughie was an extremely popular man around the Club
involving himself in everything to do with rugby. His contribution was rewarded with the
second Nick Driver Award (Harlequin of the Year). He also introduced his son Greg to the
juniors where he played some good rugby. Later Greg was to coach Melbourne to a first grade
premiership in 2003.
The third team, under John Sunde, finished equal first but lost the minor premiership on
percentage. Their finals form was disappointing losing consecutive matches to bow out of the
competition. They did, however, win the Plate final in the V.R.U. seven-a-side tournament, so
all in all they had a good season.
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The fourth team (Social) kept everyone guessing right up until the very last home and away
game where everything was on the line against Box Hill. The game ended in a 6-all draw and
that gave Harlequins a 3 % points advantage over the second placed team – you guessed it,
Box Hill! In that grade there were no finals and, needless to say, the fourth team were “Kings
of the Town” that Saturday night, although some team members had forgotten how to
celebrate-it had been such a long time.
Andy Corp’s colts was a team chock full of talent that season and proved very successful with
only 2 losses during the normal rounds. The finals unfortunately proved a stumbling block and
they went down to University in that all-important last game of the season. Captained by Nick
Shepherd, the team was a fine cohesive unit and produced Brett Godfrey (now Chief Executive
Officer of Virgin Blue) and Miles Prince for the State Under 18’s with Mark Sawyer and Nick
gaining a place in the State Under 21’s. Nick went on to be rewarded with an Australian Under
21’s trial that year.
All in all, the season was very successful for the club but, unfortunately, what is now
remembered is that loss by the first team in the final game.
On a brighter note the State team hosted the Five Nations Champions, France, and produced a
heart-stopper, leading the tourists until, with 10 minutes to go, a Serge Blanco try and the
subsequent conversion, snuffed out any chance of an upset win. Ian Dunn, Jim Moody and
Charlie Grieve were the Harlequin representatives on the night that produced arguably some of
the best rugby seen in Victoria for many years.
The juniors enjoyed a season of great achievement under the chairmanship of firstly, Bruce
Norton and then Alan Low. Fielding a full complement of teams from Under 8’s to Under 18’s
and, refreshingly having great support from the senior players as coaches, they proved the
making of some great future players. Coaches such as Brett and Mark Godfrey, Neil Carter,
John Wiseman, Mark (Carrots) Thornton, Rob Penerata, Alan Low and Bruce Norton made the
juniors a formidable force in Victorian rugby. Many of that year’s crop pulled on the State
jersey, with Alan Fraser excelling and being selected for the Australian Under 16’s team. The
relationship between the junior and senior sections of the club was excellent and was reflected
in the seamless movement of players from junior to senior ranks. Happy memories, with much
more of the same to come.
The veterans made their tour to the USA and Canada playing seven matches and winning four
of them. There were some “ring-ins” involved in order to achieve this but that seemed to be
the norm in veterans’ rugby, at that time still in its infancy.
A planned end-of-season Jersey Match tour by Hobart Harlequins was cancelled, so a tour to
Canberra brought the season to its end with 19 players traveling. We lost to Eastern Suburbs
8 point to 18 but the clubs and licensed premises of the capital were given a hard work out
and, despite all tourists being of exemplary behaviour, another chapter in the club’s unwritten
book of touring stories was completed. (Chatham House rules apply to all tours, so only those
who toured know the true stories)
An incoming tour from the St. Paul’s Collegiate School, Hamilton, New Zealand was hosted by
the Colts.
The Cricketers had another successful season and won back “The Bat” from Scottish Amicable,
the old rivals. A blend of new blood and unorthodox but effective batting won the day. The
Fawkner Park wicket was rock hard much to the enjoyment of the “quickies”, but the legions of
budding “Bruce Yardley” spinners were unable to display their true qualities. While batting,
power hitting accounted for two bats that disintegrated on the same day – one way to get
some new kit!
There were many whose generosity and hospitality that year must be acknowledged. The Rizio
Brothers, for those nights at the Riverside Inn, and Jimmy in particular for his support in
straightening out member’s cars (and there were a few of those) at Boulevard Motors in
Richmond. The Hepworths, Wilsons, Brays and Brookers for the use of their houses for various
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functions. And who could forget that Wine Bottling at Brian MacDonald’s? It was on a hot day
with the first dozen whites into the freezer to be enjoyed with a late lunch.
Dick Carter stepped down from the Presidency due to work commitments at BHP and the reins
were taken up by Stan Gyles. Dick’s significant contribution to the club as a player and official
continued, with his taking on the Chair of Premises at a critical time for the club.
In the juniors section Richard D’Acre and Roy Capener joined the committee that they led with
distinction for many years.
The Gods of rugby continued to be undecided about Harlequins. On the one hand the Club had
the best juniors organisation, some of the most talented senior players, and administrators
and managers to burn. But, on the other hand, we were putting the playing seasons together
the same way the jerseys were made – in a patchwork. The 1982 season was no exception.
The finals disappointments continued. The first team after a mid-season slump finished third
on the ladder. It accounted for Kiwis and Box Hill in the lead up to the grade final only to be
overpowered by Moorabbin for the second consecutive year. A heavy commitment to the State
representative program compounded the team’s problems. Ken Smart, Jim Moodie, Geoff
Wilson, Rod (Wombles) Morton, John Cox, Charlie Grieve and Graham Rolls (ABC Victorian
Rugby Player of the Year) all represented Victoria that year. Even though these players usually
ran with the team after State training on weeknights there was enormous strain on the
cohesiveness of the unit and the continuity of its rugby. This also disrupted the second team,
which was defeated in the preliminary final, also by Moorabbin.
A star was born in the ranks of the third team in the form of fledgling coach Alan Campbell, an
ex-Rhodesian representative and a talented player on the wing and side of the scrum. Alan
was silly enough to pull on the boots a half dozen or so times during the season (2 tries, 6
conversions and 2 penalty goals for 26 points). It was the start of an unprecedented and very
successful coaching career for the man known as “Biltong”. Alan served the club as a coach
(and “cameo” player) for two decades. His passion for strong and creative rugby brought
many a trophy back to the clubhouse and back there you had to stay with Alan at the bar to
properly celebrate the victory - few had the constitution to do so. On the playing side the third
team went down 8 points to 10 in the first semi-final to Combined Services (Portsea). For away
games to Portsea and Puckpunyal David Learmonth drove the bus, which made for some
interesting trips home, and continued the long established Harlequin tradition of enjoying the
hospitality of the Services.
We started off the season with what we thought were enough players to field a fourth team
and Allan Low took up the dubious honour of coach, manager AND organiser. We lost some
players along the way and the team finished on the bottom of the table. They, more often
than not, took on the top sides with only 11 players and were unlucky to lose on a couple of
occasions. As is Allan’s character he never shirked the extra duties but his end of year report
displayed another of his qualities – that of straightforwardness.
Regrettably no points statistics were recorded for the season. No apologies are offered. It
was enough for one individual to chase up players week by week, select teams within seconds
of taking the field, keep an eye on playing jerseys and on occasions, hobble onto the playing
field.
Those were the thoughts of yet another player venturing into the coaching and administration
minefield that was Victorian club rugby 1980’s style. Allan went on to bigger and better
coaching positions, the Committee and eventually President. Now residing in Christchurch,
Alan is a Life Member.
Our social side, ably led by Jim Glencross and Mike Sizer, had a more subdued season this year
with a 9 to 8 win/loss statistic. It was noted that they social aspect in their competition was
improving and it was hoped that the VRU would introduce a minimum age limit in that grade.
Too often players too lazy to play “grade” but too young to be “socialites” were playing in the
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competition, resulting in some imbalance and subsequent injuries to the less young of the
breed.

Colts, as was often the case in those years, saved the day. A very well drilled and dedicated
crew ran out 5 try winners against Croydon in the grand final. They also clinched the minor
premiership. Coach Ted Fritz, an unassuming and popular American, who some years earlier,
had been persuaded to put on his boots for the fourth team, and captain Miles Prince were
blessed with some elegant backs and hard running forwards, many of whom went on to much
higher honours. They were a pleasure to watch as long as you weren’t on the receiving end.
The juniors fielded teams in all age groups from Under 8’s to Under 18’s and it was pleasing to
once again have a number of senior players coaching the juniors. The 8’s and 14’s were
premiers and 12’s and 18’s runners-up. In the seven-a-side competition the Under 11’s and
13’s won and the Under 15’s were runners-up. The “usual suspects” were still working hard
behind the scenes. Seasons like those produced a fine crop of future senior players. Alan
Frazer again impressed the National Selector and toured New Zealand with the Under 17 side.
Unfortunately he sustained an injury there that kept him sidelined for much of the season.
During the summer months the cricketers continued to stand for hours under the hot sun,
which seemed to entertain them, and the “off-season” activities gave the club a good focal
point and a not very good excuse to have a couple of beers. As usual they acquitted
themselves very well as their Annual Report attests;
The season proved to be a most successful one. The Club was undefeated through its fivematch season: some victories were close, especially that against the arch rivals Melbourne
R.U.F.C. and the Scottich Amicable F.S. Success has its burdens and that of captain Shadbolt
is to play host to the Artificial Leg, the not so cherished trophy for the Melbourne game.
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Our reputation is spreading, it is now much more difficult to find suitable opposition. The
Harlequin Colts were entertained by the Gentlemen, more for light entertainment than for
serious practice, and thrashed by 45 runs. The more formidable Riverside Ratbags went the
same way even though they were reinforced by “Killer Keith” and “Bruiser Bob”.
The New Zealand Tour Operators were quickly dispatched.
Some of the greatness of the side lay with the skills of the opener Tony Drake and his
companion Consedine. Avison and Dehar added depth and the spin bowlers took full
advantage of the drought cracked turf.
Modesty is not an affliction that affects Harlequin cricketers!
The club ended the season with a surplus of just over $2,000 but in his end of season report
Stan Gyles lamented the drop in the performance on the field. We had been beaten for the
last two years in the first grade grand final and the players felt it badly. We had a lot of
promise coming up through the ranks and Stan exhorted the club to look forward to the 1983
season.
Maybe a true reflection of the year was the complete absence of nominations for the Nick
Driver Award. There was no Harlequin of the Year and angry words were exchanged at the
club dinner when this was announced. It was a low spot in the club’s history with a certain
amount of factionalism in evidence. The 1980’s was a period of change with big winners and
big losers among the clubs that were able or unable to adapt. The Harlequins seemed to
oscillate between the extremes. We continued to grow but reluctantly started to leave the
comfort of the amateur era and were being dragged biting and scratching into the professional
“business” world of 1980’s rugby. The scent of change in the air left more than a few feeling
wary. The club’s financial membership stood at 194.
With the disagreements of the previous year hopefully behind us the club moved into the 1984
season but members found that the dust had not yet settled. During the year we one member
was barred from club activities and two others were severely reprimanded. This was
unprecedented, a nadir in our history. It demonstrated just how unsettled and unhappy a
community we had become. There were no nominations for the position of Hon. Secretary and
it was not until seven months into the year that the stalwart David Learmonth put up his hand.
There was also a great deal of difficulty attracting coaches with Andrew Sullivan and Don
Brooker stepping into the third team and colts positions a week before the first game. An
“overseas” coach, Barry Bracewell was appointed to the first team but he had to stand down
half way through the year causing a great deal of disruption to the team. Fortunately, Keith
Jones and Geoff Missen jumped into the breach and completed the season. This was the
second year in a row that an “overseas” coach had been appointed with negative results
resulting in calls for the practice to stop and for coaches to be fostered from within our own
ranks.
Stan Gyles continued his Presidency with most of the previous year’s committee intact, while
the juniors continued with the well-established D’Acre, Capener & Crighton organization. (They
sounded like a legal practice but were in fact solid down to earth doers)
A breath of fresh air in the sometimes stuffy, blokey atmosphere of the time was the
welcoming of our first-ever female committee member, Kim Norton. Kim was the daughter of
the colts and juniors coach Bruce Norton who went on to coach the Melbourne Club’s first team
and the State team.
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A reversion to Glen Iris Park from the wilds of Columbia Reserve for home games was warmly
welcomed and resulted in an increase in crowd numbers. The improved lights and the
irreplaceable atmosphere of the place somehow made up for the dilapidated state of the old
shed. We still waded through the quagmire on wet training nights but, at least, we could now
see the depth of the swamp.
Touch rugby was becoming increasingly popular and helped many of the players keep their
aerobic fitness levels up in the off-season. The touch season did, however, encroach into the
start of the rugby season, and there were certain conflicts over attendance at training. The less
charitable also intimated that “those touch players” were bringing their summer skills into the
winter game and thus the tackle rates were abysmally low. Be all that as it may, touch during
the summer months was a great way to get the men and ladies together and keep the club
name fresh on people’s lips. It should also be added that the
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Harlequin touch sides produced an Australian Ladies player in Colleen Loughton (wife of Scott
Loughton, our first and second team hooker).
We had our traditional “laundering” of players over the summer but we retained a good core
and were still able to provide the state team with Ken Smart, John McKee (who went on to
coach Victoria and several elite Sydney clubs), Rod Morton and Geoff Wilson. Geoff Wilson was
a typically interesting Harlequin. With his good mate Steve Parsons he was always organizing
functions, trying to raise money for the club in very enterprising ways. In the committee room
many would groan at some of their outrageous ideas. Since retiring from the playing field
Geoff has become one of Australia’s most eminent and respected stockbrokers with his own
firm in Sydney.
The first team started well with some excellent players and good wins until the coach left and
they sustained four consecutive losses. It ended their hopes of a berth in the finals.
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The second team, on the other hand, was performing very well but that tended to encourage
the better players to stay with their team-mates down a grade and not make themselves
available for the first team. All in all, it was an unhappy time that we remember for all the
wrong reasons. On a more positive note, Alan Campbell graduated from the third team to the
second and was relishing the challenge. Marching into the grand final they disposed of Box Hill
15 points to 6. Our prop Greg Martin, an ex-Auckland representative player, put the ball down
beside the post late in the second half then entertained with an unforgettable victory dance.
He wasn’t pretty AND he couldn’t dance – but we didn’t put him on the paddock to do that
anyway.
The third team with Andrew Sullivan as the coach lost only three games during the home and
away season. This secured them the Minor Premiership, but their finals campaign faltered and
they lost to Melbourne 4 points to 9 in the preliminary final. Although this loss was
disheartening the season was a great success, bearing in mind the lateness of the coaching
appointment and their requirement to play at venues away from the rest of the Harlequin
teams. With a welcome surfeit of players at pre-season training the club fielded a fourth team
this year. They were scheduled to play far and wide, places such as Sale, Morwell, Geelong
and HMAS Cerberus were on the programme. This took its toll. Many could not make the
commitment to the away games and dropped off the list. They recorded only 4 wins, either
losing or forfeiting the rest, a disappointing end to a promising start.
Our social team was its usual gregarious self, led astray mainly by Malcolm “Sylvest”
MacDonald and other stalwarts such as Bruce Townsend. The highlight of the season was
undoubtedly the Golden Oldies Tournament in Sydney held in July. Our men combined mainly
with Moorabbin and Power House players to provide two mixed sides called the “Triple Clowns”.
There were also contributions from Geelong and Brighton with even the Tasmanians sending
representatives. From all accounts a great time was had by all but, once again “selective
memories” preclude a comprehensive and truthful record of events.
The colts (the glorious colts) under the shrewd and experienced eyes of the two Dons, Coach
Brooker and Manager MacPherson led on-field by Miles Prince produced a season to be
savoured and remembered. They lost only two games on the way to be Minor Premiers and
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then thrashed Box Hill 39 points to nil in the grand final. The majority of those colts had played
in our junior sides, their success fully vindicating our policy of investing in junior rugby.
And so on to the junior for that year. It is best summed up by the preface to their Annual
Report to the club;
Again the largest Junior Club in Victoria The Harlequins fielded teams in every age group.
There were 121 registrations, a number consistent with recent years. We should show some
concern at this since a great deal of effort put into recruitment seems to have shown little
return. The under 16 group was the most precarious in number, but great in spirit when they
played. Four teams played in the finals of their grade, the Tens, and the Twelves were runners
up, the Fourteens and Eighteens won their Premierships. Success was broader based, the
Elevens played in the Seven-a-Side finals, the Thirteens and Fourteens won their Sevens.
The club was well endowed with home-grown playing stock and we have seen many of these
young men run out for our senior teams in the years that followed.
A pleasant distraction for those who could get there was an end of season trip to Fiji for the
inaugural Air Pacific/Westpac Seven-a-Side Tournament. The club became Victoria’s
representatives through some covert background work by Jim Moodie who worked in the travel
industry at the time. A Harlequin team, with a couple of extras from Moorabbin and Melbourne,
as well as some willing supporters landed in Nadi Airport ready to take on the rest of the south
Pacific. Our hosts at the Hyatt Regency provided us with some unearned R&R on the way up
the coast and we arrived ion Suva well refreshed.
Unfortunately, we were outclassed and outplayed in the lead-up games but we were far from
disgraced. The pool match against John Maxwell’s Randwick team impressed many of the
locals who remarked on the “lively” way that we took it to the New South Welshmen. We were
left to cheer for our hosts to play off against Fiji Police for the Final. (The Police won - as they
usually do in Fiji.)
The year drew to a close and at the Annual Dinner the Nick Driver Award for the Harlequin of
the Year was presented to Richard D’Acre for his great work with the juniors. This was entirely
appropriate. The juniors, it was widely felt, were operating far better than the main club!
During 1984 the vision for a new clubhouse at Ashwood was accepted by the members,
although it would take many years to realise that vision.
Sadly the year saw the passing of two highly regarded Life Members, Daryl Brewin and Donald
Strang.
Daryl was a founding member and, as well as a rugby lover, was a cricket enthusiast and to
him goes the credit for the strength of cricket ion the club. He played in that famous match
against the MCC in 1929 and “tossed the coin” when we reprised it for our 50th anniversary.
Donald Strang was a great supporter of the Club as well as of the V.R.U. where he served as
an official. A very successful businessman, his generosity and goodwill provided much needed
funds throughout his association with rugby in this state. The new Clubrooms at Ashwood
were later to bear the name of Donald Strang when his family agreed to assist in the funding
of the building.
Both gentlemen honoured the club with their membership and their passing left us with both
gratitude and sadness.
The management of the club went “back to the future” with veteran Mike Plumbridge as
President and Stan Gyles taking over the premises portfolio - in Stan’s view the most
important committee role at the time.
For the first team in three years a Harlequin as opposed to a foreigner, took up the reins of the
first team. Allan Low, originally from windy Timaru NZ, but by now almost Australian (All jokes
aside, Alan had been a Club member for over 10 years!). As a player Allan always gave no
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quarter and as a Coach few things changed. His dogged approach bore fruit. The first team
won the Minor Premiership for the first time in 32 years. It was a great season in many ways
the team scoring 83 tries with only 7 against and amassing 482 points and allowing only 85 to
be scored against them. As well it won the VRU seven-a-side trophy. But they faltered going
down to Kiwis in the preliminary final. An injury to Andy Cooper, our prolific goal kicker during
the season, was an issue that had to be dealt with.
The first team props, Michael Telford and Dale Wellings had much to brag about keeping a
certain Ewen McKenzie in the second team that year. Ewen was soon to go north, join
Randwick, gain selection for Australia and establish himself as a great Wallaby winning 51 caps
between i990 and 1997. We have fond memories of props McKenzie and Daly rolling off the
back of the lineout and over the try line on 2nd November, 1991 at Twickenham for the only
try of the match that won the World Cup for Australia. The try was awarded to Tony Daly but
we know the inseparable pair exerted downward pressure. Our claims to the ARU that a
Melbourne Harlequin won the World cup have been curiously ignored.

Miles Prince, up from colts, and was appointed captain of the second team with John Clune
coaching until his transfer to Queensland after the 11th round. Once again, Keith Jones (you
would think he would have learned by now) stepped in and took over the reigns ending a midseason slump. With David Learmonth as manager, the team won 7 games straight to end up
second on the ladder. The team that took the field in the finals was a credit to both David and
Keith, as well as to themselves, and they duly won the flag.
The third grade under John Hewitt and captained by Steve Hanlon started the season in grand
style with a decisive win over University. This was all the more pleasing as the bitter taste of
two defeats at the hands of the students in the previous year still there. They obviously
thought the season won and went to sleep for a few of the next games before putting in a solid
eight-out-of-ten winning streak. Injuries and absenteeism towards the end of the season took
their toll and the team slipped into fifth place and took an early shower. Gerry Consedine, as
manager, kept the boys guessing with his dry wit but otherwise put in a great effort in difficult
circumstances.
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There was a fourth team nominated but this was placed in the Second Division, First Grade
competition. Initially, despite some lobbying, the club forfeited their place due to the travel and
other hardships involved. This decision was reversed when Rob Peneratta and John Sturrock
undertook to run the team. After a great deal of effort and endeavour the position became
untenable, and three-quarters of the way through the first round the forfeiture was confirmed.
This was however not until they had gained valuable points for us which helped us clinch the
Club Championship. Full marks go to both of these gentlemen and their players for trying.
The colts swept all before them. They won both the Major and Minor Premierships were
collected to make a hat-trick of major premierships from 1982 to 1984. The combination of
the previous year’s Under 18’s and colts premiership players and a top class management
team in Bruce Norton and Roy Capener made them invincible. However, the Under 18
competition began its decline due to lack of players. This was due to combination of
insufficient recruiting, a lack of coaches at that crucial late teenage level, girlfriends and brand
new drivers’ licences. Harlequins had a foothold in at Melbourne Grammar and St. Kevin’s
College, but not enough of that talent with a commitment to training and playing rugby was
coming through.
The sociable social team continued (and continued and continued) to create folklore. They
stopped games for Lochrie’s lost teeth and marvelled at Mike (a thousand seasons in a row)
Sizer’s scything bursts through the pack. It was better than watching television. They jokingly
referred to Manager/Coach Richard May as the “autocrat” but, if the truth be known, Dick was
the only one who could remember to bring the jerseys every week. They were short of backs
or was it that age had made more of them honest (and slower) and they “converted” into
forwards.
We hosted Hobart Harlequins during the pre-season for a short-notice Jersey Match. It was
played at Moorabbin because it was the only ground not “under wicket”, and the game went
ahead. A close first half stung our team into action and they ran in a handsome win. The end
of season incoming tour was from Gordon colts was so “memorable” the match details were
omitted from the year’s annual report. The Sydney lads took a huge shine to Victorian beer,
had no sleep that weekend and with a beer coaster removed from every pub in Melbourne it
made for a top quality bonding experience between the two clubs’ players.
We had a few in the senior state side as well as a representative in the Victoria v All Blacks
game. Unfortunately for Victoria, Ian Dunn, a 1981 Harlequin, played for the opposition and
helped them to a 65 points to 3 thrashing of the home side.
Touch football continued to be very popular and successful, attracting more and more wives
and girlfriends. The relaxed atmosphere appealed to many and the sport was growing beyond
expectations. Huck Smith and Seti Vaihali (alias Keta), with many helpers, were doing a fine
job organising the Harlequin teams.
The 1984 Nick Driver (Harlequin of the Year) Award was presented to a person described as a
tireless worker and supporter of the club as well as being a very long time player. In 20 years
John Brentnall had not changed one bit. In fact, John was to go on to specialise in sports
massage and served faithfully the club teams and the Victorian State sides for many more
years. A gentle giant, he was later honoured with a Life Membership and he continued into the
21st Century getting at least one game in a year.
Ken Austin Award winner Peter Girvan (God bless second-rowers) was, indeed, a most
improved player. Peter continued into senior ranks and cemented himself into the first team
for several years.
The cricket season was best described by Mike Plumbridge.
Eccentric as it may be in this day and age our cricket team continues. Messrs Shadbolt and
Consedine, as ever, issued challenges galore to settle old scores on the turf of Fawkner park.
Whether the Melbourne leg was retainable (it wasn’t, we lost) or the Scottish Amicable bat was
lost (it was), was academic – what was important was that we maintained a cricket team. We
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are a sporting club, members, and, whilst rugby dominates our interest all sports are our field.
Cricket is a long standing extra-curricular activity and full marks to Doug and Gerry for keeping
it so.
Financially, the club was travelling very well, while socially the club was as healthy as ever. At
the annual dinner that perennial English cricketer John Emburey entertained a packed house
with tales of his and English Test cricketers’ exploits. That was in between playing for district
side St. Kilda and parking Mike Plumbridge’s BMW two feet into the boot of a Holden on the
Punt Road hill. A very convivial evening at the Port Melbourne Yacht Club saw 85 kilograms of
crayfish disposed of, not to mention every drop of fluid behind the bar except for the sink
water.
We were entertained by a magnificent Welsh male voice choir at our various gatherings and,
fittingly a leek-eater, Paul Taylor, became our inaugural after training darts champion at Glen
Iris. At Glen Waverley North, the canteen and bar were flourishing. Although Dutch Auctions
and various other traditional gatherings were starting to wain in popularity Andy Corp’s Social
Committee had every right to be proud of its efforts for the year.
The plans for the new clubrooms were put to the members during this year. There was now a
tangible committment and fundraising was starting to gear up. Mike Plumbridge was elected
again to the presidency and continued pushing forward in his quietly eloquent and diplomatic
style. He also continued to bring smiles to the faces of all Harlequins with his “follow” calls
after any of our team had kicked the ball forward.
The juniors made “major” changes to their administration with Mike Dundee taking over the
Teasurer’s role from Roy Capener, who continued as Secretary. The more things change the
more they remain the same!
The V.R.U. changed competition format for the year, introducing a Premier division and a First
Division. The third and fourth teams now separated from the first and second teams and were
here there and everywhere. This, in effect, split the club in half, an extremely unsatisfactory
arrangement.
The Premier Division had 12 clubs each with two teams. There were initial games between all
clubs, after which there was a split and the top six and the bottom six played each other twice
leading into separate finals. Such was the confusion within Victorian rugby, although if truth
be told, it has always been so.
Our first team in Premier First Grade started with three fine wins beating the reigning
Premiers, Moorabbin 16 points to 9. Allan Low was again at the helm, and in Reg Hennessey
the club had found an old fashion New Zealand loose forward to lead the team. That he could
tidy up much more than the dropped ball behind the centres was a huge plus for us. The sight
of Reg and ex-Ponsonby hooker Mike Schrafft in the rucks and mauls brought inquiries from
the Genghis Khan recruiting agency. Things were looking good, if not always pretty. The
occasional lapse and a shock loss to Brighton, in the top division, shaped the season. The
team ended up fourth at the end of the home and away games. In a spiteful encounter with
Powerhouse in the first semi-final we went down 8 points to 16, and the season was over. It
was very disappointing, as the side could have beaten any team in the state on its day.
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Thank goodness again for the seconds. Keith Jones with his manager David Learmonth and
occasional assistance from David Bray steered his team to a premiership. With only two losses
and one draw they were in the box seat. They had to play Moorabbin three times in a row to
win the Premiership. Each time it was a very healthy win. 49 players took the field that
season and, with the thirds playing elsewhere, there were often no reserves. All in all, it was a
fantastic effort and one co-captains Stuart Davis and Rob Blackwell should be very proud of.
The traditional third team of the club was ostentatiously titled the First Division, First Grade.
According to Jim (still off-side) Blackie, who was elected in absentia to the manager’s position,
their saving grace was the acquisition of an appreciation for Glayva. That most Scottish of
liqueur warmed many a heart on the return from distant grounds forced upon them. They
earned more frequent flier points than a Qantas captain and used about 60 players to
complete the season. They lost more than they won and finished up in seventh position.
A fourth team was fielded. These fine gentlemen followed third team to the four corners of the
state. Three glorious wins, many unfair and luckless losses and two draws did no justice to the
great spirit displayed by the 52 who can claim they played.
The draw that did much to disrupt the stronger clubs was thankfully not adopted as a
permanent feature.
The colts ran in the minor and major premierships in grand style. This was their fourth year
in a row as Premiers and there was no sign of a let up. Bruce Norton and Roy Capener had by
now developed into a formidable management combination. Only two losses, one being a
forfeit due to lack of players, and the team scored 94 tries conceding only 11. They played
exciting rugby and were to supply 9 players to the following year’s senior ranks. Their tally
was 591 points for with 147 against. Post-grand final celebrations were not in the least bit
subdued.
The Veterans, as was their want, continued in splendid indifference to the glory and/or turmoil
happening elsewhere in the club. The appointed manager or, “Coryphee” as they liked to call
him, Conway Taylor, delegated the mundane issues such as running the team to Bruce
Townsend. As for the rugby, folklore has enshrined Ray Baty’s brilliant 80 metre try complete
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with spectacular dive as it had the efforts of captain Tony Drake and his vice, Keith
Christenson. Other prominent contributors were Andy Corp, Jeff Lurie, Mike Sizer, Ian (I’ve
lost my teeth) Lochrie and Richard D’Acre to name but a few. As was the custom, no records
were kept of the fixtures as this would seriously affected future accounts of the season’s
achievements.
The juniors continued to prosper and provide for the club’s future. The efforts of Richard
D’Acre, Roy Capener, Mike Dundee as well as Jim and Jenny Crighton saw an enthusiasm
amongst the coaches that translated into successes on the field. Two Premierships, one
runner’s up and a seven-a-side trophy adorned the cabinet. Twenty-seven of the boys
represented Victoria and the future of the club was in good hands. There were no Under 18’s
competition that year but our Under 16 team under Ron Kelsal took out the flag. The Under 14
team also ran in winners at the end of the year with Chris Bennett and Scott Loughton
coaching. These two had the pleasure of coaching two future internationals in Nigel D’Acre (a
Hong Kong representative at seven-a-side) and Marc L’Huillier who played for the USA (his
place of birth) in the 1999 Rugby World Cup.
Socially, Rob Charters and his band produced some very memorable events. The Annual
Dinner was a proud affair. Our own Wallaby David Shepherd was the guest speaker and the
club’s first 100 senior games blazer was presented to Huck Smith. This award, a brainchild of
Stan Gyles, proved to be very popular over the years and was appreciated as just recognition
to many for their service to the club. Because accurate counting started only in 1980 there
were a few disappointments amongst older players. This was a sad but unavoidable
consequence that was, in part, addressed in later years when Peter Bolton and Alan Campbell
were awarded their blazers retrospectively.
The cricket continued through the summer. Doug Shadbolt and Gerry Consedine, very much
part of the furniture, managed our flannelled fellows with Fawkner Park still the venue for
pleasant Sunday afternoons.
The touch teams performed very well and, in reflection of their success, Seti Valaihi (later Kita)
and Colleen Loughton were selected in an Australian Invitation side after the National titles
were held in Melbourne for the first time. It was a marvellous achievement considering the
standard of competition from the northern states where the game was, very strong.
Quietly the year came to a close with an excitement in the air. The new clubrooms were due to
be ready for us in the next year or so. The final fund raising phase was well upon us. Stan
Shaw was exploring all avenues as our sponsorship and fundraising “guru”, and too little credit
has been given to Stan for the magnificent result he achieved. The Friday Lunch Club had
become bored with the magnificent view from the 42nd floor of the Rialto building and decided
a move was due. The move became several and over the years they patronised Centro Café,
Onions, Park, Argo, James Darling and the Society Restaurant. Not a bad list!
Michael Plumbridge was re-elected after a contentious and somewhat disruptive AGM at the
Fountain Inn. There had been some misunderstanding over who exactly was standing for
President. Once sanity was re-established the meeting continued with much less drama and
“Plum” started his penultimate year at the helm of the club. The Fountain Inn, better known in
the past for the interest the constabulary had in its patrons, was now being run by Reg
Hennessey and Rob Charters, two Harlequins of exemplary character.
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Bill Unwin was elected Secretary. Bill was a most charming and refined man, who had come to
Harlequins through the club’s rowing connections – he was an excellent oarsman. A great club
man, he enjoyed the Friday Lunch Club and was responsible for the later move from Dekker’s
in North Melbourne to the Hero’s RSL Club in Toorak.
To quote the Clash it was “Situation Unchanged”, at the well organized and successful juniors.
Late in the lead up to the season Tom Hennessey was appointed first team coach. In Tom,
Reg’s elder brother, the club acquired a very astute rugby brain and a toughness that suffered
few fools. Allan Low generously volunteered to be his manager, thus ensuring continuity after
coaching the previous year. Tom started to bond the players into a strong unit and
concentrated on team skills and the basics that had created so many solid New Zealand
players over the years. He immediately put opposing coaches, players and supporters on
notice that there were to be no backward steps and, although he damaged a toe or two within
the club, there was no doubting his commitment! It soon became a highlight at first team
matches to hear the unambiguous “one line put-downs” that sprang from the coach’s mouth
directed towards unwitting opposition teams.
It was a roller coaster season with 14 wins, 2 draws and 7 losses that placed the team second
at the end of the home and away season. We started the major semi-final well and were on
top of Moorabbin until our hooker and later another player sent off for indiscretions that
reduced us to 13 players. A loss of only 10 points to 22 at the end of the day said much for the
spirit displayed by the remaining players. That game effectively broke our season and the
following week we capitulated to Power House in a spiteful affair, losing 12 points to 38.
Highlights that season included some superbly penetrating runs by Number 8, Russell Corban
(6 tries), the tackling and scavenging of Paul McCarthy at open side flanker and the kicking of
Ken Smart who amassed 134 points including 7 tries.
During the finals we hosted of Bordeaux University Old Boys touring side and played them as a
curtain raiser to the minor semi-final as we had a bye. The game started under brilliant
sunshine with the tourists immediately putting the dampeners on us with a magnificent display
of Gallic back play that resulted in a try almost from the kick-off. The game then proceeded to
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seesaw with the visitors holding the lead towards the end. Into injury time a penalty in front
of our posts some 40 meters out was placed for a kick at goal. It missed and the ever-wily
Seti Keta (having changed his name from Vailahi) shammed the pressing of the ball and set off
for the “drop out”. The referee, aware of all this as he ran past the 22 metre line, allowed
play to continue with Seti making it to within 15 meters of the French line before he was
dragged down from behind. He heard Huck Smith’s call to his left and popped the ball up for
Huck to score under the posts. The conversion sailed through. The full time whistle did little to
humour the visitors. It had been a very willing game and a “discussion” between our prop
Dale Wellings and the opposition front row nearly developed into an international incident.
Afterwards, at the Fountain Inn, as we entertained the now slightly happier Frenchmen they
demonstrated their true feelings towards their coach. It took the form of a bar-diving display
conducted sans-catchers when the coach took his turn. Luckily, he escaped with only
superficial injuries and did not require hospitalisation.
The second team followed the fortunes of the seniors and were bundled out of the finals with a
narrow loss in the major semi-final and then another in the preliminary final. Seti scored 21
tries that season (and paid his subs!) and Jeff Smith equalled his senior counterpart’s 134
points, including 8 tries.
The third team finished with the Minor Premiership flag and then went down to a very
committed Bendigo side in the grand final 6 points to 12. Former Harlequin (if there is such a
person) Bill Coulter played in the front row for the country team and he is yet to be forgiven
for that. Full marks to the third team’s efforts. True to the Harlequin ethos that has welcomed
players from all parts our first member of Vietnamese origin pulled on the boots for us. Yoshi
Sano made up for his lack of size with enthusiasm and spirit. Playing in various positions he
scored his only try that year and not surprisingly Yoshi’s customary smile after the game was
much broader than usual.
The colts, after four seasons on top of the ladder found the going much harder. An influx of
new players followed loss of some experience to the senior ranks and they, not surprisingly,
were unable dominate as in the previous four seasons. There was a heavy commitment to the
state side and some tough games, at times they struggled and were well beaten on several
occasions. In the sudden death first semi-final they swept aside Box Hill 23 points to 3 and
then came up against University who had beaten them three times. They ran the students off
their feet and were looking for five in a row when they met Moorabbin in the grand final. In a
pressure game they let their opposition slip away and finished losing 12 points to 19.
That season the seniors players provided Reg Hennessey (Captain), Neil Carter, Keiran O’Neill,
Mark Sawyer and Ray Thomas to the State side. In the Colts Dave Falloon (Captain), Phil
Brooker, Alan Fraser, Bob Pollock, Neil Schiller, Mike Stephens and Tony Tong were selected for
the Victoria and Stan Shaw coached the side.
The juniors struggled with numbers but their excellent spirited play They made up for that with
some excellent spirited play paid off with state selection at all age groups. In the Under 12’s
Aaron Hammond, Andrew Kinghorn and Tom L’huillier; the Under 14’s Steve Jerome; Under
16’s Michael Catelli, Marc L’Huillier, Tanblyn Lord, George Pringle and David Trafford; Under
18’s, who played in the schools competition, Dirk David, Darren Jerome, Phil Kelsall, James
Muller, Collin Oliveri and Mark Straham were selected. The Under 18 team was able to
participate in the school’s competition thanks to the efforts of David Learmonth, a
schoolmaster at Melbourne Grammar and the cooperation of the various headmasters. This
was a great help to that age group so desperately short of numbers
Undoubtedly Darren Jerome’s selection in a National Under 17 team against the touring New
Zealanders was the highlight amongst our achievements. Darren followed up with an
Australian “B” selection along with Phil Brooker. For both of those young men it was a
remarkable achievement in the face of stiff competition in the northern states and the
historical absence of Victorians in national sides.
The cricketers had the usual eventful summer with “co-perpetrators” Doug Shadbolt, Gerry
Consedine and Michael Plumbridge organising the team and entertaining the sometimes highly
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vocal crowds on the boundary at Fawkner Park. Alan Campbell would fire down his Rhodesian
born missiles with John Stephens gloving them stylishly, untouched by willow. A fine display
from two back rowers playing the sport of “mad dogs and Englishmen”.
Touch went from strength to strength with a three teams finishing on top of their respective
divisions. Scott Loughton, Doug Seeto, Anthony Heilsher and Seti Keta were all selected for
the men’s Australian Invitation team with Sue Chapman, Denise Hibbett, Jane Stewart and
Colleen Loughton in the ladies’ team. Fiona Loughton and Janine McConchie were selected in
the Mixed team and ex-Harlequin Mike Casey selected for the over 30’s Australian Team.
Heady days indeed.
At the AGM, once again at the Fountain Inn, Bill Unwin stepped down as Hon. Secretary, and
the position was taken up by Tony James. Tony, a life member and former president, was
again to labour unstintingly for the club, His sharp and eloquent wit kept entertained and
some insulted during the following few years. Mike Dundee, after having taken over from
Brian MacDonald in 1983, stood down as Treasurer having performed an often thankless task
with great skill and an appropriate measure of humour.
The Nick Driver Award for the Harlequin of the Year went for the first time to a married couple,
Jim and Jenny Crighton, who had served tirelessly in the juniors for many years. Both
continued for many more years to the great benefit of our young players.
The Ken Austin Award for the most promising young player went to Phil Brooker and a very
astute choice it was. Phil, during a sojourn at Auckland University for a year or two
understudied Grant Fox, the famous All Black goal kicker. Phil still insists that he, in fact,
taught Grant the finer points of the kicking game.
On 14 November that year building started on the new clubrooms. It was as if a child had
been born to a previously barren couple. The pride of all involved was palpable. But as in with
all children the birth part was really the easiest. The challenge was now in the growing and
nurturing and bringing to maturity in a demanding world. The fund raising had reached a lean
patch and we still didn’t have all the money for the “school fees”.
During that summer break there was no rest for the workers in the club. In order to save on
the project the club undertook to build the retaining wall around the excavation at the site.
This at first appeared a simple task. We were wrong. The “Wellings/Grieve Retaining Wall
Construction Company” pressed any member within reach into their “Sunday School” activities.
This, rightfully, took on almost “religious” overtones when bread was broken after their labours
and the “odd beer” was had. The “West Coasters” ,some of our New Zealand cousins, early on
Sunday morning up to their armpits, scooping the muddy rainwater out of the post-holes dug
the week before, was unforgettable.
For a dream that started back in December 1983 the 1987 Annual Dinner was particularly
sweet. Committee members Stan Gyles, Mark Allen, Dick Carter, Richard D’Acre, Mike Dundee
and, for that last year Graeme Rennie, savoured the ambience, assured of a job well done.
Ray White, our long-suffering architect was, however, questioned at various times during that
evening about the powder pink window frames. He assured all comers that it was the in
colour in the best rugby clubrooms throughout Europe that year.
This was to be Michael Plumbridge’s last year as President. He had presided over a period of
rapid evolution and steered the club very wisely past many pitfalls. He had displayed his
inherent patience and wisdom on many occasions when lesser men would have reacted hastily
and suffered badly. A witty and very polite gentleman, always good to be in the company of,
he had brought the club into the new rooms and now it was time for a rest. Although
occasionally described as a tailor’s nightmare he showed himself during his presidency as a
“class act”.
Paula Dolan infiltrated the juniors to start the Dolan family’s long association of with the
Harlequins. Son Phil was an outstanding junior, colt and senior player.
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For the first team the season started with a weekend camp at Nagambie north of Melbourne
where a great deal of “bonding” was experienced. The small town, better known for its rowing
course, was unexpectedly acquainted with rugby players, many of whom had scant respect for
the locally grown brand of football. The Saturday night’s activities in the local watering hole
were quite different, and diplomacy took a back seat. Later at the team’s accommodation
fatigue and emotion combined to create some memorable moments. Luckily all members
returned to Melbourne relatively unscathed and without any bail bonds.
When the season started in earnest there were some very pleasant surprises at training. Sean
Birchley, a centre in the classic style arrived. His tackling combined with the bursting runs of
John Janman were pretty to watch. With Richard Creighton, newly out of colts, standing off
the forwards, a fit Neil Schiller ran in 17 tries during the season. Phil Brooker also had an
excellent year amassing 188 points, mostly off the boot. Reg Hennessey, restricted to seven
games for the season, and Paul McCarthy only three denuded the back row. Russell Corban
once again rose to the challenge and ran in seven tries. Up front Dale Wellings continued to be
solid at prop with a very capable partner in John Kirkwood, a New Zealander in the old style.
To complement them there was a choice of two excellent hookers, the perennial, never say die,
Neil Carter and the diminutive Willie Nicholls. Willie, a most tenacious and exciting player of
great skill, unfortunately was sadly struck down with Motor Neuron Syndrome in 2002.
It was a frustrating year for the first team. They finished fourth on the ladder and lost in the
first semi-final to Box Hill. Probably the season’s highlight was a fine home game against Kiwi/
Hawthorn that we won 10 points to 3. This followed an early away loss to them 6 points to 21.
Both clubs developed a solid respect and keen rivalry over the years, resulting in a hard fought
match in mid-July. The weather was magnificent, for what became our last “Glen Iris Shed”
style post match get-together. The visitors to their credit, having lost the third team game 32
points to nil, and only narrowly winning the second team game 10 points to 9, stayed on to
share the occasion with us. It was just like old times with everyone standing outside the old
changing rooms down from where the construction of the new clubhouse was nearing
completion. It would always hold a place in our memories. Who better to share it with than our
Kiwi friends.
State players for the year were Phil Brooker, Neil Schiller, Keiran O’Neill, Mark Sawyer and Neil
Carter.
The second team was more successful finishing second on the ladder. They made it to the
grand final only to lose to a fine Moorabbin side 17 points to 27. First team demands forced
Alan Campbell to use nearly 60 players so there was an absence of continuity. The third team,
well led by Simon Creighton, followed the first’s fate and fell to Power House in the first semifinal. Colts too had a rare finish out of the top four and had.
The clubrooms, opened on 28 August just before the finals series, may have distracted all the
teams from the job at hand. With no evidence to the contrary forthcoming that excuse is
committed to history.
The veteran or social grade players entertained themselves with an abundance of players of a
wide range of ages. The father/son combination of Roy and Paul Capener took the field to join
the likes of Mike (part of the furniture) Sizer who was celebrating 60 years of youth. Half-back
Dick May’s frequent trips overseas left the door open for usurpers such as Steve Madden,
Gerry Consedine and Fraser Mallon. Conway Taylor brought his mother over from New Zealand
to watch him play on his 40th birthday. Such excitement almost took the heat off Lochrie. Ian,
being a true Scot when it came to parting with the folding stuff, found himself on several
occasions unlucky enough to have ball in hand and in front an open try line. The traditional
“shout” at the bar by try scorers came around all too often for a man of his heritage.
The junior section, although still strong, only managed one trophy for the year. The Under
16’s had a great support crew with Mike Hammond coaching and Graham Jerome, Barry
Anderson, Jim Crighton and John Grills managing. They were hard to beat and won the
premiership. They set a new standard in organisation and commitment at a junior level. Mike
Hammond, having played very good rugby in Wellington before coming to the “mainland”, was
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soon to carry his talent through to senior coaching. Open, running rugby was what he wanted
to see and his charges came through. Under 16’s games drew good support crowds and many
weekends they were the most watched match.
The rest of the junior club suffered a lack of numbers but that did not stop a memorably tour
to Adelaide for the Griff Hunt Trophy where the veterans accompanied them to play Port
Adelaide. This was probably the start of a close association between the extremes age groups
in the club.
In his annual report Richard D’Acre congratulated all the young players who represented the
state during the season. He also commented that he would like to see a Wallaby come from
out of the club. Little did he know then that Andrew Heath, a junior of that era would later join
Easts in Sydney and play prop for Australia.
The Touch players continued to perform at an excellent level. Although their season “only”
returned a single premiership (Men’s A Division) they were always the team to beat. In the
women’s team Colleen Loughton was selected to represent Australia touring USA and Canada,
a fantastic achievement for a great player.
Roy Capener received the Nick Driver Award for the Harlequin of the Year, and Gavin Osborn
received the Ken Austin Memorial Trophy for the most promising young player,
The tear was tinged with sadness witj the passing of two members, one of them far too young.
Hayden Newton-Brown, a colt who had played under 19’s for the state died in a road accident.
As well E.R. (Dick) Shepheard passed away after a long illness. Dick had been a member for
over 30 years and played in the 1985 London Golden Oldies tournament.
For the first time we held theAnnual General Meeting in the new clubrooms. We were now the
Harlequin Club Inc. and we needed a new President and a new look management. Mike
Plumbridge’s wise words are still remembered – “We have achieved the easy part. The
clubrooms are built, now we have to run them.” This was to prove prophetic as well attested
to by hard working committees for years to come.
There had been a fair amount of lobbying for positions, such was the attraction of having our
own home. It was healthy and brought the very best out of the members who all had the
club’s best interests at heart.
Charlie Grieve in his maiden year as President was encouragied greatly by four priceless
lieutenants in, Jim Blackie as club captain, Tony James as Hon. Secretary, Graeme Rennie as
Treasurer and John Sturrock as Chairman of Premises.
There was, however, another moment of real sadness before the start of the 1988 season with
the passing of, founding and Life Member, Sir Charles Moses. At the age of 88 there was little
that Sir Charles had not achieved. A former General Manager of the ABC, he had graduated
from Sandhurst in 1918 and had served in Europe and Ireland. He had represented his
regiment in seven sports including rugby and soccer and was boxing and shot-put champion of
the Irish Command. He played rugby in Victoria alongside the likes of Weary Dunlop and he
had served the club well. He was widely admired and kept his links with Harlequins to the
end.
Stan Shaw, a player with vast experience (rugby league in England and 1962 Harlequins
premiership winner and first team coach during the sixties) and a cunning old fox returned to
coach the first team. He developed a platform for the team’s most successful period for in the
club’s history. A continuing supply of quality players from the juniors and the recruitment of
proven performers from overseas and interstate provided a feast of exciting rugby to watch. A
special mention must be made of the arrival of Osea Koliloa, an outstanding back-row forward
and Fijian representative, who was to later bring into the club his brother Manu Valentini.
Osea and Manu were to become great servants of the club. Their mauling and tackling prowess
was legendary and both these men played over 100 first grade games, as well as many more
in the lower grades. Both were great servants of the club. In 1988, for the record we were:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Club Champions
First team grand finalists
Second team Minor Premiers
Third team Grand Finalists
Colts Premiers
HMAS Cerberus Cup Winners and
A.C.T. seven-a-side winners

Not a bad collection but the jewel in the crown still evaded us. Inconsistency and lack of
discipline cost us the grand final. The Moorabbin machine had once again won the major and
minor premierships. We won 17 drew 2 and lost just 2 for the year. We found ourselves in the
“almost there again” position but this time this was to prove the catalyst in the formula. Stan
summed up the season with an emotional plea to the players to stop being so easy on
themselves and to convert the maybes into certainties. Although the Latin may have been lost
on some his quote of “ Vincit qui si vincit” (He triumphs who triumphs over himself) in first
team final report would have made many think long and hard. It was frustrating to see such
talent not fulfilling its potential but it was hardly a new experience for the club.
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The second team, again under Alan Campbell, brought home the inaugural Malcolm McDonald
Shield for the Second Grade Minor Premiership. Our brother Sylvest”, as Malcolm was known,
would have raised the roof at the end of the season to celebrate that. They didn’t make the
grand final, losing in the second semi-final and again in the preliminary final-frustration again!
The third team, under debutant coach Chris Bennett, struggled with the many demands of the
higher grades with their players were “stolen” on Thursday nights. Chris lifted them into
second spot at the end of the home and away games but they too imploded during the finals.
A special mention must be made of the band of “West Coasters” including John Costello, Mart
Mercer and Garth McEnaney who held the side together with quality entertaining football.
Charlie Grieve was foolish enough to promise one of them, as he ran on the field at the
University ground, a “six pack” if he scored a try. Just over sixty seconds later Costello gave
him the “thumbs-up” after putting down the first of many tries that afternoon. Charlie, a
Scot, is still grateful he didn’t promise six-packs to the rest of them.
The Colts, with Gerry Consedine in charge, showed the rugby flair we have come to expect. A
tireless captain in Jeremy Haw and a goal kicker in Alan Morton, cool enough to kick the three
penalties that ensured they won the Grand Final, by one point no less, made for a very
satisfying season. This team was the saving grace that year and probably the spur that made
the following season so successful. Gerry’s influence and the type of rugby that he, and the
Mike Hammond/Graham Jerome combination (Under 17’s), demanded of their players
impacted positively on the club’s rugby style.
The veterans had an unprecedented start to the season with five straight wins before the first
snowfall lured some to the mountains and others to the warmth of Queensland. Their season
then meandered through success and failure, mainly due to the requirement that players
remained on thr field without replacements for entire games. At the Bi-Centennial Rugby
Festival at Moorabbin, Mike Sizer’s “Ebb-tiders” ran out winners in the curtain-raiser. The
annual Port Adelaide game was also a success. Socially there were few failures that year and
preparations for a trip to Toronto, Canada the next year were also in train.
Probably the highlight of the rugby year in terms of memories was the end of season trip to
Canberra. The club has a fine seven-a-side tradition having first won the ACT Sevens in 1971.
The 1988 sortie to the capitol was arguably their greatest success. An early morning arrival
and a night on the town was hardly a formula for success but we were to learn about the
stamina of this lot. Because recovery time was needed early in the day we shuffled the
members of the “A” and “B” teams. This worked in our advantage, allowing the “B” team to
blaze the trail though some of the well-fancied opposition.
“Harlequins B” faced the previous year’s runners up, Darmalan, who had beaten Eastwood to
get there, were 10 points to nil up at half-time.It looked grim until our sevens specialist Osea
Koliloa burst through several tacklers to score three minutes into the second half. A penalty
try awarded after Phil Brooker was held back, levelled the scores. The stage was set for a great
final few minutes. A penalty at a kickable distance was awarded to Darmalan and we held our
breath. The kick went wide, but not too wide to stop Sete Kita from gathering the ball,
breaking up-field and kicking ahead. Our pocket battleship, hooker Willy Nichols chased,
snatched a favourable bounce and sprinted the last 30 meters to clinch the trophy. Hangovers
were forgotten. We had scraped into the final on count-back after a drawn semi-final so the
partying was on in earnest. The local press praised the visitors saying it was some of the best
seven’s rugby seen there for many years. They were correct of course, at least since our last
visit.
That year the touring All Blacks played Victoria and the Harlequins players selected were Dale
Wellings, Sean Birchley, Phil Brooker Neil Carter who captained the side. The game was played
under lights at Olympic Park and the Blacks took no prisoners. The score ballooned out to 84
points to 8 and there were some sore blue jerseys after that night.
The juniors’ season was mixed. They fielded five teams from Under 9’s to Under 17’s. About
60 young players turned up every Saturday at Glen Waverley North Reserve and, at times, we
combined with other clubs to field a team. This was a very enjoyable sight for the parents and
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although the concept was not grasped as readily by all clubs, it was in the very best tradition
of rugby and gave the youngsters a game for the day.
Port Adelaide visited and “robbed” us of the Griff Hunt Shield with a 2-3 game aggregate. Not
to be outdone we “defeated” them with a mammoth hangi put down by Nick Huria and Rob
Penerata at the social gathering afterwards. The juniors continued to grow in stature, but the
work levels were also growing for the hard working parents under the stewardship of Richard
D’Acre. To their credit, what we now see on Wednesday evenings at Ashwood is testament to
their efforts.
On the awards side, a future Wallaby prop, Andrew Heath received the Ken Austin Memorial
Trophy for the most promising young player. The panel certainly got it right that year, as
Andrew was also to represent NSW and Queensland during a career that includes seven Tests
for Australia.
Chris Bennett received the Nick Driver, Harlequin of the Year, Award for his tireless work
around the club. Chris, through his landscaping business, had made the surroundings of the
new rooms look a treat, and he still had the energy to keep the third team positive throughout
the season.
Membership was steadily increasing with 230 paid-up names on the list. This was up from 171
the year before and 155 in 1986. A strict no-pay-no-play policy convinced even the most
recalcitrant non-payers to come up with the cash. The (usually) good-humoured approach the
Hon. Secretary, Tony James, to anyone within earshot when subscriptions were on the collect
worked well.
On the down side Allan Low wrote an open letter to the club at the end of the season berating
members for the abhorrent lack of respect many had for the new premises. Allan highlighted
the filthy habit of grinding out cigarettes on the carpet and of leaving rubbish about the place
when leaving to go home. It appeared that the persons he had in mind were often those who
had been most prominent in their absence during the fundraising and building phases.
The year ended with a slightly earlier AGM (2nd December) and a request by the Hon.
Secretary for members to; “attend the meeting in a sober condition. That will facilitate
sensible debate and hopefully ensure an early finish”. It obviously worked because the AGM
and associated business was completed in near record time and the club looked forward to
1989 with great hopes.
Even though this was to be a year of considerable achievement it was also a year of significant
loss. Ron Bolton, a Life Member of the Club and its meticulous historian died aged 83 in
January. Ron arrived in Victoria in 1927 already an international oarsman for Ireland. He was
an excellent rugby player, representing both the Club and the State with great distinction. As
Club President for many years and VRU Vice-President, Ron served the Victorian rugby
community tirelessly. He was without doubt the most influential Harlequin in our fascinating
history.
There were few changes to the management of the club over the summer and we had an
exciting new coaching staff. We were experimenting with a paid manager (two in fact) for the
clubrooms and it was full steam ahead. Those perennial stirrers David Bray, Andy Corp and
Stan Gyles looked at the new committee room and wondered what other uses it could be put
to. The Friday Lunch Club had been operating for more than 20 years but its weekday format
combined with a business climate that frowned on long lunches meant that fewer (older)
members could regularly attend. David Bray suggested Saturday lunches and they soon
nutted out a concept. The club would host four catered lunches per season to precede
important home games and the profits would go to a Player Benefit Fund. The player base in
the club had long since ceased to be professional men with health insurance and generous sick
leave from their employers. Bray, Corp and Gyles (convenor) would be trustees and, in
conjunction with the Treasurer of the day, were authorised to disburse the profits at their
discretion as follows:
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To make a financial contribution to a player or his family when that player has sustained
hardship resulting from a serious injury incurred on the field of play while representing the
club in any grade, senior or junior.
There would be a regular format. Stan Gyles would host the lunch, guests would be
introduced, Jim Blackie would be “fines master”, occasionally there would be a guest speaker,
joke corner would encourage merriment and the lunch would end with David Bray leading the
singing of the club song.
Now we had to turn a good idea into action. We did not have sufficient crockery or cutlery.
David Bray heard that Noah’s Hotel, Exhibition Street had been put into receivership and was
auctioning assets so off we went to buy a comprehensive selection of soup bowls, dinner
plates, side plates, cups & saucers, cruets. We also needed a cook. Someone knew Jill xxxxxx,
a lecturer in the catering section of nearby Holmesglen Tafe and she agreed to take it on. An
institution was born and the first Saturday lunch was held on 28th July 1989 prior to the game
against Moorabbin. It was a great success with good food and wine, irreverent banter, goodhumoured abuse and funds being raised in a good cause. The only change in venue and format
occurs when the first team is playing in a grand final. The lunch is brought forward to the
Friday before and is held at the Kelvin Club in the city. There is always a notable guest speaker.
So far $13,500.00 has been raised and many Harlequins have been benefited.
Harry Jerome, a new name in the executive ranks took over the Chair of juniors assisted by
the usual suspects on the committee.
It should be mentioned that throughout the entire decade Colin Rowlinson, a Life Member of
the Harlequins, had been the President of the Victorian Rugby Union. Colin was to serve for 12
years in total from 1980 to 1991 and after that, as a Senior Vice-President. The ARU
recognized his abilities by making him a Vice President, enabling Colin to tour France with the
Wallabies. It was one of his greatest and happiest moments in Rugby. He had the helm of the
V.R.U. at a difficult time and his astute stewardship facilitated a smooth transition into the
modern era. Much loved in our club for his superb sense of humour, Colin has never received
credit for his achievements, and he remains the Union’s longest serving President.
Equally, Keith Jones served at that time as a Senior Vice-President to the Union and his
influence and sound comment went far in shaping the modern face of Victorian Rugby. Keith
continued to serve for many years and returned to that position in the new millennium. As has
so often been the case the club provided servants to the Union of the highest calibre.
As all sportspersons know, the work put in over the years from all the coaches and managers,
the captains and the parents counts for nought if at the critical moment of play there is no
focus. From the moment Dirk Williams arrived at the club we knew that we would not lack
focus and that we had something special. The former Wellington representative was to prove
the glue that would bring together all our fine players and change the thinking from “we wish”
to “we will”.
As well as renewed focus the first team also had a new coach in another Wellington man, Mike
Hammond while “new boy” Mike Bull took charge of the second team. There was to be some
exciting rugby in store. Mike Hammond’s policy of “don’t kick the ball unless you are in the car
park” brought a new order of running rugby. Under an uncompromising physical regime
imposed by Williams, who led from the front, the players were starting to believe in
themselves.
Unfortunately late in the first round Mike Hammond was “transported” to Hobart by his
company and had to relinquish his coaching duties. It was a severe setback although a sound
foundation had been laid. Mike Bull, who through his playing career rarely took a backward
step, stepped into Hammond’s shoes, while Neil Carter took control of the second team..
The first team went on to win 18, draw 1 and lose 2. They scored 656 points conceded only
129 and were clearly a step above the rest as they swept into the finals in emphatic fashion.
They disposed of Kiwi-Hawthorn 15 points to 3 to meet Power House in the grand final.
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Stan Gyles was delighted as this meant there could be the first premiership lunch at the Kelvin
Club to crown a very successful first season of Saturday lunches. And crown it, it did. The
private room was packed to capacity and the alcohol fuelled expectations for the grand final
the next day sent many tired and emotional members back to their families late in the
evening.
The game was as tense as one would expect with both teams (and officials) making mistakes.
Firstly linesman first put up his flag and then lowered it to leave the Harlequin players
mortified and the opposition 4 points to nil up. There was another try soon after from some
fine play by Power House to see them 10 points to 3 up at half time. They were not able to
score again as we clawed our way back with some fine penalties from Ken Smart (160 points
for the season) and a snap drop goal from Richard (the Rat) Creighton five minutes from time.
The pressure forced a torrent of penalties on Power House and Ken kicked his former club out
of the game. For a team that won the trophy for most tries, by a country mile, it was
somewhat of an anomaly, but we accepted the Premiership with open arms. At the final
whistle finally our emotions overflowed. We felt relief and almost peace.
The celebrations were all the sweeter for the second team’s win against Moorabbin 17 points to
6. And so they should have, with future Wallaby Andrew Heath at loose head prop. That is
not to take away from a very fine combination led by Willy Nichols, linked at half-back by John
Hughes and anchored at full back by Orisi “Aussie Joe” Baravi.
We must also mention the reserves available to both the first and second teams during the
finals. These were men like Phillip Brooker, Eamonn Mc Sweeney, Andrew Scott, Chris Bennett,
Jethro McDonald and those two serial reserves (always good for a cameo appearance) Alan
Campbell and Neil Carter.
The thirds suffered from all the demands of the senior teams and ended well down the ladder,
although that didn’t stop them enjoying the moment. They had an early end to the season,
they were still the thirsty thirds.
The colts won the minor premiership but faltered at the last hurdle going down by 2 points in a
hard fought battle against Power House. Gerry Consedine and his charges did, however,
continue to produce a fine standard of player that would serve the club well in the coming
seasons.
For the record we were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Club Champions
Seven-a-side winners and runners-up (Harlequins second Seven)
Most tries scored trophy
First Team
◦
Premiers
◦
Minor Premiers
Second Team
◦
Premiers
Colts
◦
Minor Premiers
◦
Premiership runners-up
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It was to be arguably the most successful year on the field for the club to date.
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The veterans to the contrary suffered a poor year, with numbers and results, and finished well
down the ladder. The cricket team also had a quiet summer lacking the support that there of
the glory days at the start of the decade and before.
All these celebrations were fantastic but the direction of the club was subtly changing. There
were fewer parties at members’ homes and our social life was suffering. Huck Sharma
organised some lively functions at the clubrooms that year but our soul was possibly
elsewhere. Maybe it was the push towards professionalism in the higher levels of the game or
the change in social trends. We were to end the eighties, socially at least, with an
apprehension as to where it all was going to take us. We were also disappointed that the
momentum that rugby gained in Victoria from the inaugural Rugby World Cup in 1987 was not
capitalised upon by the V.R.U. or the Melbourne clubs. Although the final was played in and
won by New Zealand, pool matches had been played in Melbourne and Rugby was for once,
more in the news than the other oval ball game. Unfortunately we were all asleep on our watch
and a great opportunity was lost.
For many of us apprehension could be damned because the Dewar Shield was in the cabinet,
the singing was loud and the toast was “Gentleman, I give you the Harlequins”. We had the
best rugby club facilities in Victoria.
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The Changing Rooms

While Harlequins had the best clubrooms in the Victorian rugby competition it soon became
apparent that the remote and deteriorating changing rooms provided by the Council were
going to present an ongoing problem. They were located some 400 metres from the clubrooms
with their own separate parking area. On training nights it was easier for players to simply go
home after the training instead of coming over to the clubrooms for a beer or soft drink. On
match days the players trudged away to shower and change while the spectators headed in the
opposite direction to the bar. Most former players felt that this physical separation from the
clubrooms contributed to a growing distance between players and spectators. Over the
following years the club had to cope with a combined changing room where visitors were
separated by a sliding partition and inadequate showers and toilets. These facilities started to
resemble the changing rooms at Glen Iris, but without the camaraderie. It was clear that
something needed to be done.
Initial discussions with the City of Waverley met with disinterest at best and resistance at
worst. There simply was no Council money available to upgrade the changing rooms and Club
funds were still stretched following the original investment in the Clubrooms.
In 1994 Don Brooker was drafted into the Presidency following the transfer of then President
Russel Bate to Sydney. Don was a prominent lawyer and his first two tasks were to look at the
club constitution and to talk to the City of Waverley about an extended lease on the Ashwood
Reserve site- rather than the annual tenancy that existed at the time. We felt that as we had
built and paid for the rooms we were entitled to more security of use and tenure.
As always, discussions with Council took a lot of time and patience. Eventually Council agreed
to give us a seven-year lease. This apparent permanency would enable us to engage in more
meaningful discussions with financiers when it became necessary to borrow funds. A small
sub-committee was again formed to consider the various options including the renovation or
upgrading of the current facilities and construction of a new facility adjacent to the Clubrooms.
Alison Abbott, a retired architect, who had been actively involved during the 1980’s in the
design and building of the new clubhouse, was asked to draw up some sketch plans for the
change rooms. With the blessing of Ray White, Harlequin and clubroom architect, she
submitted plans to the sub-committee in October 1994 that included four individual changing
rooms with integrated showers and toilets facilities separated for home and away teams. The
plan included a gap between the existing clubrooms and the new changing rooms that would
allow for future extension of the clubrooms. The plans were enthusiastically accepted and it
was proposed that Ray White be asked to draw up presentation sketch plans and prepare an
estimate of costs.
It was now possible to approach the Council with a definite proposal. The City of Waverley was
interested and receptive but again there was no Council money available.
The untimely death of Don Brooker meant that discussions were put on hold. The new
President Allan Low took up the challenge and discussions were resumed with City of Waverley
but little progress was made. The club became aware of the intention of the Government to
release more gaming licenses for poker machines. It saw this as an opportunity, perhaps like
the Bingo days, to generate the necessary funds. A proposal was put to temporally move the
Club to the existing changing rooms and to convert the clubrooms to a gaming facility. Allan
Low argued that the initiative would be so successful that within two years there would be
sufficient funds to build the changing rooms together with a quality gaming facility.
In mid 1995 Alison Abbott was again asked to draw up sketch plans. Ray White’s architectural
practice was based in Shepparton, so it was much simpler to use Alison’s skills since she was in
Melbourne and had the time. The brief she was given was to extend the existing clubrooms
eastwards for clubrooms and changing rooms and westwards for gaming. An ambitious plan
emerged including a downstairs gaming room with an upstairs bistro and a club lounge
overlooking the first playing pitch. To ensure independent operation of the gaming facility it
was to be linked to the clubrooms by security doors. This was clearly a project well beyond
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the resources of the club and any Council support would be limited to the changing rooms’
component. It was going to be necessary to find a joint-venture partner. Preliminary
discussions were held with the City of Waverley and various prospective partners were
sounded out and it soon became apparent that this extensive project in this form would not
get underway quickly. The committee wisely did not openly canvass these options with club
members, as it would have met with some opposition.
The City of Waverley was receptive but unable to assist due to the planned amalgamation of
Melbourne’s councils. The City of Waverley was to go and, combined with other surrounding
areas, it was to become the City of Monash. Although the Waverley council buildings would
become the City’s headquarters the amalgamation caused a period of disruption and any
project that was not in progress was simply lost. The club had to re-establish contacts within
the new Council and bring the need for extended facilities to the attention of the new officers
who were now responsible for a much larger area and a greater number of facilities.
At the 1995 Annual Meeting the proposal to move the club to the existing changing rooms was
rejected and the concept of the building of a gaming facility effectively abandoned.
The continued use of existing changing rooms remained a constant source of frustration. Their
condition deteriorated under minimal council maintenance and their standard was at odds with
quality of the clubrooms now being used increasingly for various events such as, private
evening functions, Saturday lunches and catered training sessions. The size existing kitchen,
that had been designed as a canteen and shop, was just not big enough. An alteration was
designed that extended it into the clubroom without significantly loosing space there. AS well
as greatly increased space in the kitchen it provided room for a storage cupboard and pantry.
Canteen Manager Mary Brooker, now had a facility where the preparation and sales of snacks,
meals and drinks could be efficiently carried out. The further installation of stainless steel
bench tops in 2003 has brought the kitchen to semi-professional standards.
When Peter Bolton took over as President in 2000 interest in relocating the changing rooms
adjacent to the clubrooms was rekindled. Bob Butt recommenced discussions with City of
Monash and slowly progress was made. It was not only the council changes that slowed
progress. Our first application for funding in 2000 was vetoed by the City of Monash before it
reached the Victorian Government’s Department of Sport and Recreation. This, we did not
appreciate. To our delight and astonishment the Council accepted a new application.
The cost of extending the clubrooms had increased to $580,000.00 and our contribution was to
be $258,450.00. The club committee decided this was beyond our means. In 2002 the Council
reviewed the plans and came up with a revised estimate of $460,000.00. The Council said it
would allocate $320,000.00 if the club could find $140,000.00. Thus, after years of uncertainty
and frustration, it seemed that something was about to happen.
By mid 2002 when the City of Monash made provision for the $320,000.00 in its 2002/2003
and 2003/2004 capital works plans. The club’s contribution had blown to $175,000.00. A
meeting was held with selected “older” members of the club on 6th June 2002 to test the
waters before the committee formally decided to go ahead with the project. The Council was
now able to start preparing working drawings and tender documents.
At the President’s Lunch in July 2002, new President, Tony Barnes outlined his vision: changing
rooms connected to the clubrooms; the Harlequin rooms decorated in our colours and
competition standard floodlights for our main pitch. The club would need to raise considerable
funds and he asked members to pledge support.
Tony Barnes asked Rod Abbott (ex Secretary and former Chairman of Juniors) to take on the
role of Project Manager. After a little “role negotiation” Abbott accepted the challenge and the
real project had started.
Project management was never going to be easy. Although the club was funding a third of the
cost the Council signed the contract as the client. The role of the Project Manager was one of
influence at best. Dealing with the bureaucracy of the Council, and the demands of the ANZ
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Bank, who had become lender of choice, and the vagaries of the club committee ensured it
would indeed be a challenge.
The first task was fund raising. The club required $175,000 to meet its commitment. A
generous bequest from the estate of Harold Golightly, one of the club’s real characters during
the 60’s, together with club’s allocation of funds to the project of an initial $45,000.
The project was registered with the Australian Sports Foundation, which allowed donations to
be tax deductible, and it raised about $80,000. Other fundraising initiatives were also offered.
A Buy-a-Peg scheme, where a plaque with the playing number, name and playing history of the
donor, could be obtained for $500 or with just the name for $250, raised about another
$16,000 The Harlequin change rooms are now decorated with the playing histories of many
great past players. Members provided a further $16,000 through interest free-loans.
As expected concerns that the project would never be funded and might have to be delayed or
abandoned made fund-raising difficult. Harlequins are a notoriously suspicious species,
particularly when their own money is concerned! As donations from members started to come
in, the result of constant marketing, people became more comfortable and believed that it
might just happen. Success bred success.
By the end of 2002 the City of Monash started to press for a formal commitment from the club.
It had become clear that, while the major portion of funds required would come from member
donations, it was not going to be enough. It was going to be necessary to borrow some
money. This was a big decision for the committee as there was concern about the ability of
the club to meet repayment obligations in future years. The Victorian Rugby Union was
approached and agreed to make a $20,000 interest free loan repayable over five years. Even
with these funds at hand there was still a need for more money, and discussions were held
with the ANZ Bank.
At a Committee Meeting held on 11th February 2003 Tony Barnes proposed that the club take
a $15,000 loan from the ANZ Bank and that the club formally commit to the funding so that
building work could commence. After discussion it was agreed to proceed and the following
day the club met Council and committed to the financial aspect of the project.
Alison Abbott, who started a detailed review of the working drawing and specification,
identified numerous errors and omissions and suggested some design improvements. Slowly
but surely in discussions with the Council these issues were corrected or incorporated into the
plans.
Tenders were issued, and Everline Connections P/L selected as the builder. Work began in
March 2003 and was effectively complete by the end of August. It had all happened very
quickly without too much drama. To ensure security between the existing clubrooms and the
extension a temporary partition was erected in the clubrooms. Give an artist a blank wall and
he will cover it with a picture. Jim Blackie was up to the challenge and created a magnificent
mural of the “Barnes vision”. The mural was later used as a dividing wall in the new store, a
fitting backdrop to a space that can be converted to a bar or barbecue area on match days.
We were delighted with the new construction when the Council finally gave us clearance to
inspect it” four spacious changing rooms with lockable storage cupboards for kit and valuables;
top quality showers and toilet facilities for the teams; separate rooms for the referees; and a
well equipped first-aid room. The existing committee room had been enlarged with additional
storage space to make it more functional for such occasions as Saturday lunches. There was
also an area to show club memorabilia that had remained hidden in cupboards for most of the
time. The security system was extended to enable the different parts of the combined
clubrooms and changing rooms to be used separately. For instance, it allowed teams to use the
changing rooms without access to the bar or committee room.
The downside was that the new rooms looked so much better than the old so Rod Abbott
compiled a list of 125 tasks to bring the place up to the mark. These included an exterior
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repaint, a new carpet for the bar area, refurbishment of the toilets and new toilets for the
disabled. A budget of $18,000.00 was allocated so the fund-raising had to continue (again).
The touring Japanese Wasada University team were the first to use the facility. The team had
won the Japanese University Championships and was visiting Australia during the Rugby World
Cup to celebrate their success and was jointly hosted in Melbourne by The Harlequin Club and
The Melbourne Rugby Club. As usual it was a close call. After some last-minute hold-ups the
Council give us the keys on the morning of 8th October 2003 and Wasada University had their
first training run that afternoon! They also trained on 9th and 10th before playing a match
against a combined Harlequins and Melbourne side on Saturday 11th.
In the end a changing room is a changing room and it was very difficult to make it seem
special. Blocks of tiles in the Harlequin colours were used to decorate the shower area in the
Harlequin room, but it all still looked a bit bland. The idea of a life sized Harlequin figure in the
entrance was suggested. Mike Bull was able to scan the figure into a computer, scale it up and
cut it out in wood. Jim Blackie was called on to paint “the dancer” in club colours and “Fred”,
as he affectionately became known, was hung in the entrance. Charlie Grieve added the
Harlequin Club lettering below and the building started to feel like home.
Geoff Lake, Mayor of the City of Monash, officially opened the changing rooms and clubroom
extension on 7th November 2003. The opening was followed by a demonstration of youth
rugby and women’s rugby. The International Harlequin Tournament, which was being held to
celebrate the club’s 75th anniversary, was then formally inaugurated, a fitting occasion to
showcase the club’s extended facilities to the wider rugby community.
Match quality floodlights on the main pitch were also part of the Tony Barnes vision.
Investigations had revealed that this was going to be a significant and costly that would have
to wait until more funds were available. An extraordinarily generous decision by the Gyles
family to donate the funds for the lights in memory of their son, Philippe, who died so
tragically late in 2002, enabled the installation of the lights to be brought forward. The
Victorian Government Department of Sport and Recreation granted the Club half the cost of
the lights up to $50,000. Planning and Building permits seemed to take forever but finally it
was possible to appoint a contractor and start installation. Conway Taylor, a stalwart of the
“gerries” in the 80’s had sold his packaging business and was looking for another challenge.
Tony Barnes and the Abbotts decided he should manage the lights project. It was a good
decision, and the lights were duly installed ready for the 2004 season. The Philippe Gyles
Memorial Lights were inaugurated in April 2004 with a celebration match between the
Harlequins U18’s and Box Hill U18’s.
The vision was now complete and the Club could rightfully boast the best rugby facilities in
Victoria. They were in-fact the envy of many northern clubs. It was time to again raise our
sights. With the best playing facilities we needed to become the best club playing.
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The Inevitable Move to a more Professional Game (1990
to 2004)

The club was feeling pretty chipper about the new decade. We were reigning First Grade
Premiers and Club Champions and Charlie Grieve was about to complete his third year as
President, Jim Blackie his third year as Club Captain and John Ross and Bob Butcher, their first
years as Hon. Secretary and Treasurer respectively. We had also become used to having the
best clubhouse in Victoria. Nevertheless there were movements in the rugby world that would
have profound consequences for a devoutly amateur a club such as the Harlequins. The
inaugural 1987 Rugby World Cup and its successors every four years made the elite players
realise they were offering a unique entertainment product (horrible word) that was making
mounds of money for TV companies, home unions and the International Rugby Board, while
they (the players) received little more than expenses and the enjoyment and kudos of playing
at the highest level. Within 10 years elite players were earning huge amounts of money
through playing payments and sponsorship and the game had become fully professional at the
highest level in England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, France, Italy, Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa. In the northern and southern hemispheres new professional competition
structures like the Heineken Cup and Super 12 were introduced to market rugby to a larger
audience and to provide a higher standard of competition just below international test level.
Teams at these levels pay coaches who specialise in forward play, back play, general
conditioning as well as an army of physiotherapists, psychologists, doctors and strategists. All
this player support slowly but surely trickled down to clubs like ours and we now have a first
team doctor, physiotherapist and masseur, spend thousands of dollars per year on tape alone,
and our clubrooms boast a well-equipped first-aid room. Although our support team members
do not receive payment for their time it still costs plenty to provide the services. The modern
first team players no longer spend time and money in the bar after training, and many of them
do not drink. They see their role as a player and the club supplies all they need to play.
Inevitably it would be a challenge for the club to meet this new paradigm and find the money.
The playing success in 1989 led to an increase in general support from members while
additional sponsorship in 1990 reached $51,500 and trading turnover in all its forms exceeded
$100,000. Of that amount some $67,000. came from the bar (an increase of 10%), $10,700.
from the canteen (an increase of 11%) and $9,770. from sales of gear (an increase of 11%).
Subscriptions, however, fell by 10% to $13,655, which was attributable to our not having a
fourth team or veterans. It was an odd situation considering the playing successes of the
previous year and the ambience of our top quality clubhouse.
On the playing side there were major changes in our coaching complement. Mike Bull moved
up from the second team to officially replace Mike Hammond as first team coach, while Allan
Campbell took over the second team from Neil Carter. Eamonn McSweeny, who had been
having a quiet ale in the bar one week before the start of the season, learned the third team
had no coach and in, either a stroke of true club spirit or alcoholic stupidity, agreed to take on
the role. The colts under coach Keith Jones were the revelation for the year. We had 50 players
and were able to enter two competitive sides in the Colts Grade and provide 17 players for
State duty at Under 21 and 19 levels. One of those was Andrew Heath, who later moved to
Queensland and played for Australia as a very powerful prop forward.
Mike Bull left the conditioning of the first team to Captain Dirk Williams and concentrated on
selection and strategy. Selection was an ongoing problem due to our over-representation in the
State squad and to an abnormally high level of injuries and sickness in the middle of the
season. Despite this we remained in contention and with more players available towards the
end of the home and away matches, we hit our straps and clinched second spot on the ladder.
With a near flawless display in the major semi-final, we comprehensively beat Minor Premiers
Moorabbin 25 points to 15. They won the elimination final to set up a return match in the
grand final.
Another first team appearance in the grand final brought David Bray, Andy Corp and Stan
Gyles into action to organise the second successive lunch at the Kelvin Club on Friday 18th
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September the day before the big match. Stan Gyles arranged an interesting guest speaker,
Dr. Hugh Burry, a former All Black back row forward, who had recently returned from the UK
where he had worked at Guy’s Hospital in London for many years. It was quite a surprise for
Mark Baxter who had last seen him more than 20 years before refereeing a match he had
played in. His speech about the relative strengths of the southern and northern hemisphere
and the consequences of the game going professional at the highest level was thought
provoking although most members were thinking no further than the match the following day.
After the week’s rest we were confident we could prevail again but in a stunning form reversal
Moorabbin proved they had the mental toughness and deservedly won the 29 points to 9.
The second team played with great confidence and sense of purpose throughout the season
losing only two games to win the Minor Premiership and with 15 points to 13 victory over
Moorabbin it won its second Major Premiership in succession. Allan Campbell was continuing
his great run of premiership successes as a coach.
Eamonn McSweeny’s thirsty thirds took some time to get used to their new coach and he to
them. They lost 7 of their first 9 matches and then went on to win fourteen “on the trot” to
book themselves a place in the grand final. Although they lost the match to “inevitably”
Moorabbin 15 points to 20 it was a quite remarkable performance. The side also had an air
about them as they had the largest number of ladies supporting them, and their post match
celebrations are still looked back on with awe and astonishment.
Colts coach, Keith Jones had difficulties that our current coaches could only dream about. He
had decided to segregate his 50 players into two equal A&B squads-the A squad coached by
himself and the B squad by Les Rangahwa-, but with so many selected for Under 21, and
Under 19 State duties as well as injuries, it became clear the strategy was weakening our
finals aspirations. The A squad had the best players and eventually won the Minor Premiership
but not without close scores and several “come from behind” victories that added many grey
hairs to Keith Jones’ head! In the major semi-final our pack took the Box Hill forwards apart
and still managed a one point win to advance to the grand final. After a week’s rest there was
a repeat match against Box Hill who had won the elimination final. Unlike our first team the
colts maintained their nerve and their form and played superbly to put Box Hill away 33 points
to 9. Keith Jones is still sorry we do not have a video a video of it.
Despite the disappointment of the first team’s loss in the grand final, Major and Minor
Premierships for the second team and colts, plus the unexpected grand final appearance by the
thirds certainly made it a performance to savour. When Dirk Williams retained the 1990 ABC
Player of the Year Award for the second successive year it added icing to the cake.
The Friday Lunch Club had found Deckers in North Melbourne under the stewardship of Colin
Rowlinson and decided to make it a permanent venue. It was located in a street of terraced
Victorian houses close to the Victorian Market, which made parking a lottery. The restaurant
was in a state of genteel decay and if there were ever a storm during lunch, the meals would
be garnished with dessicated plaster falling gently from the ceiling. The owner, Derek Decker
always greeted his Harlequin guests wearing white gloves that he never removed to shake
hands. The food was challenging and, to sum up, it was just perfect! The format for the lunch
was: entrée followed by introduction of guests and club news; main course followed by fines;
sweets followed by jokes (where the agreed worst joke teller was awarded the tie, which he
had to wear to the next lunch); coffee with the lunch to be formally closed with the singing of
the Harlequin song.
The juniors had a rather disappointing playing year because, for the first time in many years,
we were unable to secure a flag in any age group in the round robin finals or in the seven-aside competition. Nevertheless, 30 players were selected in Victorian teams. One of our boys,
Stephen Lewis, managed to represent Victoria in Under 10’s, 11’s and 12’s. Quite an
achievement! On the administrative side we became strongly represented in the Victorian
Junior Rugby Union with Richard D’Acre elected Secretary and Ron Kinghorne, Leighton Bullock
and Murray Smart as executive members.
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With money in the bank after a successful playing season Jim Blackie succeeded Charlie Grieve
as President (as he had done in 1988 as Club Captain), and Mike Bull relinquished the first
team coaching role to take over as Hon. Secretary. Bob Butcher remained Treasurer-thus the
organisational side of the club for 1991 was again in excellent shape. The coaching group for
1991 season also looked strong with a succession plan many companies would envy. Allan
Campbell was appointed first team coach after his success with the second team, where he
was replaced by Graham Jerome. Eamonn McSweeny relinquished the third team to take a
general committee role and was replaced by Ken Phillipson. Les Rangiahwa, who had coached
the colts B squad, replaced Keith Jones as head coach.
After several anonymous seasons our touch rugby players burst into our consciousness again.
Organised by long-time senior stalwarts Mark Sawyer and Sete Kita we had two men’s teams
and one women’s. They even managed to secure sponsorship from Sinclair Devere &
Asociates, appoint Craig Matthews as team manager, and enjoy the services of a masseuse,
Karen. All teams made the finals with Men’s A winning the Premiership, Women’s A runners-up
and Men’s D losing the elimination final. Brett Godfrey, the current CEO of Virgin Blue Airline,
won the Victorian Touch Association’s “Best & Fairest” award for the second successive year. It
is said he was a real flyer!
The club also got off to a flyer in the V.R.U. seven-a-side tournament held on 3rd March. The
first seven won all six games, although the final looked problematic at half time with
Moorabbin leading 10 points to 0. Our young (with the exception of Sete Kita) team, however,
rose to the challenge and ran Moorabbin off their feet to score 20 unanswered points and take
out the Championship cup. The second seven cunningly lost their first round match and
proceeded to walk away with the Plate trophy. It seemed a dream start, but the successes of
our touch and sevens teams were not repeated during the season proper.
During April, we farewelled Dirk Williams who had made such a huge impression on Victorian
rugby. He was an established Wellington representative before he came to Victoria in 1989 to
continue his chiropractic studies. With the help of Don Cannon we had been able to convince
him to join the Harlequins and what an acquisition he was. As Captain he handled fitness and
conditioning training as well as providing a commitment and toughness on the field that was
second to none. He also captained the State side but he decided to raise his sights, travel
north to Sydney and play for Eastern Suburbs. He later gained selection for the Wallabies
squad touring Britain as a trainer/player and later was offered a position as conditioning coach
for London Irish. We were not surprised.
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In May we had the pleasure of hosting the Blackheath Club from London for the Melbourne leg
of their Australian tour. Blackheath is one of the oldest rugby union clubs in the world - they
claim to be the oldest and their tie simply has the word “club” in a silver spray with a black
background. We lost 31 points to 15 on a Thursday and enjoyed a typical rugby celebration.
Mark Baxter billeted their tour manager as they had both played in the same Kent county team
in the 60’s. We also hosted the New Zealand Harlequins from Waikato on one of their periodic
tours to Australia as well as the South Australian Open and Under 21 teams. All this took place
in one frantic week. It was not only great fun, very profitable but showed what we could do as
a club when we put our minds to it.

Although this was already our fourth season in the new clubhouse we had not yet formally
named it, so finally on that Thursday we were able to invite the Strang family to pull the cord
and reveal the "Donald J G Strang AO Memorial pavillion" and it seemed quite appropriate that
we should share the occasion with one of the oldest English clubs. Only the London Harlequins
would have been better.
The first team could not put their minds to it and managed only 5th position and therefore did
not play in the finals, while the second team squeezed into 4th position on percentage before
concluding their season by losing 6 points to 19 against Power House in the minor semi-final
(the 22-2 penalty count against us in that match had not improved our chances!).
Stan Gyles and his team had been overconfident earlier in the year, deciding the first team
would make the grand final, and had organised a grand final lunch at the Kelvin Club on Friday
20th September 1991. They had done this to ensure the guest speaker for the lunch would be
a stand-out. And a stand-out he was, Sir Edward “Weary” Dunlop. It was a marvellous lunch,
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fondly remembered by all club members there, not only because he was a famous surgeon and
war hero but also a Victorian who, like our David Shepherd, played for Australia while playing
for a Melbourne club. Nobody seemed to mind the first team was not in the grand final and
other teams were still possibles.
In the colts we maintained our player numbers and once more entered two sides in the
competition. In the end this was more of a curse than a blessing. Injuries in the first and
second teams continuously denuded the colts of players. Whilst it gave younger players
valuable experience it forced coach Les Rangiawha to change line-ups of his team from week
to week. He was unable to establish a consistent and cohesive game plan. Although the A
team finished second with a record of 16 wins to 2 losses they lost both finals 6 points to 21
against Moorabbin and 6 points to 19 against Box Hill. The outstanding team in the colts
competition Moorabbin. They had a 1051.11 percentage that suggested we would have
struggled to beat them even if our team selections had been more settled.
It was therefore left to the thirsty thirds to give our 15-a-side playing season some
respectability. Firstly, and something of a rarity for the third team, the training performance
was strong and a group of almost 30 players identified themselves as the thirds. They played
attractive rugby, winning 15 of their 21 matches to top the table, but whilst they scored most
points they also conceded more points than the 2nd, 3rd and 4th placed sides. In percentage
they were than the three sides behind them. This implied that they were a high risk/high
reward team and a danger in the finals. After the major semi-final, which we lost 21 points to
10 against Kiwi-Hawthorne, it seemed our fears were justified. In the preliminary final we
scraped past Power House 19 points to 18 and were through to the grand final for a rematch
against Kiwi-Hawthorne with little confidence. Our lack of faith was entirely misplaced for they
came out firing, played expansive rugby and beat Kiwi-Hawthorne 22 points to 10 to add the
Major Premiership to their collection. The third team had now played in successive grand finals,
a feat unheard of before or since. This was directly linked to the playing numbers in the colts.
In 1990 and 1991 we had two colts sides in the competition enabling them and not the third
team to fill the inevitable gaps in the first and second teams caused by injuries etc.
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The juniors’ season was unremarkable except that the V.J.R.U. had wisely brought the schools
into the Under 16 competition and increased the number of teams playing. This was
unfortunately not the case in Under 12’s where Harlequins and Box Hill, the only clubs
competing, played each other every week with each team seeming to win on alternate weeks.
What a pity it was our turn to lose when the final came around!
In 1992 Harlequin Club membership stood at 218, including 13 lifers and 56 non-voting
members. Bar sales had climbed to around the $80,000 mark, while canteen sales had seen a
steady decline from $10,600 in 1990 to $6,500 in 1992. Crowd attendances were down and
the club was unable to host any touring teams. The club’s playing strength in 1992, however,
was remarkable with eleven teams and 250 players representing U 8’s to veterans. It was also
great to see how many first team players found time to support the junior teams on Saturday
mornings. We hopedthis would encourage our juniors to stay in the club and play senior rugby.
The gap between U 18’s and colts (U 21) has always been a difficult one to close because of
other diversions such as VCE studies, university and entry into the workforce. Our touch rugby
teams did exceptionally well with men’s A and B winning their championships. It was a
different story in women’s where our team failed to make the grand final for the first time
since the 1982/83 season. That was a record all our male rugby teams would have killed for!
The thirsty thirds and veterans enjoyed their season, as they always do. The veterans, now
re-named the cavaliers (AGAIN), were especially delighted to play their best rugby in the final
match when they drew 5 points each and deprived old rivals Melbourne of the premiership. As
the Melbourne Club recorded in their newsletter.

Obituary
On 25th July, 1992 the gerries of MRUFC decided not to send many players to do battle with
Quins who apparently were deemed easy meat. Unfortunately the conversion was missed and
with it went the premiership. Bad luck lads, it could have been yours.
Another record for the veterans was the 121 year old second row (combined ages) of Ian
Lochrie and Mike Sizer who packed down against Morwell.
The season, however, truly belonged to the first team for whom 1992 was an extraordinary
year.
A few games out from the finals we were languishing in fifth place on the ladder and were in
the process of being defeated by Melbourne. A loss would have seen us out of the reckoning. A
Melbourne player punched Mark L’Huillier, our tight head prop. Big mistake. Mark was ordinary
in a fight but he was a tremendous scrummager as he subsequently proved in his appearances
for Victoria, the Australian Barbarians, Sydney University and the USA World Cup team. He
channelled his anger into a devastating scrummaging performance and, with the aid of Phil
Dolan, who had a superb game at five-eighth, Harlequins stormed home to win the day and
keep our finals hopes alive.
The last game of the season saw us against Moorabbin. Again we had to win to cling onto
fourth place and to secure a berth for the finals. All seemed lost with Moorabbin, the Minor
Premiers, comfortably ahead 15 points to nil. But then Phil Brooker, who had been somewhat
controversially selected by new coach John McKee, stepped in. Phil kicked six second-half
penalties in what was generally considered the best five-eighth performance by a Harlequin
since Ian Dunne was in his pomp, to lead us home to a narrow win and a place in the finals.
We beat defending premiers Kiwis by a couple of points in the first semi-final and won by a
point in the preliminary final to set up a grand final clash against Moorabbin.
After his overconfidence last year Stan Gyles had nothing planned for a grand final lunch,
particularly as we had been in 5th place before the last round of the competition. With just 6
days notice he, with David Bray and Andy Corp booked the Kelvin Club, printed the special
menu, chose the meal and wines and even managed to find 2 guest speakers. Marshall Wilson,
a sports and rugby journalist was a big disappointment but David Culbert, Commonwealth and
Olympic Games long jumper, talked about elite level sport in general and the joy of competing
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at the Olympics in particular. Littie did we know this was to be the last grand final lunch for 6
years.
Nobody gave our first team much of a show against the Minor Premiers. However, in a display
of tenacity we have not always shown in finals series, we scored a try, kicked two goals and
generally did enough to finish the 80 minutes one point ahead of an experienced and “filthy”
Moorabbin outfit. Saul Cannon, son of that great contributor Don Cannon, took the place of the
injured Mark Sawyer, who had captained the side 18 times during the season, to play in the
Premiership side. Many Harlequins over the years have missed out on a premiership due to
injury and the vagaries of team selection. Some like Oseo Koliloa play in two, and most due to
their scarcity never even have the opportunity to play in one.
The second team managed a reverse of the first team’s performance. At the end of the normal
season they had won 17 of their 21 matches, conceded only 145 points and won the Minor
Premiership. In the major semi-final we were well beaten 18 points to 16 by Moorabbin, who
had come second to us albeit with a superior points percentage. The shock result, however,
came in the preliminary final against Box Hill, when we lost 27 points to 18, against a team we
had well beaten twice during the season. There was a small “silver lining”. By winning the
Minor Premiership we received the Malcolm H.G.MacDonald Shield. Malcolm MacDonald had
been a Harlequin for some 45 years and had given great service as a coach and committeeman
but his fame came from his unstinting support of the club. He never missed a first team game
and he never failed to give loud support. After the match his rendition of “My Brother, Sylvest”
had become a club institution. It was with great sadness we learned that Malcolm died during
the finals series, but at least he had known the Harlequins would have his trophy for 12
months. Being a great rugby traditionalist he always maintained the Minor Premiers were the
best team in the competition. He would have been especially proud of the colts. At the end of
the season they were level with Moorabbin, both teams having won 12, drawn 2 and lost 2
matches, but Moorabbin had a slightly better percentage. Coach Les Rangiawha, whose son
Douggie played in the side, was nevertheless confident his team could win the premiership. In
the major semi-final we beat Moorabbin 8 points to nil, and two weeks later it was Moorabbin
again. There was much discussion in the club as to whether the break was good for us or not.
Well it was, and we put Moorabbin away again 18 points to 7.
However, this great club performance did not herald a continuation of Harlequins dominance in
the competition. In fact, most of our great players of the late ‘80’s and early ‘90’s drifted away
to join the Harlequin diaspora scattered around the globe. President Jim Blackie had cannily
resigned after two years at the helm to be succeeded by Mike Bull after his two years as Hon.
Secretary. Harlequin elder Tony James stepped up as Hon. Secretary to ensure that, regardless
of playing results, the year would not be without its moments of drama and controversy. In the
Secretary’s section of the 1992 Annual Report Tony wondered whether the “South Sea Island”
singing during home matches was conducive to the maintenance of the true Harlequin spirit!
The euphoria of the previous year did not permeate the 1993 season, and for the first time in
many years not one senior team made a grand final. The good-natured comments from the
touch-line degenerated into abuse of officials and opposition players, so much so, that
President, Mike Bull specifically mentioned it in his annual report. The Harlequins have always
had a reputation for considering themselves superior as a club to the rest, and those other
clubs were happy to see us “let ourselves down”. Despite our poor finals performance our four
senior teams had a combined won 55, drawn 3, lost 22, points for 1941, points against 857
aggregate season, and we were runners up to Moorabbin in the V.R.U. Club Championship.
The juniors had a successful season with teams playing in the U.8’s, 10’s, 12’s, 14’s, 16’s &
18’s competitions but there were many difficulties with the differing standards of competition,
quality of refereeing and numbers in the various age groups. Rugby is played in a few of the
private schools that run inter-school matches during the season. The Victorian Junior Rugby
Union has managed to include some schools in their U.12’s and U.14’s competitions but only
sporadically. And in the U.16’s we lose many players to compulsory school sides. We recruit
younger players successfully but we can not easily keep them.
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It was not a great year socially as it seemed our “touch-line” behaviour had weakened the club
spirit. The opening event, the “Annual Committee Roast”, promised much but flopped for a lack
of numbers. Some of the subsequent functions were successful but only because of support
from the netball crowd that had somehow become attached to the club. It was good for our
finances but did little for our morale.
The administration of the club in 1994 was complicated and strewn with obstacles. Russel
Bate, a former player of great distinction with Harlequins and Victoria, returned from Sydney
where he had played first grade rugby and took over as President. David Bray returned to the
committee as Hon. Secretary, and Michael McCreadie became the new Treasurer. Unfortunately
for us Russell was offered a promotion by his employer and was back in Sydney before the
season was over. Don Brooker jumped in, as acting President, and did, as expected, a very
good job. The committee also managed to put together the club’s first five year plan with
specific targets in four areas: 1) Capitol works; 2) Rugby; 3) Sponsorship; 4) Finance to begin
in 1995. Jenny Brooker, the new Chairman of the Juniors, replacing Richard D’Acre, had to
stand down and was replaced by Rod Abbott. Coming after such a disappointing year these
changes were unsettling. Nevertheless, we were able to field six senior teams including the
cavaliers and win two Premierships. Our fourth team was bolstered by the round three arrival
of the Melbourne Church of Christ rugby team, who happily became a band of Harlequins.
What they made of the Harlequin brand of Christianity has not been recorded but anyone who
wants a game is always welcome with us. The colts were the outstanding Harlequin team of
the year. They lost their first game by 30 points and then went on to win the next 17 to clinch
Minor and Major Premierships under the shrewd coaching of Wayne Hunt. Three players Justin
Berger, Troy Hunt and Aaron Hammond each scored 100 points and seven were picked for the
State team.
The other premiership was won by the Cavaliers, although that premiership was of a different
kind. On the Queen’s Birthday weekend they won the annual “Lightning Premiership”, which is
a slow-motion form of sevens with fifteen players! The Cavaliers also put in a good showing at
the World Masters Games in Brisbane with seven Harlequins playing in a composite Victorian
side. The success of the Cavaliers was in no small way due to the efforts and determination of
their manager Sadie Lochrie, partner of that ancient Cavalier Ian. Sadie has never accepted
any excuse from any player to be unavailable for the team mainly because they were all
terrified!
Another highlight of the year was the celebration of the 60th anniversary of the Hobart
Harlequins. Peter Bolton, Don Cannon, Colin Rowlinson, Ken Webster accepted Hobart’s
invitation to attend the dinner and watch some rugby. This group, largely stars from the golden
touring years of the 70’s, were keen to show they still enjoyed a good time away from home.
But as we have said before – what happens on tour stays on tour.
Don Brooker was formally elected President with Cam Clyne the new Treasurer, while the rest
of the key committee remained unchanged. April was a sad month for the club with the loss of
two well-known Harlequins. John Ross in his ten years made his mark as an administrator. He
had been Treasurer of the senior club, manager of several teams and a terrific supporter of the
juniors. Mike Sizer, however, had made his mark over 25 years on the playing field and for all
those years as a veteran. The following article appeared in “Milo’s Diary” in the Age and was
written by his team mate David Elias

Rugby Legend Passes to Higher Field
Among Victoria’s small but devoted rugby union crowds, Michael Sizer was something of a
legend. At 67 he was still packing down in the second row of the scrum for the Harlequins
social grade team and vowing that he would never allow age to force him into retirement.
Lancashire-born Sizer was regarded as the embodiment of the spirit of the ruffian’s Game
played by gentlemen. No matter what eventuated on the field, off the field he was always a
toff, not to mention an enthusiastic chorister of the code’s more memorable tunes. After he
first ran on to the field for his school as a 10-year-old, he never missed a season advancing
from schoolboy rugby to club competition for Harrogate and English county representation.
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A Melbourne Harlequin for more than 25 years, it was always said if he could choose a way to
die it would be with his boots on. On Saturday afternoon, Mike Sizer packed down for one
more scrum, but as the ball passed under him his ticker failed, and he was gone.
Obviously a higher team was in urgent need of a good second-row forward!
Those muscular Christians from the Melbourne Church of Christ, who had joined the Harlequin
fourth team in 1994, had obviously benefited from the experience. They were selected for the
Australian Church of Christ team that competed in the International Church of Christ
Tournament in the United States and beat all-comers.
Don Brooker had instigated a drive to secure more sponsors to cover the ever-increasing costs
of running a large rugby club without increasing subscriptions-particularly for the players. For
1995 our general sponsors were: Dulux Paints, Graham Moir, Peerless, Sportscorp (owned by
that perennial Harlequin contributor Any Corp), Cadbury Schweppes (the Managing Director
played for the veterans) and the Wine Barrel. The specific team sponsors were: Mothers Bar
and Restaurant, Cheers Bar both in the CBD and probably aimed at the first and second teams
and finally John Allison Monkhouse (Funeral Directors)) definitely targeting the veterans!
Whilst not a sponsor as such, we were also well supported by the Malvern Sports Medicine
Centre in Ashwood. Through their Dr Peter Fuller-a former Australian 800 metres champion-we
gained the services of Dr Tracey Peters, a sports medicine specialist, as our team doctor, who
has been very beneficial to the club and many players. New training lights were also installed
during the early part of the season. All in all, the administrative and support side of the club
continued to improve.
On the playing side we were delighted that seven of our players Cameron Clyne, Phil Dolan,
Matt Hammond, Lawrence Mawhinney, Tony Rowe, Andrew Scott and John Walshe were
selected for the V.R.U. squad to tour New Zealand. In April, after 6 rounds of competition, we
were second in the Club Championship with our first and second teams in the four and two
colts teams in the four in Colts Grade. It looked good but the rest of the season was not worth
writing about. Our performances were dismal and we failed to win any prizes.
The major committee changes were the election of Allan Low as President, the return of Mike
Bull as Hon. Secretary and a new Treasurer Trevor Gawne.
Although 1995 was a poor year on the field we started 1996 with confidence. Talented younger
players such as Justin Berger, Matt Hammond, Eanna O’Duill, Phil and Andy Bennett came
through to join seasoned players Andy Scott, Phil Brooker, Graeme Watt, Manu Valentini, Jim
Donovan and Kevin Houlihan. Despite this talented nucleus training was strangely insipid. First
team coach Peter Kirk put it more strongly in his annual report. Who could disagree with his
disappointment when 15 first team players managed to make training on only two occasions.
Sometimes it was only 6. Our State commitments were onerous and we were hit with injuries
but this could in no way excuse the position in which we found ourselves at the finish of the
season. Not for 60 years had we finished a lonely last forcing us into an ignominious relegation
decider against Northcote at muddy Croydon on a wet September afternoon. We were in
desperate shape. Graeme Watt played with a broken bone in his arm and Andy Scott with a
knee that later required surgery. We flew in a mate of Phil Brooker’s from New Zealand to play
half-back for us. Tony Penwill, a very talented flanker, played at inside centre, and Jason
Purkis, a good hooker and a handy flanker, played most of the match on the wing. We were up
against pretty good opposition too. Northcote had reached the final of a State-wide knock-out
competition and had a seemingly endless pool of largish to over-size Samoans to draw on. But
Brooker’s mate could really play, Scotty’s knee held up, Northcote made the mistake of running
into Penwill rather than around him, Manu was Manu, and we wanted it more than they did.
And so we improvised, adapted and then went on to survive in First Division. It was a salutary
lesson that we probably deserved.
The first team’s woes overshadowed the second and third teams who made the finals. The
seconds, under experienced coach Alan Campbell, even managed a narrow loss to Kiwi
Hawthorne in the grand final. The third team turned pre-season bad luck (Dave Conroy’s
injury) into a season benefit (Dave became assistant coach to Campbell Reid) and earned a
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place in the elimination final. A shaky start by the colts produced just 2 points through forfeit
in the first round. Were we about to consider the unthinkable (at least for 20 years) – no colts?
It came pretty close but coach Roy Capener managed to find players, including Under 18’s, and
they found enough success to reach the finals. It had been very close.
Financially, it had also been a close thing. Improved training lights, which had been installed
during the summer, an upgrade of the kitchen and new chairs for the clubrooms put big strains
on the budget. Our new Treasurer had found his first year quite a challenge and warned in the
annual report that such improvements for the benefit of playing and non-playing members
came at a financial cost.
It was with relief we started the 1997 season still in the premier division. Allan Lowe was in
the second of his four years as President, and in a significant first for the club Kaye Purkis had
been elected Hon. Secretary. Trevor Gawne continued as Treasurer.
In July the Bledisloe Cup Match was held at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. The V.R.U. finally
had convinced the A.R.U. after years of lobbying that Melbourne could host a successful major
rugby union test match. It was a huge success, resulting in regular Wallabies tests in
Melbourne. Our fund-raising committee, headed by Peter Bolton, saw this as an excellent
opportunity for the club to make some much-needed money. The A.R.U. and V.R.U. set up a
scheme that allowed Melbourne rugby clubs to sell Bledisloe Cup tickets to their members and
earn a commission. Peter Bolton’s team was so effective they made the club $10,000. The
A.R.U. thought this excessive and discontinued the scheme. We, nevertheless, used the week
of the big match as a catalyst for other events. On Sunday 20th July Victoria played Western
Australia at our ground, on the Tuesday evening there was a TV broadcast from the clubhouse
across the Tasman to New Zealand. On Wednesday the Juniors held their Dinner at the
clubhouse, and on Thursday there was a special Gala Dinner with Wallaby and Kangaroo great
Ray Price as guest speaker. Harlequins showed incredible stamina, because on the Friday we
held a “Back to Quins Night” for all those Harlequins who had drifted away from the club in
recent years. Match day we offered pre- and post match drinks at the club and for true
believers we held Sunday Sips the day after. The Hobart Harlequins came over for the match
and enthusiastically took part in all the club offerings during that frantic week. It was rugby at
its best.
After the dramas of the relegation play-off in 1996 the committee’s decided to commence
training in November 1966 and organise a pre-season game against Gordon in Sydney. It did
much to develop the first team squad. It was necessity after losing some eight senior first
team players including Andrew Scott, Manu Valentini and Lawrence Mawhinney. We replaced
them through a mixture of good recruiting and developing promising young players such as
Andrew Bennett, Dion Warburton, Will Beale, Justin Berger and Trent Boustead. The early part
of the season was, not surprisingly, patchy but the pre-season training and trip to Sydney paid
off in the second round of the competition giving us a number of stirring victories. In fact, by
the end of the season we were playing better than Box Hill and Moorabbin who made the
finals. It was, however, a huge improvement on 1996 and positioned us well for 1998.
Les Rangiawtha returned to the coaching fold with the second team after a break of two
seasons. Despite the usual cannibalisation of the second team by the firsts in the second half
of the season they were there yet again in the grand final. In a disappointing match against
Box Hill we gifted them a single point premiership.
The third team’s season was also disappointing on the field as the results belied the talent in
the team. Off the field they were, as usual, the social backbone of the club.
It seemed there was a curse hanging over the colts. In the first match of the season six
players left the field injured, including one with a broken collarbone and another with a serious
knee injury. Half way into the season with injuries overcome and form returning, we lost 12
players to the State colts and U19’s squads. Despite the difficulties the team had encountered
they found themselves in third position and felt they had a chance in the finals. Not to be.
Several players made themselves unavailable - our sixteen-man squad included two suffering
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injuries and one who was making his second ever appearance in a game of rugby. Our exit
from the finals was to be expected but was nevertheless a real disappointment.
The juniors, still being led by Rod Abbott, recruited well with 135 registered players. The
Wednesday evening training became a magnet for parents and assorted senior club members
to come to the club and enjoy a beer, chardonnay or cup of tea. Prodigious numbers of mars
bars were also being consumed.
The new season beckoned with an experienced and mostly unchanged committee. Neil Carter
became the new first team coach with a very experienced assistant in Wayne Hunt. Despite his
well earned reputation as a hard “knuckleman” in the front row Neil was a rugby thinker and
able to communicate his vision to the team and club very eloquently. The arrival of Brock
Parker was a huge benefit. Not only was he an excellent player, having captained the
Australian U.21 side, but possessed exceptional leadership qualities that have served the club
well ever since. Other talented recruits combined with the maturing of some of our young
players gave Neil an excellent squad to work with. We enjoyed another pre-season trip to
Sydney to play Gordon. Not only was it a good hit-out against strong opposition but a needed
reconfirmation of our strong links to the Sydney club. Our second team, coached by Mark
Sawyer and Allan Campbell, was also strong and, assuming no major injury problems, we
could anticipate a successful season for our senior teams. The colts were coached by Andrew
Scott, a dynamic back-row forward with the club and Victoria, who was in the early stages of a
very successful coaching career. From the Harlequins he went on to first grade clubs in
Queensland, as a professional coach before moving to Japan for (hopefully) the real money.
Our expectations were largely met when we finished second in both First Grade and Second
Grade behind the Melbourne Club and won the Minor Premiership in colts grade with Melbourne
second. Thus we made three grand finals playing our traditional rivals Melbourne.
The grand final lunch at the Kelvin Club on Friday 18th September was well attended and Neil
Carter gave his coach’s perspective of our chances. He was confident and believed we had the
side and the game plan to beat Melbourne.
Initially, it looked as if we did. The finals were played at the John Cain Memorial Park in
Thornbury and the second team played at 1.30pm on a different pitch to the first grade final at
3.00pm. The second team’s epic win against Melbourne meant our supporters could not make
the start of the first team’s match. This mattered little as we made a flying start and were
leading 7 points to nil before most of us had entered the ground. That was, however, the last
of the good news as Melbourne beat us convincingly to record their first premiership since the
60’s.
Winning two out of three looked good statistically, but we would have willingly swapped the
second and colts teams’ premierships for the first team’s runners-up trophy.
The juniors had their usual mixture of enthusiasm, varying standards, teams with too many
players, team with not enough and age groups where the competition was too strong or not
strong enough. Wednesday training nights continued to be busy with many former players
meeting for a drink while their sons and daughters (girls were eligible and welcome to play in
the U.8, 10 and 12 age groups) trained. It was at these sessions that Stan Gyles introduced
his Super 12 Tipping Competition, which is still operating, albeit now on the internet. We also
hosted the Griff Hunt trophy competition for interstate and Victorian junior teams as well as
the VRU junior finals competition. As well as being revenue earners, these competitions
provide much needed publicity for our club.
At the AGM the club’s first strategic plan was adopted with the Mission Statement being:
To be the Premier Rugby Club in Victoria by providing an environment where we excel in
Rugby, have a professional administration and a strong social and community involvement.
To support that mission a number of new committee positions was introduced, job descriptions
for each committee position were written ( Keith Jones must have been smiling, because he
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had made identical proposals in 1970 when he was elected President) and measurable targets
for specific areas of the club were agreed on. Such management processes are difficult to
introduce in companies where employees are paid but in amateur clubs with unpaid volunteers
it is almost impossible. Two key positions, Chair of Marketing and Chair of Social could not be
filled, which put our plans in immediate jeopardy.
One aspect of the Mission Statement, “the strong community involvement” was effectively
carried out when John Ross was appointed first team coach (with the new title of Director of
Coaching) with additional paid responsibilities as a schools liaison officer. John was a Wallaby
who had played his competitive rugby with the ACT Brumbies. He was also studying Sports
Management at Deakin University, so this represented a significant change in our approach to
coaching and marketing the game and our club to the Victorian public. Alan Campbell formally
resigned as a club coach after 17 very successful seasons, but fortunately for us, his
determination to retire permanently wavered as we shall see later.
The first team with a new coach full of ideas and Super 12 experience and led on the field by
Brock Parker was a class outfit. With an average age of 21-22 they played attractive rugby
scoring more than 100 tries – an average of almost 6 per game – and completed the season in
second place with a better percentage than the Minor Premiers Box Hill.
The Kelvin Club grand final lunch was another blockbuster. Stan Gyles had managed to get
John Lambie as guest speaker. John had played for the Wallabies in 1974 and 1975 and was a
talented and enjoyable speaker. Playing for the Wallabies in the mid 70’s with John Lambie
would have been a lot of fun!
The grand final against Box Hill played for the first time at their ground was a blockbuster as
well. The huge Box Hill pack had been well held by our smaller but very aggressive pack and
our backs had played their usual attractive rugby to be leading with just minutes to go. Box
Hill to their credit never gave up and levelled the score almost on the final whistle. Extra time
was precisely what we did not need. The big Box Hill pack finally gained the upper hand and
steamrollered us to win the Major Premiership for the first time in their club’s history. Whilst
we were pleased to see them finally win that elusive flag we were not happy for it to be at our
expense, particularly as it was a repeat of the previous year’s result.
Happily for the second team their repeat of last year’s result meant successive Premierships at
their fifth successive appearance in grand finals.
As part of our never-ending search for new sources of revenue Andy Corp and Stan Gyles
inaugurated the Harlequin darts association. We played in the eastern region and, with two
teams, it meant we had one of our teams playing at Ashwood every Thursday evening. Darts
players are natural drinkers and the Thursday night bar takings made up for those foregone at
training evenings (caused by our non-drinking senior players – our founding fathers must be
turning in their graves!). Darts became a surprisingly successful event for the club attracting a
wide cross section of members. Who would have expected to see Reg Wilkinson, Peter Bolton
plus son-in-law, Mike Bull plus son, Roy Capener plus son, Jim Blackie, Ray Baty, Mark Baxter,
Ken Quigg and Les Rangiawha playing darts not only at Ashwood but in a variety of pubs, pool
halls, RSL clubs and bowling clubs throughout the eastern suburbs.
The election of Peter Bolton as President brought the most successful club player and son of
the most influential Harlequin to the top spot. Having first played for the Harlequins as a junior
in 1956 and observed his father’s role as President and elder statesman for many years, he
brought a sense of continuity and permanence to the role. He was nevertheless very aware
that the first team had not won a First Grade Premiership since 1992 despite a couple of grand
final appearances. Bob Butt had resumed as Hon. Secretary, and Peter secured the services of
his business partner Eric Estlin as Treasurer. The new position of Immediate Past President
immediately giving Peter the benefit of Allan Low’s experience. There was, therefore, a feeling
of anticipation for the new team at the helm for the new millennium.
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The new millenium was not without its unpleasant surprises and in July 2000 we were shocked
to hear of the death of Randolph (Randy) Creswell due to heart failure. It was not just that
Randy was only 64 years old bur he had always had an aura of indestructibility about him. He
was big and strong, looked after himself and his world seemed to be totally in order. During his
almost 40 years membership of the club he had played in the 1962 1st Grade Premiers, the
1967 side that geat Gordon and the Cavaliers as well as offering his home for club functions
over the years. We all knew he was an excellent engineer but the extent of theachievements
in his professional life was never mentioned by him. It was a measure of Randy, the man that
Archbishop Hollingsworth, who had studied at Melbourne University with him, flew down from
Brisbane to lead the thanksgiving service. His obituary in The Age said it all.
Harlequins, being a sentimental lot, eagerly took up Mark Baxter’s idea to host a 25th
anniversary celebration of the 1975 First Grade Premiership, particularly as he agreed to
organise it. The first task was to track down the fifteen players. Full back, Mark Thornton was
lost somewhere in country Victoria and could not be found. Right wing David Simpson was
found in Auckland but could not make it. Centres John Stone (still in Melbourne) and Tim
Cornforth (resident in Canberra) both made it, as did left wing Mark Baxter. Fly half Jamie
McAree was contacted in Brisbane but could not come down. Scrum half and captain Rex
Harris, resident in Sydney, immediately said yes. The forwards were also difficult to track
down. Props Adrian Boulton and Noel Telford, in Melbourne still, both agreed immediately.
Hooker Jeremy Courtenay, now residing in France, was found through the magic of the internet
but did not think he would come. Second row Peter Bolton and current President was on board
but his partner Grant Pargeter was unfindable somewhere in the UK. Of the three back row
forwards Ian Diery did not return any calls made to him in California. Gordon Smith was found
in Sydney but could not make the weekend, while Jim McCaffrey was able to join us. Although
the first team was not in the grand final it was agreed to hold a special 1975 anniversary grand
final lunch at the Toohey’s Victorian Offices in Malvern on Friday 1st September 2000 (the
rugby season had been brought forward because of the 2000 Olympic Games in Sydney). As
one wag remarked we had finally been able to organise “a piss-up in a brewery”. After the long
and liquid lunch we popped over to the Malvern Vale for a few more sentimental ales.
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The Malvern Vale had been our standard destination after training in the sixties and seventies.
The tall stories and reminiscences continued on to Saturday, the V.R.U. finals day held at Box
Hill Rugby Club, which unfortunately featured only the Harlequins second team-it did not win!
It was then back to the clubrooms at Ashwood to celebrate the end of the season and to begin
the endless discussions of the relevant merits of the 1975 team as compared to the 2000
team.
Whatever the comparisons between the two first teams it was clear the overall standard of the
club was higher in 2000. Our first, second and third teams all finished the season in the top
two positions on the ladders, while the colts just missed the finals series in fifth position. Our
first team coach John Ross had fulfilled his development as well as coaching roles. He
organised pre-season trials against the Canberra Royals in the ACT attended by 22 players. He
facilitated numerous coaching clinics and courses and worked unceasingly to maintain
relationships with the private schools in the Melbourne area. Schools team sports were, and
still are, played mainly by the private schools.
Our relationship with the Monash Harlequins Cricket Club was still rather informal. They drank
at the bar in our clubhouse – with some enthusiasm – we are pleased to note, but they kept
their own books. In fact no formal merger had ever taken place, although the committee had
agreed to it in principle. Thus we had an unsatisfactory situation with a variety of minor sports
being played under the auspices of The Harlequin Club, each with a different relationship.
There was a golf group organised by David Bray that played regularly but infrequently at
courses around Melbourne and environs on a social basis. Darts was played primarily to
increase the use of the clubhouse and takings in the bar although, with three men’s teams and
one women’s team, it had become a successful and popular fringe activity among club
members. It was the brainchild of Andy Corp and Stan Gyles. Andy Corp later became
President of the Melbourne Eastern Darts Association which led to the finals of the competition
being played at Ashwood (in addition to home games during the season). Darts and golf were
played fully within the club framework because all participants were club members or guests,
while the Monash Harlequins used our name and shared our facilities but were a separate legal
entity. Colin Rowlinson raised the cricket club as an issue at the 2000 AGM but the relationship
remains unclear still. At that AGM Peter Bolton formally acknowledged the Australian Sports
Medal received by Colin Rowlinson by reading out the letter received from the Governor
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General. This medal is a Federal Government initiative to recognise outstanding contributions
to Australian sport. Colin’s name was put forward by the Australian Rugby Union for his many
years service to rugby union in Victoria as President of the V.R.U. and in Australia as a Vice
President of the A.R.U. We Harlequins just think he is a top bloke!
The major committee change was the election of Tony Barnes as Treasurer. Tony was a bustling
wing or centre who had played for the club in the 70’s, having been instructed to do so by Dick
Carter his boss at BHP. Tony had maintained his connections to the club, but various overseas
postings meant he had not been active in the administration. Tony was brought back to the
fold through his son Damien, a talented winger.
John Ross was appointed Victorian Coach so we had to find a suitable replacement for the first
team. Peter Tari brought with him an assistant coach, Rob Ah Khoui who looked after fitness
training and ran the backs. Rob was also coach of the Victorian Schoolboys team and a very
busy man. Rob looked impressive wearing a dark suit to matches that made him look like an
NBL basketball coach. Brock Parker took on the colts and did an excellent job getting them to
the finals, which exceeded our expectations.
Harlequin stalwart Eric Grant died after a long and brave fight against cancer. Eric had joined
the club in 1961 and after his playing career had maintained his association with the club
through the ubiquitous Friday lunch club, where he was “Finesmaster” for several years. In
typical style the lunch club decided to have a special lunch on 11th May at the Sorrento Pub –
Eric had retired to Sorrento – as a wake while he was still alive. The usual lunch club suspects
met at Ashwood to travel by coach to Sorrento, while many of Eric’s earlier Harlequin mates
made the journey individually to Sorrento. It was a memorable day full of memories and good
fellowship although there was hardly a dry eye in the room when the Harlequin song was sung
at the conclusion. Just over one month later on 20th June the same group gathered in
Sorrento for his funeral. Eric was buried with his Harlequin Jersey and a good bottle of red. The
Harlequin song was sung one last time for him.
There were great expectations in the Victorian rugby community in 2001 because of the tour
to Australia of the British and Irish Lions tour particularly as one test match was planned for
Melbourne. It soon became apparent that among the thousands of Lions supporters in
Melbourne there would be British clubs on tour, who might also be interested in playing some
rugby. Our President Peter Bolton thought this was too good an opportunity to miss.
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After the success of the 1975 Premiership reunion the year before Peter asked Mark Baxter to
look into some form of celebration to coincide with the Lions test on 7th July. With the help of
the internet, local tour operators and the Melbourne rugby network we found four British club
sides that would be visiting Melbourne. Keith Jones, through his contacts with the London
Harlequins, was advised that the Harlequin Gentlemen would be in Melbourne. The Gentlemen
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evolved from their 1980 5th team and tour overseas every two years or so. Just our cup of
tea. Owain Jones’s son, who was working in England, heard that the Old Elizabethans from
Bristol were visiting Melbourne and might like a game. He gave us a contact and they came
on-board very quickly. Fairwater RFC from the Cardiff area were also keen followers of the
Lions, having witnessed their last and very successful tour to South Africa. The Melbourne leg
of their tour was being handled by Richard Lee, a travel consultant who specialised in overseas
exotic travel. How he came to be hosting a bunch of hard-bitten (hardly exotic!) Welsh rugbyplayers was never explained to us. Richard was however known to us. He played first team
rugby for Melbourne High School in the 1950’s with Peter Bolton and was a member of our
veterans’ party that toured Hawaii and North America in 1981. SET Barbarians was a social
side based in south-east England consisting of players from clubs like Spalding, Tring and
Southampton University. We heard about them on the Web. From Melbourne our very own
veterans entered a side organised by Terry Molloy and the Melbourne Masters, a composite
veterans side run by Pat Drennan, also put their hand up. All we then had to do was organise
it!
Friday night heralded the tournament with a cocktail party for all teams with music provided by
the Clare Castle Jazz Band.
As with all Harlequin events there was a surprise on the morning of the tournament. The
Melbourne Masters had to withdraw due to injuries or alcoholic poisoning. This withdrawal was
welcomed by the remaining five teams as it reduced the number of games they had to play in
the round-robin. Ten matches of 15 minutes were played from 11.30am to 1.30pm to establish
the league table after which, at 2.30pm third played second for the Plate and at 3.15pm first
played second for the Cup - the finals being two 15 minutes halves. The cup final turned out to
be a surprisingly tough match between the Harlequin Gentlemen and Fairwater RFC. The
Harlequin Gentlemen, who included ex-Lion Peter Winterbottom, were “taken on” by a very
vigorous Fairwater, who were evidently keen to show those effete Harlequins what was what!
In the end the Gentlemen won by kicking a penalty in a tight game.
Andy Corp had produced some special merchandise for the tournament, including caps, TShirts and polos, which were a big seller. Eating and drinking were also indulged in the grand
manner and the tournament was a financial as well as a rugby success. All those with tickets
went to the test match at the Colonial Stadium and repaired to the Bull & Bear hotel after the
game for drinks and supper. The Bull & Bear, owned by Harlequin and former committee
member Graeme Rennie, normally opened Monday to Friday due to its location in the
Melbourne CBD. We asked Graeme to open it for pre and post match drinks. It was a great
night. The bars were full of Harlequins, Lions and Wallaby supporters all enjoying themselves.
For the strong we had organised brunch for the following Sunday morning at the College Lawn
Hotel in Prahran, owned by another Harlequin Richard Gilbert. Numbers were down but a small
group of stalwarts including the Old Elizabethans made it to Prahran for some cleansing ales.
Rugby and the Victorian economy were the big winners – as well as the Wallabies – over that
weekend.
The normal rugby season seemed to be a little overshadowed by the Lions tour and other offfield events. The first team, which had only five players from the previous season, started by
losing the first three matches and new coach Peter Tari was wondering what he had let himself
in for. It was certainly difficult for him in his first year as a senior coach but he made a
conscious decision to consult some seven senior players about decisions and this led to
changes in training and pre-match preparation. This change had an immediate positive effect
and the team not only started to win but to win well. Beating eventual Premiers Box Hill 36
points to 24 away and Melbourne University 25 points to nil in the first semi-final were the
highlights, but a narrow loss to Northcote in the elimination final was very disappointing,
particularly as it was a result of our errors.
At the V.R.U. Awards Night on 12th September that tireless worker Roy Capener was presented
with one of six Distinguished Service Awards by the V.R.U. to members of rugby clubs who
have contributed to rugby life. For the record over 20 years: Roy has been Secretary and
Treasurer of the juniors; managed the U18’s and colts for three years; managed the bar and
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gear sales for four years; built cabinets and trophy cabinets (he is a first class cabinet maker);
handled registrations; supported darts and refereed for six years. It was an honour well
earned.
At the AGM in October two members were granted life membership. Mary Brooker, whose late
husband Don had been President and whose son Phil has played in junior and senior teams,
including the 1992 first grade premiers, became our first ever female to receive the honour. It
was well deserved. Apart from supporting her family for many years she had taken over the
running of the canteen and provided a marvellous service to all members. During the season
she has provided hot food on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday training nights for juniors and
seniors as well as on Saturday match days. To keep her hand in she also provided
refreshments for the Thursday darts-evenings in winter and summer. She had twice been
awarded the Nick Driver Harlequin of the Year Award. In addition she offered her lovely home
for club Christmas parties.
Mike Bull had made a big impact on the club since joining in 1989. First as a player, then as
coach, President, Hon. Secretary, Club Captain and finally Chairman of juniors. In every role he
was successful even as a parent with his sons playing for the club and his daughter marrying a
Harlequin player.
For the 2002 season there were major changes to the committee. Peter Bolton could no longer
devote the time necessary to the presidency and was replaced by Tony Barnes. Barbara Haugh
took over the role of Treasurer, but Bob Butt remained Hon. Secretary to maintain continuity. It
turned out to be a rather subdued year. The excitement of the Lions tour in 2001 and the
promise of our 75th anniversary and the Rugby World Cup in 2003 seemed somehow to leave
2002 in limbo. Very important decisions were taken to redevelop our facilities during 2003 but
the planning and organization necessary to reach those decisions did not cause much reaction
or excitement in the club. The playing results were OK but did not spark any enthusiasm.
Three senior and three junior (now called youth) teams made the finals but no Premiership
was won. Strange things were, however, happening with the veterans. Not only were they
training on the field rather than in the bar but they had a full team with reserves! Matthew
Tiplady, captain and manager, had certainly used all his enthusiasm and marketing experience
to create the strongest veterans squad in years. Only later in the season did we learn he had
entered a joint team with Melbourne University Rugby Club into the World Masters Games
being held in Melbourne in October. This team of 22 Harlequins and 10 University players even
created a new jersey combining the Harlequin quarters with a splash on University blue. To cap
it off they called themselves the Harlequin Academicals-an oxymoron if ever there was one!
Nevertheless they played well and won the silver medal against a very strong Vikings side in
the final of the competition. So strong, in fact, one of their players Paul Gascoigne played in
the Premiership winning Moorabbin first grade team. It was a novel experience for the club’s
most noteworthy rugby performance to come from the veterans.
With rugby completed for the year members’ thoughts were moving to rest and rehabilitation,
free Saturdays and better weather. In November the club became the centre of our universe
for the worst possible reason. Philippe Gyles, son of Mary and Stan Gyles (Life Member and
former President), was a most promising junior having played for the State and State Schools
and the Harlequins – 100 plus games - for many years. On November 15th, having recently
turned 15 years, he died of a congenital brain aneurism after exercising on the ergo machine
at his school. It was a terrible blow for his family and the emotional outpourings of grief and
sympathy were eloquently recorded in his obituary which appeared in the Age Newspaper.
Phil Gyles was not the only Harlequin we lost in 2002, in fact it was a dreadful year. Marjorie
Berger, mother of first team full-back Justin and a great supporter, died unexpectedly during
the season and Marie Wilkinson, wife of Life Member and Captain of our first ever First Grade
Premiership team Reg Wilkinson, died equally unexpectedly. Suddenly the disappointments on
the playing field seemed unimportant and irrelevant.
It was, therefore, with astonishment and gratitude the club heard of the offer made by the
Gyles family to fund competition standard floodlights for our number one playing pitch. To be
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known as the “Philippe Gyles Memorial Floodlights” they would complement the building of new
changing and committee rooms as a redevelopment and improvement of our existing facilities.
2003 was an important year for the club, being the 75th anniversary of its founding, and
naturally a series of events was to be planned for the celebrations. But before the season had
started we were at yet another funeral on the 20th February. Jenny Jones, wife of former
President and Life Member Keith Jones had finally succumbed after a long and brave battle
with cancer. Many Harlequins old and new gathered at the Brighton Anglican church to farewell
Jenny who had been a well-known and liked member of the Harlequin community for some
forty years.
The major anniversary event was the redevelopment of the clubhouse by building extensive
changing, committee, first aid and referees rooms onto the existing structure. Together with
the new floodlights it would give the Harlequins the best playing facilities by far in Victoria and
better than most in Australia. Our President, Tony Barnes took on this development as his first
priority, and his extensive business skills and experience gained at BHP and Pasminco were a
huge plus. Hon. Secretary, Bob Butt, was also very involved in the initial process. He chaired
various meetings with representative groups of club members to gain approval for the project
and managed the first negotiations with the City of Monash. Hon. Secretary is probably the
most time intensive committee role and it was decided to select a project manager with sole
responsibility. As covered in an earlier chapter Tony Barnes appointed Allison and Rod Abbott
as joint project managers, which was a masterstroke. Rod, a former Chairman of the juniors
and Hon. Secretary, had recently retired after a long and successful corporate career with BP
and Access Computing and needed a new challenge. Allison, his wife, an architect, who had
made an important contribution to the design of the original clubhouse, was also looking for
that new challenge. And what a challenge it was. Dealing with the City of Monash, raising the
$175,000.00 club contribution, selecting the builder, managing planning approvals, keeping
club members informed and staying within budget was not easy. The result was a triumph for
the club and the official opening on Friday 7th November marked a new era.
The 2003 75th Anniversary Dinner was held at the Victoria Club on the 41st floor of the Rialto
building. Planned and organised by Jim Blackie and Charlie Grieve and, with some help from
Mark Baxter, the evening turned out to be a huge success. Harlequins came from near and far
to be a part of it. Long-term member and coach Geoff Missen dragged himself from Adelaide,
as did Geoff Naylor and Doug McClymont from Sydney. Barry Howatson managed to fiddle a
business trip in Melbourne to justify his flight from Auckland! Several Harlequins were unable
to attend because they were otherwise engaged as liaison officers for RWC sides in Australia
for the 2003 Rugby World Cup. Don Cannon, who was looking after Scotland and Peter Tari
Tonga, were both in camp with their teams and unable to secure leave passes.
The highlight of the evening was the presentation of an abridged history of the club. Mark
Baxter handled 1928-1959, Stan Shaw 1960-1969, Keith Jones 1970-1979, Charlie Grieve
1980-1989, Neil Carter 1990-1999, with President Tony Barnes 2000-2003 also adding a gaze
into the future. This lively trip down memory lane was very entertaining and a marvellous
window into the culture and traditions of our weird and wonderful club.
The evening was splendidly managed by Master of Ceremonies, Stan Gyles, particularly as the
effects of good wine, and plenty of it, took their toll on some of the members. Although the
evening officially ran from 7.00pm to 1.00am most complained there was too little time to talk
to everyone there. President Tony Barnes had the good sense to book a room in the Meridien
Hotel next to the Rialto Building but the bad sense to let some Harlequins know! Consequently
the party rolled on his room until approx 03.00am, until a complaint to the front desk from the
room next door compulsorily wound it up around 3.00am. It was only later in the morning at
breakfast did Tony learn that Mike Bull, Chairman of the juniors, had taken that room next
door unbeknown to Tony.
Although the season was now officially over there was still much to be achieved in our
anniversary year. The Rugby World Cup began on 10th October and, for those without tickets
to the many games, our clubhouse was to become their RWC headquarters for the following six
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weeks. Wasada University of Tokyo were touring Australia to watch RWC matches and to play
games against Australian clubs. With the clubhouse extension just completed we were keen to
be part of their tour. They trained at Ashwood on 8/9/10th October before playing a combined
Melbourne/Harlequins team on Saturday 11th October. The match at 10.30am giving us time
to get to the Telstra Dome in time for the 2.00pm RWC match between the All Blacks and Italy.
Early in 2002 the committee had wondered what kind of rugby celebration should be held to
mark the 75 years. When we learned that Melbourne would host two quarter-finals for the
Rugby World Cup we thought it would be ideal for an international rugby tournament for
Harlequin clubs. Mark Baxter was given the task of organising it. Mark co-opted Keith Jones to
help and Harlequin clubs in Belfast, Blenheim, Campbelltown, Dallas, Denver, Hamilton (NZ),
Hawaii, Hobart, London, Nairobi, Pretoria and Timaru were invited. We received acceptances
from Campbelltown, Hamilton, London and Nairobi. To our great disappointment London
withdrew in early 2003 and in September we received the tragic news from Nairobi that one of
their players had been killed in a training accident and that they obviously would not be
touring. With only three teams, including us, in the tournament we needed another team
quickly. Tony Barnes agreed to “find” a President’s Barbarians side that bore a remarkable
resemblance to our good friends at the Melbourne Rugby Club. Their coach Greg Fergus had
played U12 rugby for us so it was not too difficult to rope them in! The Hobart Harlequins did
not enter a team but sent Peter Wilshire to represent them. Hobart has been through some
very poor years recently and had to withdraw from the Tasmanian first grade competition.
Happily they have stepped back from the brink and would be playing in First Grade again in
the 2004 season.
The Hamilton Harlequins decided to send a group of Under 19’s and 21’s from the Waikato
province under their policy of developing young talent. The players were highly talented and
we hope to see many of them playing NPC rugby in the coming years. They were very well
organised with a six-man coaching and administration group plus family and supporters. They
arrived from New Zealand early on Melbourne Cup morning and, once settled, went to the race
meeting which stops the nation. On Wednesday they played the Victorian Country XV at
Ashwood to warm-up for our tournament.
Campbelltown Harlequins were somewhat less professionally prepared. They travelled by
minibus from N.S.W. on Friday (12 glorious hours) and made straight for the fleshpots of
Melbourne.
The first day comprised a round-robin of six half-hour games (15 minutes each way). Hamilton
showed their class and looked the side to beat. Hot sunshine took its toll in the later matches
and all teams (particularly Campbelltown) drained some amber fluid to cool themselves down.
The league table stood as: Hamilton, Melbourne, Ba-Ba’s, Campbelltown. Those with tickets for
the New Zealand v South Africa quarter final at Telstra Dome left early to get to the 6.30pm
game.
On Sunday the opening match between Campbelltown and the Ba-Ba’s was cancelled because
Campbelltown had maintained their Friday night form on Saturday and were unable to take the
field. The Ba-Ba’s did not seem to object as they had also had an enjoyable Saturday night. As
a punishment the Campbelltown captain was “forced” to drink a “boot-full” out of the famous
club prosthetic leg and boot. With that successfully downed the Campbelltown Harlequins
jumped into their mini-bus for another 12 hours of driving bliss.
The final between the Hamilton and Melbourne Harlequin sides turned out to be a lot closer
than anticipated. Canny Melbourne coach Brock Parker produced players who had not played
on Saturday and who were surprisingly fresh. The cloud cover had increased, the temperature
was a few degrees lower and the Melbourne players were determined not to let themselves
down. The game was quite a contrast to the Saturday contest with Melbourne in the faces of
the Hamilton team who lost some of their composure. The final result was never in doubt, but
the Hamilton defence was split on occasions. They knew they had been in a game. To finish the
tournament the Hamilton team performed a celebratory Haka that was well received by players
and spectators alike. At the presentations the Hamilton captain also drank the “boot-full” after
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receiving the winner’s trophy. The France v Ireland quarter-final was to be played at Telstra
Dome at 6.30pm, so it was full speed in the bar for 90 minutes before everyone drifted off to
see the match. Hamilton Harlequins had enjoyed their six days that ended with the All Black’s
convincing win against the Springboks. It had been very successful for our club as well. The
new changing facilities had been well and truly christened, the tournament had run almost
perfectly and the bar, food and merchandise receipts had been excellent.
In the midst of all the celebrations there was a rugby season to be organised and run. The first
team on paper looked very strong we were weakened by the loss of four top players to the
early season State team matches. Nevertheless, on our day we were perhaps the strongest
and most attacking team in the competition. This was no better illustrated in the Bolton-Bott
Challenge match between the Melbourne Club and Harlequins. Peter Bolton and Charlie Bott
have been stalwarts on and off the rugby pitch for their respective clubs and it had been
decided to inaugurate an annual match between the two clubs in 2002. Melbourne won the
first challenge in 2002, and we were keen to win it for the first time at our Ashwood
headquarters. Tony Barnes held a President’s lunch to precede and celebrate the match. The
Mayor of Monash Geoff Lake and the local Member of Parliament Bob Stensholt were special
guests plus a collection of Melbourne and Harlequin Club members. After the usual speeches
and banter between the clubs we put on a superb display of attacking rugby to trounce
Melbourne 38 points to 5. This turned out to be our season’s high point and was, in fact, the
last match we won. After losing the last five games we made the four by the skin of our teeth,
beating Powerhouse on percentage We lost the first semi-final to Melbourne who, much to our
chagrin, went on to win the Premiership leaving us to consider what might have been – or
perhaps what should have been. Thank goodness for Allan Campbell’s second team! After
looking workmanlike and solid rather than brilliant the team rose to the occasion in the finals
to win the flag..
The juniors ran teams in the U.8’s, 10’s, 12’s(two), 13’s, 15’s, and 17’s competitions and it was
always a pleasure on Wednesday evenings to visit Ashwood to see small rugby players
swarming all over the two pitches. Both U.12 teams and U.13’s made the finals but the older
age groups struggled against some very talented (and big) teams from other clubs. Mike Bull
retired as Chairman of youth after three highly successful years.
At the AGM on 20th November Tony Barnes was able to look back on a most enjoyable 75th
anniversary year. We had built superb changing rooms with competition standard floodlights to
come, we had traced our roots via our seven home grounds, we put on a fabulous anniversary
dinner, and the history of the club was well under way. Bob Butt relinquished the position of
Hon. Secretary, which he had handled with great skill and dedication. His legacy would be:
written and published procedures for the running of the club; a long term strategic plan for the
club; an effective email communication system for most club members; a major contribution
to the planning of the extensions as well as all the usual (myriad) duties of a club secretary.
Tony also looked to the future. The new club amenities would require new ways of cleaning and
maintaining them, we would need to spend more in upkeep, we would have to develop ways to
utilise them to our benefit and to the benefit of rugby in Victoria. We would certainly need to
improve our success rate at the highest level in the V.R.U. competition. He was certain the club
and its members would rise to the challenge just as it had done in the past to provide
opportunities for all to play, watch, administer and just have a good time. The final act of the
season was the conferring of life membership on two Harlequin stalwarts. Alan Campbell who
had joined the club in 1973, played many games in all grades and ended up our most
successful coach. His 2003 premiership with the second team was his 9th as a club coach. Roy
Capener did not feature on the playing field but was a key Juniors’committee member for
many years and more recently had held the onerous role of registrar. Roy is also an expert
cabinet-maker and the attractiveness and functionality of the bar and canteen owe much to his
efforts and skills.
A fitting end to our 75th year as one of the premier sporting clubs in Victoria but, as a member
kindly advised us, we did not start playing rugby until the 1929 season so our 75 years should
include the 2004 playing season. This intervention was fortunate because the 2004 season
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certainly ended with a bang. It did not start quietly either. Wendy Rhind, wife of the new
Chairman of Juniors Stuart Rhind, took over from Bob Butt as Hon. Secretary to work with a
largely unchanged committee.
The first major event of the playing season was the dedication of the Philippe Gyles Memorial
Floodlights on Friday 16th April. The inaugural match was appropriately between the
Harlequins and Box Hill U18’s sides. Phil commenced his rugby career with Box Hill (Harlequins
did not have an U.8 team that year) and played his 100th junior match against them on 24th
August 2002. The Hon. Bob Stensholt, State Member for Burwood, representing Justin Madden
(Minister for Sport and Recreation), President Tony Barnes and Stan Gyles were the speakers.
Following that match the first ever Victorian Premier Grade match to be played under lights
took place between Harlequins and Southern Districts. It was a sad but uplifting occasion and
the lights exceeded our expectations. It was the start of a series of matches to be played
under lights that would not only display our superb facilities but would present rugby in
Victoria in a very attractive and professional manner.
The Juniors seemed to find a new lease of life under Stuart Rhind completing the season with
220 registered players, a club record. Whilst this looked very positive, on closer examination it
highlighted a looming problem for the club as a whole. The U.18 side struggled to field 15
players every week, which showed we were losing players during their late secondary school
years. As our Colts (U.21) side also struggled with numbers it meant we had to fill our senior
teams either from new arrivals to Melbourne, poach from other clubs or convince university
students or disgruntled footy players to take up rugby. The obvious challenge is to somehow
ensure we keep the hordes of youngsters in the game with Harlequins. The dilemma is not
new. We started junior rugby in 1956 to address this problem and almost 50 years later it still
has not been satisfactorily resolved. The first, second and third teams all played inconsistently
but very well from time to time. The first team’s head coach was Brock Parker, one of our best
ever backs, and Neil Carter forwards coach. Neil, despite his long association with the V.R.U.
Tribunal, is one of the deeper thinkers in our club. Mike Hammond, coach of our 1989
premiership side was Manager, so in all it was a high quality outfit. Despite this, some older
club members did not think we had the side to beat Moorabbin, the dominant team during the
season, particularly as they had beaten us twice quite convincingly during the home and away
matches. This feeling was not lessened by a very poor last but one game against Box Hill,
which we lost heavily, despite Box Hill being just a shadow of their early 2000 sides. Apart
from Moorabbin the finals contenders were all over the place and we managed an unlikely
second place with the desirable double chance. As it happened we did not need it. We played
Moorabbin off the park to move straight into the grand final.
Meanwhile, the committee had been planning how to maximise the value we could extract
from our new facilities and proposed to the V.R.U. that we host the preliminary finals. As
expected Bob did a great job organising the day. We used both pitches with the first game at
9.15am and the last at 5.15pm under lights. Bob recruited 85 volunteers from all parts of the
club membership. Former club and V.R.U. President Colin Rowlinson, now in his 70’s, did a stint
as a car park official and many more did likewise. It was both a success for rugby and a
showcase for the Harlequin Club, its excellent facilities and first class administration. To our
great surprise we watched Melbourne beat Moorabbin comprehensively in their elimination final
to set up the grand final between Harlequins and our great rivals Melbourne.
Tony Barnes, horrified to learn his employer needed him in the US for important business
discussions, reluctantly left the following Tuesday in a foul mood. Stan Gyles quickly moved to
organise the traditional Grand Final Lunch at the Kelvin Club in Melbourne Place. Our last visit
there had been in 2000 before our loss to Box Hill in extra time. Brock Parker addressed the
group and was strongly questioned about tactics. Some of our older “armchair Generals”
thought we had got it wrong in 2000. The Box Hill ground where the finals are played is domed
in the centre and the slope can affect a game, particularly in gusting wind. It had been a very
wet week and even worse weather was forecast for Saturday and all wondered how our
players, excellent dry weather runners, would cope with the conditions. Brock gave nothing
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away. He had played in that 2000 final so he felt the tactics would be right. As if on cue it
started raining as Brock left the lunch and it continued all night and most of Saturday.
Earlier during the week the V.R.U. had held its presentation evening to celebrate the 2004
season. It was a great evening for the club. Steve Eskrigge won three first grade Premier
Division Awards: the Bundaberg Player of the Year (for the second year in succession); Leading
Try Scorer 12 tries; and Highest Points Scorer 172 points. To crown it all Tony Barnes won the
award for Best Club Administrator of the Year. All these awards were well and good, but the
only award the club really wanted was the Premiership.
Despite the weather and the wear and tear of three earlier matches, the pitch for the 3.10pm
kick-off was surprisingly firm. The Box Hill Club had done an excellent job preparing the
ground.
From the kick-off it was clear there would be no misunderstanding about the game plan and its
implementation. After 5 minutes, however, scrum-half, Will Morgan injured his leg and was
replaced by veteran Justin Berger. While Justin was a former State fullback and had been
playing from the bench this season Harlequins supporters were confident his temperament and
experience would enable him to handle the scrum-half position.
Steve Eskigge’s accurate kicks to the north-west corner, accompanied by strong pick and drive,
were quickly rewarded by two forward-pack tries from Matt Tully, converted by Eskrigge, and
Eugene Multipola. Twelve points up after 13 minutes and all the sceptics’ doubts were
effectively removed. Melbourne, by this time were defending desperately, and an errant hand
in a ruck led to penalty success from Ekrigge. On the 27 minute mark we won a lineout ball on
half way and went open. Full-back Todd Cornford made a clean break from a well timed pass
from Eskrigge, straightened, ran 30 metres and off-loaded back to Eskrigge, who went over for
his first try of the afternoon without a hand being laid on him. The conversion was a formality
and we led 22 points to nil. The Melbourne team and supporters were in a state of shock.
Melbourne managed a well-worked try but the conversion was unsuccessful and at half time
we led 22 points to 5. Melbourne came out purposefully and attacked down the left side. A chip
to touch on our quarter line was gathered by a covering Eskrigge who just managed to flick
the ball inside to Cornford – kick it out shouted the Harlequins faithful from the sidelines –
who beautifully stepped two Melbourne attackers and set off on a weaving 70 metre run up the
center leaving Melbourne defenders spread-eagled. Winger Bill Bale, following up, arrived just
in time to take the pass as Cornford was finally brought down. As he too was tackled Bill
slipped the ball to the ever-reliable Eskrigge, who crashed over in the corner. It was without
doubt the best try of the season. Melbourne responded with a converted try at 49 minutes to
bring the score to 27 points to 12. Willy Kombo managed to score a scrappy try that lacked the
class of the previous one but still gave us another 7 points with Eskrigge’s conversion.
Melbourne to their credit kept up the pressure and, after 62 minutes, their full back waltzed
through some poor tackling to score under the posts. 34 points to 19.
The Harlequins supporters sensed the momentum might be turning in Melbourne’ direction,
but Eskrigge scored and converted his own try. 41 points to 19. Melbourne came again with a
converted try at the 70 minutes mark. The Melbourne supporters came alive and their team
responded with another converted try, but their cheers had barely subsided when Justin Berger
picked up the ball from a wheeled scrum to sprint from the quarter line to the corner for an
unconverted try. 46 points to 26. By now Harlequins were playing out of their skins and the
Melbourne supporters knew it was the end for them. To add insult to injury Harlequins were
awarded a penalty on the Melbourne line. Eskrigge took the ball and instead of the expected
penalty kick Steve, quick as ever, took a tap and put French breakaway Arnaud Berger away in
the corner for an unconverted try. Two minutes later the game was over and Harlequins had
won a fabulous match 51 points to 26. Despite the conditions Harlequins had scored the most
points in any Premier Division First Grade final in V.R.U. history.
Further history was made during the presentations. For the first time all winners were given
medals by the V.R.U., and a new award, “The Paul Gascoigne Medal” was awarded to the best
player in the Grand Final. To no one’s surprise it went to Steve Eskrigge who had given an allPage 155 of 158
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round masterful performance in the wet, scoring three tries and kicking one penalty and four
conversions for a total of 22 points.
The Harlequins supporters could not believe it. The Harlequin song was sung with genuine
passion and emotion by all who crammed into the changing room after the presentations. It
had been 12 years since the last First Grade Premiership and everyone wanted to savour the
moment.
Team and supporters returned to Ashwood for the celebrations, which were long and raucous.
Paul Purkiss finally kicked the boys out at 04.15am, mainly because he had to return at
07.30am to prepare the rooms for the Juniors Presentations at 10.00am!!
The Annual Dinner with Nick Farr-Jones as guest speaker on 24th September was, not
surprisingly, a sell-out. Everyone wanted to extend and re-live the euphoria for just a little bit
longer. Four of the usual suspects (old farts) spent the Friday afternoon preparing the
clubrooms, which certainly looked terrific when members started arriving for the dinner. In his
speech Tony Barnes reflected on the achievements of the past 12 months: the dedication and
use of the Philippe Gyles Memorial Lights; the hosting by the club of the preliminary finals; the
partnership with the Monash University Ladies RUFC and the First Grade Premiership after a
wait of 12 years. Nick Farr-Jones gave a memorable speech extolling the satisfaction and
rewards he had gained from playing rugby as a junior, at Sydney University and as captain of
the Wallabies, particularly holding up “old Bill” at Twickenham in 1991. His only regret was that
he had never played in a First Grade club Premiership. He was happy he had played in the
amateur era where the love of the game was everything. This was just what everyone wanted
to hear as it encapsulated everything the Harlequins stood for. After the speeches it was the
usual presentations. The special presentation to the Premiership team was the highlight
although the award of Harlequin of the Year to Sandy Ash was very popular. Sandy was
rewarded for her great work in the medical team supporting the first and second teams on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at training and every match day. Modern teams would be unable to
take the field without strappers, masseurs and injury managers like Sandy. Stan Shaw made a
special donation to Tony Barnes of a framed photograph of the late David Shepherd, the only
Harlequin ever to play for Australia whilst a playing member of the club. The photograph was
donated by David’s widow and would be given a special place of pride in our clubrooms. During
his speech Nick Farr-Jones had talked about the different cultures of rugby playing nations and
had supported the tradition of the All Black’s Haka that evinced an enthusiastic response from
the New Zealanders in the club. Nick then had challenged them to perform the Haka that
night. The challenge was accepted and some 15 or more removed their dinner jackets and, led
by Bob Butt, former Hon. Secretary, gave a most impressive performance, as far as we knew,
for the first and only time in the clubrooms. All that was left was a final rendition of the
Harlequin song led jointly by David Bray and Eina O’Doull. And what a rendition it was.
Since those first matches in 1929 The Harlequin Club has been constantly evolving, developing
and changing. We now have the best facilities, we are holders of the Dewar Shield and our
history suggests the future will be an enjoyable ride for all those who care to get aboard.
Perhaps we can improve on our record of one First Grade Premiership per decade since the
fifties. Whatever happens our members will enjoy the experience and someone else will
perhaps make that judgement when we celebrate our centenary.
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Author’s Notes

When Don McPherson, long-term Harlequin, who played in the 1962 Premiership side,
suggested to the committee that the club should revisit the issue of a club history (the 1978
attempt did not get beyond a brief introduction) as part of the 75th anniversary celebrations I
did not expect anyone to nominate me for the task. It has in fact been a labour of love. I now
understand the club, its history, cul;ture and ethos in greater depth than I had thought
possible. It has been a pleasure to talk to the many characters who have made a bee-line for
the Harlequins to understand what attracted them.
To give the history a wider feel I decided to ask a number of influential Harlequins to write
about specific eras and events over some 75 years. Consequently Rod Abbott, David Bray, Neil
Carter, David Elias, Charlie Grieve and Stan Shaw gave up their valuable time to write about
"their" Harlequin Club.
Jim Blackie was an invaluable advisor and provided much needed creative inputs. David Elias,
who wrote one chapter, also edited the work and made many valuable suggestions re. style
and content. Paula Dolan did the original formatting of the text enabling me to start writing in
earnest.
My son Andrew also contributed to the effort by scanning all of the photographs that have
added much to the result.
Dan Papadopoulos, a family friend who happened to own a printing business gave me much
free advice about a subject of hich I knew little and also recommended graphic designer Enza
Rezaee to us. Peter Lever, the club photographer, took some special photgraphs for me taht
have also added to the final result.
Without them the book would not have been written and I thank them for their time and
efforts.
Finally I hope that the book will give Harlequins and non-Harlequins alike an idea of what has
made the club such a fascinating and at times infuriating place to be around.
Mark Baxter
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Chapter Writers
✦

Rod Abbott
Rod joined the club in 1971 on transfer to Melbourne from Sydney and played in the 3rd
team until 1974. He was Hon. Secretary from 1980 to 1982 and Chairman of Juniors
from 1995 to 1997. He was project manager for the clubrooms redevelopment
2002-2003.

✦

Mark Baxter
Mark joined the club in March 1970 shortly after his arrival from England. Played all
grades from 1970 to 1982 including 1975 1st Grade premiers, 1973 Croydon and 1974
VRU seve-a-side winners. Social Secretary1971-74, general committee member 1980-82,
clubhouse committee (lights) 1986-87, organised 2001 and 2003 Harlequin Invitation
tournaments.

✦

David Bray
David joined the club in 1967 and played 1st and 2nd grade until 1974. Successful
coach, particularly at colts level for many years, Social Secretary in the 1970's, general
committee member for many years including Hon. Secretary 1994-95. Club choirmaster
and general "mover and shaker" within the club! Life Member.

✦

Neil Carter
Son of celebrated Harlequin parents. Joined the club in 1972. Played Vic U12, 14,16, 18
and 200+ team games for the Harlequins. Captained Victoria against the All Blacks in
1988. Club Captain 2001. 2nd team coach 1989 and 1995, 1st team coach 1997 and
1999. Assistant 1st team coach 2004.

✦

David Elias
Joind the club in 1970 on arrival from England and played in 3rd teams mainly for a
couple of seasons before retiring. Returned to the veterans in 1980 and played on for 10
years. Golden Oldies in Sydney with the triple Clowns in 1994 and the Harlequins at the
Toronto Golden Oldies in 1998. Dedicated luncher and retired journalist.

✦

Charlie Grieve
Joind the club in 1973 on arrival from Scotland and played 1st and 2nd grade until 1983.
Victorian representative from 1978 to 1982. Club Captain from 1984 to 1987, President
from 1988 to 1990. Coached junior rugby in 1990's. VRU Director from 1992 to 1993
and VRU Judiciary member since 2003. Life Member.

✦

Stan Shaw
Joined the club in 1962 and played 1st grade until 1966 including the 1962 Premiers and
VRU seven-a-side winners. Coached 1st team 1966, 1967, 1969 and 1988 as well as
Victorian Schools and State U21 teams. Refereed in Melbourne, Sydney and Perth from
1970 to 1982. Highly influential fund raiser for the clubrooms. Life Member.
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